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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the proceedings of the FEMA-sponsored

conference on blast/fire research held April 20-24, 1981, at Asilomar,

California. This conference, the fourth of our annual series, convened

a select group of authorities on fire effects, airblast effects,

structural responses, and related technologies to explore avenues of

research for readying the technical deficiencies that limit analytical

progress ;ind to seek means for providing interim guidance to mitigation

planning and countermeasure implementation. A redirected R&D program

(derived by concensus of conferee recommendations) that appears consis-

tent with national priorities and the perceived urgency for increased

national security is offered. Program elements are listed in priority

order, and contingent levels of funding are provided to aid FEMA

budgetary planning.
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SUMMARY

The 1931 Blast/Fire Conference (occurring three full years into

a research program that in 1978 ;-'as conceived to require as little

as five years to complete) was an appropriate occasion to compare

progress with the original goals and, as appropriate, to set new

goals while seeking to provide the best balance between urgency and

budgetary limitations. The main goal of the program formulated in

1978—an analytical model for forecasting fire damage in a nuclear

airblast environment and thereby guiding the development of mitigation

strategies—cannot be reached in another two years; perhaps a decade

will be required at current levels of funding. Meanwhile, the interna-

tional situation could deteriorate abruptly, precipitating a crisis

that would require appropriate national emergency-level response. To

meet such eventualities, some attention to precautionary planning mea-

sures seems in order, even at the expense of slowing progress toward

longer term goals. In this spirit, the 1981 conference chose a course

of modest funding for the development and use of interim preparedness

measures that need not wait for the evolving technological base. The

conference also chose to sustain the already established momentum

toward resolution of the technical complexities that impede confident

development of the predictive methodology.

In recognition of the always present possibility that national

security funding might be increased, and that any such increase would

be reflected in the support of the aims of the Blast/Fire Program,

the 1981 program plans were again presented in contingency format. The

broad objectives of the program remain as formulated in 1978. However,

the redirected program acknowledges interim goals that might be met

through semisubjective estimation of key resource vulnerability. At

the same time, it recommends continued support of the original aims of

resolving the basic blast/fire technical uncertainties.
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I INTRODUCTION

Background

In modern warfare, whether conventional or nuclear explosives are

used, urban society can suffer heavy collateral damage from counterforce

or counterindustry attacks. Cities may be among the targets of strategic

attack, as was the case in World War II when fire took such a terrible

toll in civilian lives. Fire was also a principal cause of destruction

in the urban areas of Japan that were first to suffer the effects of

atomic bombing. Any reasonable extrapolation of the experiences of

World War II to thermonuclear attack on the United States implies a

fire threat of catastrophic magnitude.

Unlike the immediate effects of a nuclear explosion, destructive

fires can continue to destroy property and threaten lives for some time

after the explosion. Fires can also carry destruction outside the

area of initial damage, if conditions favorable to fire-spread exist.

On the other hand, fire is amenable to control, and much of its destruc-

tive potential is, at least in principle, subject to mitigation. Only

the possible magnitude—both extent and intensity—of innumerable,

simultaneously burning fires in a blast-damaged environment makes the

prospect for control seem vain in the wake of nuclear attack. Yet this

magnitude remains quite uncertain. Few would doubt the seriousness of

the fire threat if attempts at prevention, control, and mitigation of

fire damage are either not applied or not successful. However, the un-

certain state and magnitude of this complex and dynamic damage-causing

process, especially in the early stages of fire development: when counter-

measures are apt to be most effective, have thwarted the definition of

any confident approach to fire defense measures for situations of nuclear

attack.
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The combined experimental/analytical program in blast-fire interac-

tions formulated under DCPA sponsorship in 1978 and continued under FEMA

management is directed toward the resolution of these uncertainties. It

offers a rational, achievable approach to reduce the blast/fire inter-

action uncertainties to an acceptable level for emergency planning within

a reasonable time. Its implementation depends heavily on experimentally

determined facts, exploration of physical phenomena that are now poorly

understood and based on contradictory observations, and—in time, as the

analytical models develop—the necessity to validate predictions through

full-scale testing. All of these experimental activities require nuclear-

effects (in some cases, combined-effects) simulation. Accordingly, the

FEMA-sponsored program shares some of the concerns and requirements

of the Defense Nuclear Agency, and is being coordinated with the related

research of that agency.

Analytical modeling of blast-fire interactions is not only a goal

of the program, but a necessary adjunct, through sensitivity analysis,

of program planning and review. Until the state of the art permits

substantial resolution of the technical uncertainties that currently

impede improvements in the analytical models, however, interim guidance

to countermeasure planning must be provided without them. International

crises cannot be expected to wait until we are ready for them. In his

January 1980 annual report to the Congress, the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff said:

We face a period of high risk and great uncertainty in 'he
strategic balance throughout most of the coming decade.... All
the signs point to even greater risks as the days pass....
a crisis could result at any time....

Although defense planning should be based on the clearest perception

of threat, aided as much as possible by reliable analyses, currently

attainable measures will have to be developed and kept available for

crises that will not wait for the completion of analytical tools.

The 1981 Blast/Fire Conference sought ways to provide this interim

guidance.
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Conference Format

With minor exception, the conference followed the now familiar

format developed over the past three years. Plenary sessions established

the conference theme. Subsequently, the following workshops were formed,

each dealing with a separate aspect of the/total problem area:

(1) Initial fire distribution through the period of airblast
interaction (including secondary fire starts and primary
ignition of debris).

(2) Airblast response of structures and debris distribution.

(3) Fire growth, spread, and threat.

(4) Countermeasures and mitigation methods.

Workshop activities were interspersed with jointly attended, general-

interest sessions. Workshop chairmen were requested to provide lists

of prioritized work unit suggestions. From there a master list was

produced and presented to the conferees at a concluding general session

after each workshop had reported on its deliberations and presented

its recommendations for future research items and their funding levels

in contingency format. In this way a concensus program was developed

for the upcoming fiscal year and projected one year beyond.

On the following pages, the agenda for the conference is repro-

duced along with the list of participants for convenient reference.
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ASILOMAR 1981.

Agenda

(Conference Coordinator, S. Martin)

20 April, Monday Evening - Background Information

1. Welcome and Status of FEMA, FY81 Program R. Peterson, FEMA

2. Keynote: Risk Analysis in Public Policy J. Wiggins
J. H. Wiggins Co.

3. Conference Logistics, etc. S. Martin, SRI

21 April, Tuesday Morning - Specific Goals for the
Blast/Fire Program Session Chairman,

J. Kerr, FEMA

1. Plans and Goals for the 1981 Conference R. Peterson, FEMA

2. What is Fire Threat to Critical Facilities
and People in a Nuclear Attack?

• Fire Effects in an Airblast Environment -=—
Technology Overview . . S. Martin, SRI

• What/Where are the Critical Resources
and Who/Where are the People at Risk? R. Laurino, CPR

• What Form of Answer is Required R. Alger, SRI

- An enhancement factor to be applied to
blast damage

- Computational model based on attack
scenarios

- Cataloging of subjectively established
vulnerabilities

3. What can be Done to Reduce Losses? C. Wilton, SSI

4. How are Protective Measures to be Accomplished?. . J. Kerr, FEMA

5. What Questions Should be Answered in Four Years?. . R. Peterson, FEMA

21 April, Tuesday Afternoon - Work Unit Reviews Session Chairman,

R. Peterson, FEMA

2563F Asilomar Review and Planning Conference . . S. Martin, SRI

2564E Predictive Fire Modeling . . R. Small, PSR
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2564B Thermal Flux Accessory for Blast/Fire
Shocktube (Design Phase) J. Cockayne, SAI

2564A Experimental Extinction of fire by Airblast
and Thermal Flux Accessory (Installation
Phase) J. Backovsky, SRI

2563G Flame Extinction of Char Forming Objects . . F. Fendell, TRW

2564H Blast/Fire Response Mechanisms M. Kanury, USD

1128D MILL RACE - SSI Fxperiments C. Wilton, SSI

25631 MILL RACE - SRI Experiments R. McKee, SRI

2564G Blast/Fire Analysis of Sample Shelters . . . J. Rempel, CPR

25641 Secondary Fire Analysis C. Wilton, SSI

25641) Assessment of Combined Effects of
Blast/Fire on Personnel Survival A. Longinow,TITRI

21 Apri], Tuesday Evening - Related Research Programs . . . Session Chairman,
J. Ba^kovsky, SRI

DKA - Thermal/Fire Program , R. Flory, DNA

NBS - Center for F. R. Programs B. Levine, NBS

Swedish Fire Research Programs

(Plans for International Conference in 82) V. S.i&'lin, Sweden

British Casualty/Damage Models J.K.S. Clayton, UK

FEMA-sponsored Casualty/Damage Models . . . . L. Schmidt, IDA

22 April, Wednesday Horning - Workshop Theme Session Chairman,
and Assignments S. Martin, SRI

1. Debate the Practical Merits of the Use •" •' Fire
Service Personnel to Assess Fire and Blast Vul-
nerability of Selected Critical Facilities
Nationally J. kerr, FEMA

2. Organize Workshops and Initiate Concurrent
Sessions . . . R. Peterson, FEMA

and S. Martin, SRI

Workshop List

1. Initial Fire Distribution After Blast J. Cockayne, SAI

2. Building Response rind Debris Distribution W. Taylor, BRL

3. Fire Growth, Spread, and Threat R. Levine, NBS

4. Countertneasures and Mitigating Activities H. Ryland, RRI
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22 April, Wednesday Evening — Open

23 April, Thursday Morning - Review Program Guidance . . . . Session Chairman,
Continue Workshops R. Peterson, FEMA

23 April, Thursday Afternoon - Continue Workshops -
At end of Session, Chairmen of Workshops
Meet to Plan Friday Program Summary Session

23 April, Thursday Evening - Show and Tell Session Chairman,
R. Alger, SRI

Show and Tell Program

Fire Mitigation Model , , . H. Ryland, RRI

Earthquake Fire Model C. Scawthorn. D&M

Fire Evacuation Model G. Berlin, MSI

Mt. St. Helens Eruption J. Kerr, FEMA

24 April, Friday Morning - Program Summary: Status,
Requirements, Projection Session Chairman,

J. Kerr, FEMA

• Summaries by Workshop Chairmen

• Presentation of 1982 Program Recor.-.niendations . . . . S. Martin, and
R. Alger, SRI

• Priorities Debate

• Submission of Writtei. Summaries to FEMA Technical
Officer

24 April, Friday Noon - Adjourn!
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II PROGRAM CTERVIEW

Agency Welcome and Status

The participants were welcomed to the Fourth Annual FEMA Blast/Fire

Interactions Conference by Richard Peterson. He extended best wishes for

the success of the conference from Bob Crawford, Acting Associate Director,

Mitigation and Research, FEMA, and Dave Bensen, Acting Assistant Associate

Director, National Security Office, Mitigation and Research, FEMA, who

were unable to attend the conference.

Capt. Peterson described the status of the transition in FEMA manage-

ment resulting from the change in federal administrations. The new

(March 1981) FEMA orientation slide series, "A Handle on the Unexpected,"

was shown to give an overview of the present scope and status of FEMA

programs.

Using information taken from the Federal Emergency Management

Agency Budget Estimates for FY 1982, he showed charts that list the over-

all summary of appropriations for FEMA, including actual FY 1980 totals,

the current estimates for FY 1981, and the budget estimate for FY 1982.

Successively more detailed estimates for these three years were also

shown, including those for Emergency Planning, Preparedness and Mobiliza-

tion Appropriation, Mitigation and Research, and National Security Research.

Finally, a chart was shown that listed FY 1982 Civil Defense budget items

totalling $132.8 million.

As additional background, Capt. Peterson also presented highlights

of the Fiscal Year 1982 Civil Defense Program. These were based on the

March 30, 1981, statement by John W. McConnell before the Subcommittee on

Strategic and Theater Nuclear Forces, Committee on Armed Services, United

States Senate.

*
Based on comments given at the conference-opening session (April 20,
1981) by R. Peterson, FEMA.
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*
Plans and Goals for the 1981 Conference

Captain Peterson described the plans and goals for the conference,

using the conference agenda as a point of departure. His remarks empha-

sized the priority to be given protection of critical facilities and people,

the desire to explore alternatives that can provide useful near-term infor-

mation for civil defense planning, and the expectation that definitive

blast/fire research results can be obtained within the next four years.

He also pointed out the usefulness of the conference for (1) the exchange

of information among blast/fire researchers and other participants and (2)

the formulation of future FEMA National Security research programs. The

necessity for prompt action by the various workshop chairmen and other

participants in providing inputs for the conference proceedings was stressed,

in view of the contractural requirement to have a draft of the proceedings

completed by June 1, 1981.

Future Program Projection

Since anticipated progress is related to funding levels, for purposes

of projecting program progress, we will assume funding at the rate of

approximately $1.2 million per year for fiscal years 1982 through 1985. This

is the approximate level of the fiscal year 1981 program. Table II-l shows

the current and projected FEMA Blast/Fire Program.

The discussion of what questions should be answered in four years by

the blast/fire research program was then approached from the perspective

of previous predictions, including those contained in the proceedings of

the three previous Asilomar Blast/Fire Conferences. To gain perspective,

on significant past progress in answering various blast/fire research

requirements, passages from FEMA Research Summaries for some of the indi-

vidual blast/fire research reports completed during fiscal years 1971

through 1980 were also quoted.

*
Based on comments given by R. Peterson, FEMA, on April 21, to initiate
the session on program and conference goals.

Based on remarks given by R. Peterson, FEMA, in concluding the session
on program and conference goals.
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Table II-l

CURRENT AND PROJECTED FEMA BLAST/FIRE PROGRAM
(FY 1981, 1982 and FY 1983)

Program
Area

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE

WE
WE

IP

WE

PP

PP

GNSI

Work Unit
Number

2563F

2S63F

2564A

2564B

2564D

2564E

2564G

TBD
*

TBD
TBDt

TBD*

TBD*

TBD*

TBD

TBD

TBD

Recommended Frograa
A»llo—r 1980
(Task Numbers)*1

FT 1981 FT 1982

Sensitivity Analysis of Blast/Fire Prediction 5.1 5.1

MILL RACE Blast/Fire Experiments 1.4 1.4

Experimental Extinguishment of Fire by Blast 1.1 1.1

Thermal Source Simulation 1.2 1.20

Combined Blast/Fire Effects on Personnel Survival

Predictive Fire Modeling 3.1 3.1

Blast/Fire Analysis of Sample Shelters 2.2 2.2

Debris Distribution in a City Complex 2.1 2.1

Fire Spread Hazard in Blasted Environments 3.2 3.2

Blast/Fire Interaction Theory 1.6 1.3

Ignition Experiments; Geometric Enhancement Debris 1.4Q
File, Room

Fire Vulnerability of Critical Resources and 3.3
Protection of Key Workers

Single versus Multiburst B/F Effects

Conflagration Containment and Fire Fighting
in a Nuclear War

Emergency Management for the Fire Service

Translation of Soviet Fire Data 1.7 1.70

Related Work

WE

WE

WE

WE

TBD

TBD

16211

TBD*

Full-Scale Tests ot Structural Elements (Ft. Cronkite)

Effects of Frame Response on Basement Shelters in Tall Buildings

Population Damage Functions

FEMA Participation in DIRECT COURSE Event

Notes: WE » Weapons Effects; IP » Industry Protection; PP « Population Protection; GNSI - General
National Security Issues, TBD » To Be Determined.

Funds not yet committed.

Vir 198:
*FY 1983 Program.
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The Five Year Plan and Milestones for the Blast/Fire Interaction

Program (Figure 1), developed by SRI in October 1980, was also put forward

as a recent expert prediction of how 1 >.r we can get in five years in the

blast/fire program.

The initial Blast/Fire Interaction Program Formulation was based on

a five-year completion schedule in which the level of activity would

increase each year through the third or fourth year. However, during

the first two years, the funding was about half the initial request

consequently, the five-year goal cannot be reached if the support remains

essentially constant at its present level; i.e., less than $800,000.

Figure 1 assumes the pr: gran ^ill take approximately another eight years

to complete if funding continued at $800,000 to $1 million in 1980;

therefore, the final milestones go beyond those in the figure. Some

tasks in the 1980 Asilomar program recommendations were delayed to sub-

sequent years because the budget couxd not support them all at once.

Finally, the matter of what questions should be answered in four

years was put to some of the cc.iference attendees for their expert views.

The request was also made that this question be addressed for each of

the various active blast/fire research projects during the Work Unit

reviews to be given later that day.

See Asilomar Conference Report for 1978.
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FIVE YEAR PLAN AND MILESTONES FOR BLAST/FIRE INTERACTION PROGRAM

I Initial Fire Distirubtlon in Blast Environment

Primary Fires

Shocktube Experiments _ _

Theory of Blast Fire Interactions _.

Large Scale Verification Experiments _ ..

Ignition Exp. Geometrical Enhancement, Debris Pile, Room..

Secondary Fires

Secondary Fire Analysis of Critical Facilities

One City Study Single Burst, Multiburst

International B/F Literature

II Describe the Fuel Bed & Effects of Blast/Shock on Structures

Analyse City Complex (Crude Cut)

Debris Formation, Distribution and Interaction

Large Scale Verification Tests

Refine Analysis of 1 City Complex _

Analyze Number of City Complexes _

III Fire Growth & Threat to Critical Facilities

Mass Fire Environment

Fire Vulnerability of Critical Resources

Urban Fire Spread Model — _

Integrate Output from I and II and Predict Losses _

IV Countermeasures to Protect Critical Facilities from Fire

Key Worker Shelter Criteria .

Protection/Relocation of Key Equipment _

Critical Record Protection _ _

Optimal Use of Emergency Forces and Equipment

Program Panning and Review - ._— __ _. _.

FY 81 FY 82

M. K'.

M-R

• • • • - —

Fy 83 FY 84 FY 85

Initiate Program •
Intermediate Results A
Project Completed f

Review Reports t

PG.IORIT/

FIGURE II-l INITIAL MILESTONES FORMULATION



Ill REVIEW OF CURRENT WORK UNITS

The currently active work units identified with the Blast/Fire

Program are summarized on the following pages. These summaries were

provided by the principal investigators responsible for each of the Work

Units and are reproduced here essentially as received.
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FEMA Work Unit No; 2563F

Work Unit Title: Sensitivity Analysis of Blast/Fire Predictions and
Services to Assess and Document Status of Technical
Knowledge (Asilomar Conference)

Objective and Scope:

1. Determine the relative importance of the various
input parameters for predicting blast/fire inter-
actions. Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine
the effects of assumptions about (1) the debris des-
cription, (2) primary ignitions and (3) secondary
fire starts on the blast fire damage estimates.

2. Summarize the status of fire-development, spread, and
damage models with particular emphasis on the conse-
quences of the implicit and explicit assumptions in-
corporated in the models.

3. Assess and document the status of technical knowledge
on nuclear weapon detonation-induced blast/fire inter-
actions.

4. Evaluate suitability of field test opportunities for
advancing the state of the art of predicting blast/
fire effects. Assist FEMA in planning for agency-
sponsored participation as appropriate.

Contractor: SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 859-3578

Contractor Personnel: S. Martin and R. Alger

Approach: In 1981, SRI will continue to provide the following
services:

(1) Assess and document status of technical knowledge in
the field

(2) Review program progress critically

(3) Develop and rank program requirements

(4) Guide program planning.

The principal mechanisms for providing these services
are the annual technical and program review confer-
ences and the sensitivity analysis of predictive
modeling.
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Conferees at the 1981 Asilomar Conference will be
encouraged to identify a presently attainable blast/
fire damage-assessment methodology for interim counter-
measure evaluation and then to initiate planning for
the performance of such evaluation on a national scale.
A vulnerability screening procedure such as we devel-
oped last year, along with alternative candidate
methodologies, will be presented for evaluation and
debate. If the interim evaluation of resource vulner-
ability by presently attainable methods is thought to
have sufficient merit, the workshop structure of the
conference will be utilized to develop a program for
possible FEMA funding and implementation in FY82.
Agenda topics have been chosen to stress national
vulnerability assessment.

Status: The principal activity in this work unit is the
Conference itself and the preparation of a proceedings
document. This year, the proceedings document will
be delivered in draft to FEMA by 1 June 1981, requiring
most of the input materials to he completed during the
conference week.

Significant Results: Since the program began in 1978, little if any new
fire countermeasure guidance has resulted. This is
due in part to a lower than anticipated level of
funding, but also we have identified several obstacles
to progress which must be either cleared away or circum-
vented. One is the missing identification of the critical
facilities and resources whose protection from incendi-
ary loss our efforts are directed toward. Lacking
such identification, the analytical models for fore-
casting fire threat are abstract in form, attempting
to deal with urban targets on a grand scale. At best,
the realization of such forecasts in reliable form is
still years away. But the extreme sensitivity of their
results to conditions and events that are inherently
unpredictable to the defense planner raise the serious
doubt of their ultimate utility. While we don't wish
to abandon the continued, long—term development of
analytical methodology, we do urge the serious de-
velopment of interim vulnerability measures to allow
us to get on with countermeasure guidance.

Reports: 1, S. B. Martin et al., "Blast/Fire Interactions:
Analysis of Parametric Sensitivity and Large-Scale
Experimental Determination of Ignition Thresholds,"
Annual Report of Work Unit 2563F, October 1980.

2. R. S. Alger and S. B. Martin (eds), "Blast/Fire
Interactions: Asilomar Conference, May 1980," Pro-
ceedings of the Conference (February 1981).
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SUMMARY

FEMA Work Unit No: 2564E

FEMA Work Unit Title: Predictive Fire Modeling

Objective and Scope: Theoretical Description of the Thermodynamics and
Hydrodynamics of a Large Urban Fire

Contractor: Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation
1456 Cloverfield Boulevard
Santa Monica, California 90404
(213) 828-7461

Contractor Personnel: H. L. Brode, R. D. Small, D. A. Larson

Approach:

Formulate boundary value problems and matching procedures for the
components (combustion zone - burning city, convection column, recircula-
tion region) of a large area fire. Construct numerical scheir.es to solve
the defined boundary value problems.

Status:

The technical work is progressing according to the work schedule
(mid-point in the program).

Significant Results:

Boundary value problems for the combustion zone and convection column
have been defined, and numerical solutions are underway. The leading
order equations defining the combustion zone were treated initially as
inviscid. However, it appears necessary both for the solution of the
numerical problems and in order to reproduce the type of plume/column most
frequently observed for large fires (a broad one - as wide as the fire
itself) to include specific diffusive mechanisms to account for the turbu-
lent mixing that dominates the flame region flow.

In order for the flow to achieve equilibrium with the local atmosphere
in the column above t\e burning region, grey-body radiation losses have
been included. Preliminary numerical results for the combustion zone show
that the temperature increases as the flow sweeps into the center of the
burning city and similarly drops rapidly with altitude above the flame region.
High velocity drafts are generated by the fire, leading to winds at the
periphery of upwards of 100 mph.

Reports:

The final report will be distributed as scheduled in September 1981.
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FEMA Work Unit No. 2564B
TITLE: Developing a Thermal Flux Simulator

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE; The FY80 support addressed the implementation of a
fire igniting system for installation in the 30 inch shock/blast tube used by SRI
International for blast/fire interaction investigations. The full scale design was
completed and prototyped.

CONTRACTOR; Science Applications, Incorporated
1710 Goodridge Drive
P.O. Box 1303
McLean, Virginia 22102
(703) 821-4300

CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL; John E. Cockayne and Michael D. McDonnell

APPROACH; The carbon/graphite filament radiator was designed to simulate a
1 MT nuclear burst's ignition of common materials placed on the test bed of a
shock/blast tube. This full scale design had the new constraints of suppressing
lengthwise variations of irradiation and not suppressing the natural convection of
smoke during the approximately five (5) second delay between peak flux and tube
closing.

STATUS; The full scale design has been completed and the details
communicated to SRI International during various meetings and telephonic
discussions.

SIGNIFICANT RESULTS; The effort commenced using the baseline 12 rod
approach that had been investigated in the feasibility effort. The lengthwise
ripple was addressed and a parametric investigation performed in order to find a
non-imaging reflector that would significantly reduce the ripple. These results
were presented to FEMA and SRI International in December 1980. At that time
they requested investigation of the smoke blockage aspects of the design.
Subsequently the design evolved a two strip approach so the smoke could escape
between the two radiators/reflectors and the irradiation would be uniform.

The power supply is a pair of 66 truck battery (12V) banks that can be
individually connected as either two or three parallel sets of 33 or 22 batteries in
series respectively in order to directly vary the rise time of the simulation pulse.
Heavy duty switches were developed for handling the approximately 700 Kw of
power into each graphite strip at voltages up to 400 VDC and currents up to 2700
amperes. Since the 22 battery series configuration can be a steady state mode,
the radiator/reflector positions retain the option of adding a flux shaping shutter
for simulating sub-megaton pulses. The 3.5 inch wide strip of approximately 0.1
inch thickness has a high area to mass ratio that permits more rapid temperature
rise than a rod but still retains enough strength to avoid sagging when heated.
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FEMA Work Unit No: 2564A

FEMA Work Unit Title: Blowout of Fires by Shockwaves

Ojective and Scope: The overall objective of this project is to deter-
mine and evaluate the physical variables that govern
extinction of sustained burning, in representative
fuels, caused by simulated airblast characteristic
of nuclear explosions. The experiments are also
to provide data for analytical models being deve-
loped concurrently at Notre Dame and TRW. This
year's scope included investigations of effects of
flow-perturbing barriers on blowout resistance of
class-B fuels and of the resistance of complex, 3D
(class A) fuel arrays (wooden cribs) having gas and
solid phase combustion and charring, and significant
heat stored in the char.

Contractor: SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 859-4870

Contractor Personnel: S. Martin, R. McKee, J. Backovsky, and T. Goodale

Approach: The tests of extinction of fires by blast were run
in the SRI-developed shocktube facility. For the
majority of the tests in FY80 the shocktube was
employed in the short-positive-phase-duration mode,
with positive-phase durations between 70 and 133 msec.
n-Hexane fires of 1 to 3-foot fuel bed length, with
and without flow-barriers, were subjected to blast
overpressure extinction thresholds. The barriers
were 1 3/4" high and were positioned at 3 V and
9 V upstream of the upstream fuel bed edge, although
other barrier heights and distances were tested for
simple scaling rules. Methanol fires were tested
for contrast with hexane results. With blast extinc-
tion of crib fires, the approach has been to design
and use fully reproducible, self-sustained class-A
fires, even though lacking a suitable thermal source
to furnish an easy and sustained ignition simula-
tion of, for example, flat wooden samples. The crib
fires were initiated by an alcohol source-fire on a
wick placed (for 60 sec) under the crib and allowed
to burn freely for a predetermined time ( 1^ to 3
minutes total preburn time). The extent of crib
fire-involvemer.t was then correlated with the blast
extinction response.
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Status: All experimental work on the 1580 contract modifi-
cation was completed in December 1980. The final
report will be released in the near future. ̂ At this
date, the new contract has not been awarded.

Significant Results: Increased fire blowout resistance and an apparently
different physical mechanism of fire retention (re-
establisljnent) above the fuel bed were observed with
barriers as compared to the flush, basic fiat-plate
bed configuration. Even with the low (1 3/4" high)
barrier used in most tests,the flow-perturbing
effect is pronounced; at the 3 V upstream position
the overpressure threshold is effectively increased
by 1 psi rt each bed length, compared with the case
with no barrier. Photographs of particle-laden
after-blast airflow (without fire) show the extent
of flow deflection by the barrier and a region of
reverse flow behind the barrier; film coverage (with
fires) indicates fuel reignition to occur in the
large eddy behind the barrier, showing its function
as a flame holder. The role of char—glowing
embers—in crib tests was found to be significant,
especially at the higher overpressures and the ac-
companying high blast winds. Film coverage attests
to the strong fanning by blast causing intense glow-
ing and growth of embers (as well as significant
firebrand production). Surprisingly, two extinction
overpressure thresholds were observed for the cribs
tested: a lower threshold below which the blast wind
apparently does not completely blow off the primary
flame, and a higher threshold above which strong
fanning of embers aids the return to flaming combust-
ion. Finally, there appears to be a critical pre-
burn time (170 sec) for the cribs tested, after which
permanent extinction by blast does not occur at any
of the applied overpressures.

In summary, the resistance of initially self-sustained
freely burning fires to relatively short duration
blast was found to be substantial, especially with
flow disturbances. The effect of intermediate and
long-duration pulses has yet to be fully studied,
together with introduction of thermal pulse simu-
lation.

Editor's Note: Contract awarded 5-28-81.
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Reports: 1. S. Martin, "Experiments on Extinction of Fires
by Airblast: Flame Displacement as an Extinction
Mechanism," Annual Report, FEMA Work Unit 2564A,
SRI International, Menlo Park, CA (January 1980).

2. S. Martin, J., Backovsky, R. McKee, Jr., "Blast
Effects on Fires," Final Report, FEMA Work Unit
2564A, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA
(December 1980).
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SUMMARY

FEMA Work Unit No: 2563G

FEMA Work Unit T i t le :

Flame Extinction for Char-Forming Objects

Objective ai'd Scope:

Further develop and document theory for blast/f ire interaction as
described in the TRW document, "Forced-convection Extinction of
the Diffusion Flame Supported by a Pyrolyzing Body." In particular,
address remaining questions in the assessment of shocked-gas extinc-
tion of radiation-initiated f i re from nuclear weapons as follows:

a. How are the extinction criteria changed when the wind has a
sudden onset and is followed by a "steady" diminution? This abrupt
onset is what occurs with shocked gas arr ival , and in fact the
f in i te duration of the wind is to be accounted for as wel l ,

b. How different are the results when there are two closely spaced
burning objects in the configuration? The mutual radiative enhance-
ment from proximity of two objects is known to augment flammability
over that for a single object, and

c. What are the effects of char on the flame-extinction criteria?

Contractor:

TRW Defense and Space Systems Group
One Space Park (Rl/1138)
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
(213) 536-2514

Contractor Personnel:

George Carrier (consultant)
Francis Fendell (principal investigator)
Ph i l l i p Feldman (numerical analyst)
Stanton Fink (numerical analyst)
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Approach:

Using an object with parabolic geometry, adopting a sublimation
temperature T-j and a second characteristic temperature T2 {greater
that Tj) above which the char has no residual strength, and (f inal ly)
adopting a boundary-layer-type approximation (but not requiring an
Oseen-type linearization of convective transport of heat, momentum,
and species), find a solution to the steady flame problem.

When this has been completed, postulate an in i t i a l condition which
fs the stable burning configuration at a given wind speed (choosing
one for which flame exists). Then solve the heat-transfer problem
in which, with those in i t ia l conditions, a larger wind velocity pre-
vails (one for which no steady flame exists). The solution to that
problem at a subsequent time t-\ is then to be used as in i t ia l condi-
tions in yet another problem for which a lower wind speed prevails.
Continue this procedure so as to map out the combinations of t ] ,
final problem wind speed, etc., which form the boundary between
situations for which burning wi l l start again and those for which
i t wi l l not. At some stage, evaluate the adequacy of quasi-steady
analyses for the continuously changing wind-speed problem, or whether
a more intricate theory is needed. Also, at some stage of the fore-
going study, insert t ie presence of a source of radiation (ultimately,
the second object alluded to earl ier), and see how i t modifies each
of the foregoing results.

In order to continue the coordination of the modeling work with the
FEMA sponsored experimental ef fort , emphasis shall shift from examina-
tion of sublimating type or evaporating-type fuels to the more common
solid fuels for which char formation complicates gasification.

Status:

The work is on schedule, but the extensive parametric investigation
required for conclusive engineering insight is precluded by budgetary
and time constraints.

Significant Results:

First, the physical processes entailed in the possible auto-reignition
of a char-forming body after flame blow-off have been identif ied,
formulated, solved, and interpreted; these are readily contrasted with
the physical processes entailed in noncharring burning of fuels, for
which auto-reignition is precluded because of the absence of excess thermal
storage in the solid. What is significant is that the pertinent
phenomena may be described in a manner that is both simplistic and
also fu l ly acceptable for engineering applications; thus, computational
costs (for predictive insight into char layer thickness and other flow
properties) are rather modest. Second, i t is possible to decouple
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entirely two preliminary calculations for the relight problem:
(1) the thermal storage in the char layer during the steady burning
prior to flame displacement by an enhanced wind past the pyrolyzing
body; and (2) quantifying the wind enhancement sufficient to ensure
flame displacement from a body. Thus, the thermal storage in the
char can be determined independently of commitment to controversial
combustion rates and mechanisms. Third, the duration of wind suffi-
cient to ensure that radiative cooling and convective cooling preclude
reignition, even in the presence of exothermic oxidation of the
carbonaceous char, has been reduced to one further simplistic heat-
transfer calculation.

Reports:

1. G. Carrier, F. Fendell, and P. Feldman: Forced-Convection
Extinction of the Diffusion Flame Supported by a Pyrolyzing
Body. Final Report, Contract DCPA01-78-C-0325, Work Unit
2563E. Redondo Beach, CA: Engineering Sciences Laboratory,
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group (October 1979).

2. G. Carrier, F. Fendell, P. Feldman, and S. Fink: Forced-
Convection Extinction of a Diffusion Flame Sustained by a
Charring Body. Final Report, Contract (FEMA) EMW-C-0371.
Redondo Beach, CA: Engineering Sciences Laboratory, TRW
Defense and Space Systems Group, ( in preparation).
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SUMMARY

IEMA Work Unit No:

FEMA Work Unit Title;

Objective and Scope;

Contractor:

Contractor Personnel:

Approach:

2564H(Contr. No.EMtf-C-0366>

Response Mechanisms: Blast/Fire Interactions

Deduce nondimensional parameters which are adequate

to describe the interaction between a blast and a

fire. Correlate, interpret, improve and generalize

the existing experimental data, especially those

obtained at SRI International.

University of Notre Dane

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering

Notre Dame, Indiana; 46556

(219) 283-1613

Professor A. H. Kanury, (Principal Investigator)

Consider, through equations of conservation of mass,

momentum, energy and species, the impact of a blast

on a fire. Such phenomena as induced wind, mixing,

pressure rise, compression heating and thermal radiation

pulse which are associated with a blast are to be

taken into effect. The fires may be on liquid or

solid fuel beds of known geometry, with or without

barriers. Conduct a dimensional analysis to syste-

matically arrive at nondimensioaal parameters which

are relevant to describe the interaction. Inspect

the power of these parameters to correlate and gen-

eralize the necessarily limited available data.
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Status:

Significant Results:

Reports;

We are six months into this two year contract.

Progress to-date is in accord with the Work Plan.

Study of liquid fuel pools without barriers is well-

underway. Nondimensional groups are derived, expected

trends of flame blow-off are developed. Refer to the

attachment.. The most notable discovery is the

interplay between a fire potency parameter q* (which

is an indicator of the energy release capacity of

the fire) and a Damkohler number P*(which may be

viewed as inverse of the blast strength) such that

one can map out on a P * versus q* plane, regimes in

which extinction is possible. The low P* and q*

region represents strong blasts imposed on weak

fires, thus indicating blow-off. High P* and q*

regions depict weak blasts impinging on robust fires;

a nonextinguishment is then realized. To date,

the concept has been tested on the SRI shock tube

data on n-Hexane pool fires to find gratifyingly good

success. See attachment for further details.

None due yet.
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FEMA Work Unit No.: 1128D

i-EMA Work Unit Title:
Construction, Instrumentation and Testing of Shelter Design Concepts at

the Defense Nuclear Agency MILL RACE Event-

Objective and Scope;
In September 1981, the Defense Nuclear Agency win detonate an
approximate 600-ton ammonium nitrate/fuel oil (ANFO) charge. This
experiment, called "MILL RACE", will furnish an overpressure field
equivalent to a 1-kiloton nuclear explosion, which offered a unique
opportunity for the Federal Emergency Management Agency to
demonstrate full scale the validity of a number of shelter upgrading and
industrial hardening concepts that have been developed in support of
crisis relocation planning.

The seven FEMA experiments that were approved by DNA for inclusion in
the MILL RACE event are as follows:

Key worker shelter (DNA No. 5201)

Three host area shelters (DNA Nos. 5001, 5002, 5003)

Two industrial hardening experiments (DNA Nos. 5101, 5102)

Key work expedient shelter (DNA No. 5301)

Contractor:
Scientific Service, Inc.
517 East Bayshore, Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 368-2931

Contractor Personnel:
Chuck Wilton

Approach:
Scientific Service, Inc., will provide the following in pursuance of the
contract objectives:

1. Provide project management, liaison, and coordination for all
experiments.

2. Strengthen the key worker expedient shelter through redesign.
Construct the shelter, in accordance with the redesign, from
available materials (such as lumber), and place the shelter in a
suitable environment (40 psi) for MILL RACE testing.

3. Construct all facilities

4. Provide site management, field representative services, general
support of fielding operations, and qualitty assurance control of
construction.

5. Provide instrumentation for all experiments.

6. Provide materials for industrial hardening experiment.
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Status:
The structural design and engineering of the test structures and the
working construction drawings are complete. The subcontractor, who
will be used in the construction of the physical facilities onsite, has been
selected, and the subcontract for this work is expected to be let on or
about April 21, 1981.

The instrumentation equipment and support requirements have been
determined, and determination of the engineer and technician
requirements have been finalized. Effort is continuing on staff
assignments for all phases of the contract objective.

Onsite work is expected to commence on or about May 1, 1981.

Significant Results;
Because this contract is in the very early stages, no significant results
are reportable.

Reports:
Not L plicable at this time.
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FEMA Work Unit No.: 25631

FEMA Work Unit Title: Structural Debris / ON A 'ixpts 5^01 . 5^02, 5^03

Objective and Scope: Identify and Co tne extent possible quantify failure modes

of two Important types of U.S. industrial structures; observe

the debris fields from test structures of these kinds as a

function of time.

Contractor: SRI International

Menlo Park, CA 94025

Contractor Personnel: John R. Rerapel, Center for Planning & Research, Inc.

James E. Beck, Consulting Engineer

Robert G. McKee, SRI International

Approach: Construct three realistic buildings (approximately one half full scale)

at the 30, 25, and 10 psi contours from the 500 ton MILL RACE HE

explosion; observe the blast/structure interaction by means of pressure

and deflection gages, accelerorocters and cameras; document debris

. trajectories and final rusting place:;.

These buildings will be two unruinfurrod masonry (8" concrete block

walls) carrying reinforced heavy/concrete overhead slabs and one "tilt

up" reinforced concrete panel building. In the Hrst type, acceleration

measurements in the overhead sl.ib will he examined to resolve the

question of the magnitude of the inertial arching effect, and the

sequence of collapse events compared with theoretical predictions. As

/ far as is known, blast failure of the type of "tilt up" building chosen

for this experiment has never been observed sciontificaiJv; both the mode

of collapse and the dispersion of panel debris should provide new

information.

Status: Building plans and specifications have been prepared and bids collected

from construction contractors in New Mexico and Texas; requirements

for cabling, photography and other support have been passed to Field

Command, Defense Nuclear Agency. Instrumentation has been selected to

p;.-ide for remote digital recording during the shot. As soon as final

contract approval is received, orders for instruments will be placed and

a construction contract let. Shot day Is currently set for September 16,

1981.

Significant Results; None.

Reports: None.

_

Contract awarded 4-81. T T T _.
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FEMA Work Unit No: 25631

FEMA Work Unit Title: Experiment? tor Bl^st/Fitt Interactions:
MILL RACE Field Event DNA l^periments Nos. 5501,2,3

Objectives: To observe the state of class A fires at the time of shock
arrival, following TRS exposure, and establish bracketing
values for airblast extinction of tires including effects
of the incident angle of the airblast. The observations
obtained will be used to test the validity of the data
acquired in the SRI-operated Blast/Fire Shocktube Facility.

Contractor: SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 859-4870

Contractor Personnel: P. G. McKee and S. B. Martin

Approach: Simulated class A debris piles of yet-to-be-determined
materials will be subjected at TRS stations of the MILL
RACE event to the shock wave at overpressures of 2, 7,
and 10 psi and radiant flux levels of 5-15 cal/cm^/sfc.
As presently planned, five simulated debris units 1' x 2'
will be located at each of the overpressure stations. Two
of the five debris units will be mounted parallel to the
ground and perpendicular to the oncoming Shockwave. One
of the twc units will be at grade the other four feet above
grade. The remaining debris piles will be mounted perpen-
dicular to and four feet above grade. The angular orien-
tation with respect to ground zero will be 0°, 90°, and
some angle between 0° and 90°.

Ignition of the debris units will be provided by the ALOX/
TRS (aluminum and liquid oxygen thermal radiation source)
system developed by Science Applications, Inc.

Status: The experiment is essentially on schedule with all the work
performed to date strictly administrative, i.e., establish-
ing and providing schedules, clearances, etc. to FCDNA and
WSMR. The experimental locations are being shared with
the United Kingdom so the exact location of the debris units
with respect to the thermal source has yet to be determined,
with the mo-,t probable location being at the ends of Che
source.
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The construction of the TRS pits is scheduled to begin
May 1 with installation of the units to start mid-July.
The installation of the United Kingdom experiment is
scheduled to start the beginning of July. Tentatively we
will establish locations and start installation of the
test stands the end of July or the first part of August.

As previously mentioned, the class A fuel or fuels to be
used have yet to be identified. Hopefully, the SAI-
developed thermal source to be mounted on the SRI shock-
tube will be installed and available for evaluation of the
fuel and its configuration prior to fielding the experi-
ment at WSMR.

Significant Results: As the work is in the planning stage, the basic
contract has not been awarded yet, and the test is
scheduled for mid September, there are essentially no
results to date.

Contract awarded 4-81.
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April 14, 1981

FEMA Work Unit No: 2564G

FEMA Work Unit Title: Blast/Fire Analysis of Sample Shelters

Objective and Scope: Describe and clarify the sequence of events in debris

production and distribution during blast loading.

Contractor: SRI International, 333 Ravenswood, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Principal Investigator: John Rerapel, Senior Physicist

Center for Planning and Research, Inc.

2483 E. Bayshore Rd., Suite 209

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Approach: Use BRACOB (Blast Response and Collapse of Buildings) computer

model to describe the response of selected stories of a sample of the

NSS building inventory to megaton airblast. Use the DEBRIS computer

model to describe the wall debris field as well as the thermal irradiation

of the building interior as a function of time.

Status: Adaptation of the code DEBRIS to reasonably treat megaton airblast

(task 2 in the Work Plan) has required more effort than planned so that

development of the wall debris fields from sample buildings is still under-

way at this time. Two sample buildings have been se'. ->cted (task 3) and

wall panel behavior and debris computed for one of them (task 4 ) .

One of the deficiencies of the debris translation model developed

last year (and reported at the 1980 Asilomar Conference) was the increasing

inaccuracy of over-the-ground transport at increasing overpressures. By

a combination of a viscous loss (i.e., loss proportional to velocity) dur-

ing ground contact, the incorporation of horizontally acting ground

springs and an improved dynamic pressure waveform* this shortcoming

appears to have been completely removed. The agreement of the simulation

with experimental results at DIAL PACK is now quite good. During this

experiment on July 23, 1970 a 1 kt airblast (H0B=0) moved several

concrete-filled plywood cubes initially resting on the ground down-

range by amounts which were strot gly dependent on proximity of the cube

to ground zero. The cubes were one foot on edge in size. The experi-

mentally observed transport showed much scatter and no attempt has as yet

*Speicher, S.J. and H.L. Brode, "Revised Procedure for the Analytic Approximation
of Dynamic Pressure vs Time", Pacific-Sierra Research Corp., May 1980.
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been made to simulate random processes but average distances transported agree

well with simulations. 5Jo information has been found from which the actual

trajectories at DIAL PACK might be inferred, but the simulations depict

realistic trajectories consisting of low, rolling bounces. During the early

phase of high pressure blast the simulated cubes are airborne occasionally

by as much as one to two inches. At low overpressures the simulated cubes is

not out of ground contact nearly so much; but in both cases the cube advances

by rolling, as indeed it might be expected to do over the kind of rough

ground that characterized the DIAL PACK test bed.

The modification of the dynamic pressure waveshape according to the

latest work of Brode and Speicher, although apparently changing the pressure

history significantly, does not seem to have major effect on the simulated

transport of the concrete cubes. In fact it was found that the most significant

influence on distance transported was the relative magnitudes of the horizontal

and vertical spring constants simulating the ground reaction to debris impact.

The viscous force suggested at the 1980 Asilomar Conference also is not

enough by itself to make the transport realistic. Attempting to reduce r.he

distance transported by viscous forces alone is self defeating because it leads

to unrealistic spinning of the debris fragment and a drastic lessening of

the relative speed of the fragment with respect to the ground.

A new computer code to treat in-frame arching of unreinforced masonry*

has been incorporated into BRACOB during this contract. This feature has been

exercised in the analysis of one wing of the Landis Hospital, Philadelphia,

at several incident overpressures: 1, 2.5, 5 and 30 psi.

None

*Supplied by James E. Beck, Consulting Engineer, Palo Alto, California
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FEMA Work Unit No.j_ 25641

£EMA Work Unit Title: Secondary Fire Analysis

Objective and Scope:
Using the work of J. McAuliffe and K. Moll, "Secondary Ignitions in
Nuclear Attack," as a starting point, study the potential for secondary vs
primary ignitions by megaton nuclear yield weapons, both surface and
ground bursts. Emphasis will be on ignitions and secondary fires in
critical facilities and industries and on the effects in the fringe damage
areas at approximately 2-5 psi peak overpressure.

Contractor:
Scientific Service, Inc.
517 E. Bayshore, Redwood City, CA. 94063
(415) 368-2931

Contractor Personnel:
Dr. Donald MyronuK

Approach:
The program is being conducted in five interrelated tasks as follows:

Task 1 — Updating natural disaster and fire data

Task 2 — Development of a preliminary prediction model

Task 3 — Collection and analysis of data to develop prediction
parameters

Task 4 — Testing and evaluation of the prediction model

Task 5 — Reporting

Status:
Tasks 1, 2, and 3 are well under way, however, data will continue to be
collected throughout the program as it becomes available. Tasks 4 and 5
are not started, indicating the program is slightly behind schedule.

Significant Results:
As might be expected there is a paucity of secondary fire data. Thus, it
has become necessary to use engineering analysis to a much greater
degree than expected. These analyses are being verified where possible
by the small amount of data that is available.

Reports:
The draft final report is due July 5, 1981.
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FEMA Work Unit No: 2564D

FEMA Work Unit Title: Assessment of Combined Effects of Blast and Fire on
Personnel Survivability

Objective and Scope: To assess the value of existing blast/fire people
survivability data and formulate a systematic approach for evaluating personnel
survivability in a blast/fire environment.

Contractor: IIT Research Institute
10 West 35th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60616
312/567-4806

Contract Personnel: N. R. Iwankiw, B. Norikane, R. S. Norman, A. Longinow

Approach: The approach to solution consists of :

• Selecting representative city tracts and describing them in
terms of building types, makeup of buildings, location of
buildings and separation distances.

• Developing debris distributions for the city tracts when
subjected to the blast effects of a 1-MT weapon detonated near
the ground surface.

• Simulating primary and secondary fires for each tract and
studying differences in the intensity and spread of fires
for various practical modes of fire mitigation.

• Developing casualty functions for people in the upper stories
and basements against the effects of blast and fires and
taking into account practical modes of fire mitigation.

Status: The project is in the completion stage.

Significant Results: A general, two-dimensional probabilistic debris
transport model was developed and used in determining the debris field for
a city tract consisting of two-story, framed residences, when subjected to
the effects of a 1-MT surface burst. A fire ignition and fire spread
computer program was used to determine the fire environment in the vicinity
of the buildings for several modes of fire mitigation. Casualty functions
will be developed next.
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IV RETHINKING THE GOALS OF THE BLAST/FIRE PROGRAM

At a point now three years into a program conceived in 1978 to

require perhaps no more than five years to complete, it is time to:

(1) Compare our progress toward the original goals with the
initial milestones.

(2) Reappraise the nation's needs for the intended product of
the program—form, content, and schedule.

(3) Set new goals, as indicated, revising the schedule and
output to provide the best balance between urgency and
budgetary limitations.

This was the tone of the 1981 Conference, reflected in the keynote, "Risk

Analysis in Public Policy" (Appendix A ) , and directed as a challenge for

change to the conference attendees in a concept paper, "Models for Damage

and Vulnerability Assessment" (Appendix B).

The program formulated in 1978 perceived a rapid buildup in annual

funding levels from an initial annual level of about $1 million to a

multimillion-dollar level toward its conclusion. It even contemplated

a large-scale high explosive (HE) test event expressly dedicated to the

resolution of blast/fire interaction questions. It was recognized from

the outset that a program of this scope, and relatively short duration,

could not be successfully accomplished on a business-as-usual mode of

research procurement and technical monitoring. Accordingly, the 1978

conferees urged DCPA to designate a lead laboratory to invigorate and

technically coordinate the program, but the concept was never formalized

and has failed to fully materialize. The current procurement policies of

FEMA run counter to the spirit of the 1978 conference and impede the

furtherance of this approach to program implementation.

The main goal of the program as formulated in 1978 was a predictive

analytical model whose forecasting competence would require verification

testing. It included occasional opportunities to participate in large-

scale, real world experiments, including large high-explosive field tests
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utilizing the large-scale thermal sources then under development. This

was actually perceived as an iterative procedure requiring at least

five years to accomplish and would depend not only on the level of support

but also the frequency and level of dedication of field tftst opportunities.

The final verification analytic model would take the form of an extensive

mock-up of an urban target area. Whereas the test opportunities are

proceeding at a commendable rate, the funding levels have not kept pace,

and the realization of the predictive model—even without verification—is

still beyond reach in two years. In fact, it may be as 'nuch as a decade

away at current levels of funding. Yet, the present international situ-

ation calls for a prudent investment in precautionary measures that can

be applied at any time a crisis arises.

While we in the Blast/Fire technical community do not ordinarily

concern ourselves with questions of public policy, we do recognize that

the viability of any civil defense program is dependent on public policy,

which in turn depends on the public's perception of (1) risk of nuclear

incident, (2) the practicality of preparedness, and (3) the cost and

return on investment of the preparedness in relation to other national

issues. The 1981 conference keynote speaker listed six national goals

requiring risk balancing to serve the public interest. These are:

• Energy

• Ecology

Integrated by risk balancing

• Effectiveness

• Environment

• National Security

We have taken the liberty of substituting National Security for Dr. Wiggins1

Safety. The present administration places stress on Economy and National

Security, whereas previous administrations have advanced somewhat different

sets of priorities. Regardless of which political philosophy is in power,

National Security needs must be continually balanced against other national

needs, and a rational basis for setting the balance requires a quantifiable

assessment of risk.

Equality of rights might be added to the list.
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Superficially, our charge is straightforward. We must define the

threat (hazard, in Wiggins1 terminology), compare and evaluate alternatives,

and establish a strategy for implementation. Looking deeper, the best

course is less clear. The uncertain future, with its unknowable events

and unknown probabilities, raises doubts about the value of any deter-

ministic models such as we may have perceived them in 1978. It also

leaves for the moment, the ranking of civil defense within the list of

national priorities as a tentative and judgmental process. Instead of

being based on objective criteria, its position is subject to frequent

change in response to public perception of the risk.

Nevertheless, until Congress chooses otherwise, civil defenders

must continue, under severe limitations of an austere budget, to carry

out the provisions of the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended,

which charges FEMA with the responsibility of providing "a system of

civil defense for the protection of life and property in the United States

from attack." This includes making and maintaining preparations to mini-

mize the impact of crisis situations at various stages up to and including

all-out nuclear attack on military, industrial, and even population

centers of the(United States at any time in the uncertain future. Such

preparedness requires the best possible definition of threat, which at

present is heavily clouded by unknown, but knowable, facts such as (1)

the distribution and states of fires in the wake of a nuclear attack,

(2) whether and where mass fires can be expected to occur, and (3) the

hostility of the environment caused by the incendiary effects (see Appen-

dix C). Here the program's initial goals remain valid. Countermeasures

and operational plans for the foreseeable contingencies must also be

developed. However, the cost/benefit evaluation of the identifiable

alternatives, if not their identification itself, is limited by the uncer-

tainties of the threat and ics translation to risk. Nevertheless, these

uncertainties are at least partially resolvable through research.

Meanwhile, we must proceed with the development of interim counter-

measures that may be possible through an approach such as that proposed

in Appendix B. The involvement of the fire services can be helpful, in
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spite of doubt about fire fighter ability to make some of the more tech-

nical judgments. The fire service is our best in-place emergency service

equipped and trained to deal with a spectrum of calamities. 3omeone has

noted that fire services can exist without civil defense, but the inverse

is unthinkable. Since the Asilomar Conference, FEMA has initiated a

contract with the International Association of Fire Chiefs to implement

this fire service involvement.

Another potentially cost effective approach to the blast/fire problem

involves cooperation with agencies studying natural disasters that share

similar problems. For example, the structural damage and associated fires

in earthquakes overlap the secondary fire problem in a nuclear attack.

Scawthorn's presentation of an "Earthquake Fire Model" indicated some

possibilities of mutual benefit. This area of cooperation should be

pursued in greater depth.

Finally, the larger question of whether fire vulnerability of

critical resources in a blast-damage target can be assessed with the

current state of the art, and if so how, was given to the 1981 conference

workshops as an extra-assignment task during their separate deliberations.
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V WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

The Blast/Fire Research Program was described as part of the Office

of National Security Research Program, which is defined in terms of five

major research areas (each with its own program manager): General National

Security Issues, Weapons Effects, Nuclear Hazards, Population Protection

Systems, and Industry Protection Systems. Much of the Blast/Fire Program

falls under Weapons Effects, but there are portions of it in three of the

other areas (all except Nuclear Hazards).

Becan:.;t of the rather unconstrained funding levels recommended by

some of the workshops in the past, and because of the intent to integrate

the programs recommended by the four workshops into a single prioritized

program to be considered in the closing session of the conference, fiscal

guidance was given. It was recommended that optimal, moderate, and

austere blast/fire programs be developed and that they be associated with

overall fui.ding levels of 2.4, 1.8, and 1.2 million dollars per year,

respectively.

It was also requeotM that recommended work unit statements

developed by the workshops contain the following elements:

(1) Descriptive title

(2) Background and rationale

(3) Objective

(4) Scope (or a statement of specific tasks)

(5) Comments (if appropriate)

('&) Priority

(.7) Recommended funding (FY82, FY83,,..)
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WORKSHOP 1: "INITIAL FIRE DISTRIBUTION AFTER BLAST"

The focus of Workshop 1 * was to describe the interactions of the nuclear

thermal pulse and blast wave in terms of fires produced that are important to

various vulnerability investigators. The multi-burst case deserves emphasis

because of its reality and the potential for an Achilles' heel in the

phenomenological understanding. The specific objectives were the following:

1. Understand the projected results of current efforts and
format them for FY82 vulnerability applications.

2. Review/update the draft FY82 Program (1980 Proceedings,
pg. IV-23a), include three funding levels, prioritize each task,
and formulate a tentative FY83 program.

3. Consider long range projects that may involve Fort Cronkite
so the reactivation cost might be "shared".

This summary of the Workshop 1 discussions at the 1981 Conference has the

following outline:

Introductory Comments

Structure of the Blast/Fire Interaction
Problem

General Approach

Task Summary and FY82 Recommended
Program

Interactions With Other Workshops

Tentative 1983 Program

Task Descriptions for FY82

•Members of Workshop 1 were: 3. Backovsky, 3. Cockayne (Chairman), F.
Fendell, P. Hughes, A. M. Kanury, R. McKee, S. Martin and V. Sjolin (ex-officio).
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Introductory Comments

The discussion initially attempted the definition of customers who are

interested in the various phases of fires. That is: (1) pre-shock; (2) blast

modified (i.e., enhanced, extinguished, and extra or firebrand); (3) blast

trigggered or secondary; and (4) smoldering (i.e., candidates for flare-up by later

wind fanning, debris ignition, or subsequent bursts) fires. This "setting" of

requirements was an attempt to see the "forest" and mentally construct the

roadmap that produces a balanced capability within approximately two to three

years. The balance is highly dependent on the scenario, which is usually

developed for a specific assessment.

One possible orientation for Workshop 1 was the FEMA focus on critical

facilities via the Workshop 3, entitled Fire Growth, Spread and Threat. In turn,

their results are used by the damage assessment models. The net result is that

the physics are translated into a damage probability distribution function (PDF),

with range, or a correlative, as the independent variable. The consequence is

that PDF improvement becomes the measure of progress. Indirect improvement

can also occur because the PDF has an associated confidence.

The Civil Defense staff can also benefit directly via the Workshop ^,

entitled, Countermeasures and Mitigating Activities. This aspect is especially

important because of the new suggestion that the Fire Service be called upon to

assign vulnerability values to their significant structures. It should be noted that

the newest scenario uses lower threat yields and thus a higher peak flux for the

same peak overpressure range. The generic site specific scenario should also

seriously consider the cloud cover characteristics due to the coastal location of

an increasing segment of society. The Workshop 4 theme is thus carried out by

ultimately developing the system sensitivity to post blast fire, a part of which is

the blast/fire interaction. This multi-scale system varies from the individual

machine tool, to the plant complex, to the contiguous targetted area. Thus, the

pertinent work must be representative of this real world and not just what is

easy to simulate, or even stimulate.
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Structure of the Blast/Fire Interaction Problem

The transition from fire setting to serious fires is drastic due to the
fire's delicate interaction between fuel and air, where the latter is compressed
and advected by the passing blast wave. In addition, even a small area fire
precurses the shock and causes a high vorticity flow field to pass over the fuel.
Further, the pertinent weak shock has a Boundary layer that can easily separate
from surfaces in the real world and cause subsequent non-ideal flow along a
surface ignited by the previous flux/fluence. These complexities are
superimposed on some basic processes that must be first understood before one
can assess whether these other, real aspects make any difference. Thus the
motivation for good simulations in the SRI International shock/blowdown facility
at Camp Parks.

The blast/fire interaction is only one step in the process of causing fire
damage. The schematic sequence and associated civil defense aspects are
depicted in the following:

Weapon Burst
Transport of Thermal Radiation

Irradiation/Ignition Basic Mitigation

B/F Interaction System Mitigation
Micro, Meso and Macro System Mitigation
Fire Growth and Spread Damage Assessment

The unique exposure from a nuclear detonation can also cause deviations from
past fire experience and effectively by-pass the usual fire growth stage because
of the form and magnitude of the injected thermal energy. This aspect is
important when one recognizes the large percentage of window area of some
modern structures, even if not highly transparent.

In summary, solutions to the problem will require the integration of

aerodynamics, thermodynamics and chemical kinetics. The dependencies on the

horizontal dynamic pressure impulse, locally produced fluence/energy before

shock arrival, and fuel characteristics are just some of the modeling needs

(Ref. 1).*

•Martin, S.B., et al., "BLAST/FIRE INTERACTIONS: Analysis of Parametric
Sensitivity and Large-Scale Experimental Determination of Ignition Thresholds,"
SRI International, PYU 7314, October 1980.
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General Approach

The above problem can be addressed using both specialized hardware and
validated state-of-the-art calculations. There is also a benefit from using an
empirical model that incorporates the essential features known from both the
tests and the theory. This model is frequently the means for putting the
program's results to use in a system's level analysis.

The highest confidence is usually put in values from physical, versus

numerical/code, experiments. The degree of confidence in both types of

simulations depends on the accuracy of the experiment's components. Neglect of

precision in any one of the components produces a false simulation that causes

interpretation difficulties of the results. The FY81 efforts have emphasized the

preparation of the experimental components, i.e., specific hardware and

software tools.

The FY82 program should progress to the stage of applying these

hardware and software tools. These efforts would be accompanied by reduction

and interpretation of data from a 1 KT airblast simulation being fielded at the

MILL RACE event. The validity of scaling physical experiments is a prime

concern due to the combination oi processes with very different characteristic

lengths and times, hence, initiation of testing physically larger items is proposed.

The final task is communicating the results to both the systems modelers and

some civil defense practitioners (i.e., the fire chiefs).

Task Summary and FY82 Recommended Program

The FY82 recommended program is listed in the following table; the task
summaries follow herein and the full descriptions are subsequently provided.

1. The shock/blowdown facility at Camp Parks will have a 1 MT thermal
pulse simulator by the beginning of FY82. This effort will apply the system to
the highest priority issues as understood after analyzing the MILL RACE data.

2. The simplified physics have been calibrated to previous and present
tests so this empirical modeling must be updated, due to the new type of fire
ignition at Camp Parks, and should be exercised to indicate trends for physical
confirmation.
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FY82 PROGRAM FOR POST-BLAST r"IRE DISTRIBUTION

Rank Title Optimal Mod. Austere 1983 Mod.

1. Camp Parks Testing

2. Empirical Modeling

3. Pre-Shock Flashover Testing

4. B/F Preparation for 1 KT (FY83)

5. Fire "VN" System Formatting

6. Baseline PBFD+ Model (DNA Code
Input)

7. First Principles Modeling

8. Soviet B/F Interaction

300

30

440

360

40

180

80

50

180
180*

30
210

110
320

90
410

40
450

60
510

SO
570

30

150

10

110

90

20

30

40

30

180

30

240

150

60

Literature Review 600 660

Cumulative cos .n $1000 units.

Post-Blast Fire Distribution

3. The total energy deposited in a room can rapidly produce a significant

concentration of the more volatile gases, in addition to point ignitions. A multi-

faceted effort is needed to understand this issue and interpret the one NTS obser-

vation of flashover before shock arrival.

4. The large scale blast wave produced by a 1 KT nuclear equivalent

air blast is one alternative to the Camp Parks facility. The scheduled FY83 HE

event requires planning and program presentations in midFY82.

5. The Fire Service has a standardized methodology for insurance rating

of structures. A methodology needs to be outlined by this community for

operational consideration by the Fire Service.
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6. Even a single-burst PBFD cannot currently be described with any

confidence because existing analytical codes are believed to be valid

(neglecting the possible impact of a flashover response during the thermal

pulse as suggested in item 3, above) for undisturbed targets up to blast

arrival only. However, they might serve as baseline codes for parametric

investigation of sensitivity to unknown factors; so future research and

test requirements can be prioritized for expected return (in uncertainty

reduction) on investment.

*

7. The first principles model for B/F interaction is operating and

should be exercised for analogous experimental conditions attainable at

Camp Parks.

8. The civil defense emphasis in the Soviet Union has produced some

B/F interaction information. A soviet literature review could rapidly

extend our body of knowledge, especially regarding large experiments.

Interactions with Other Workshops

The product of Workshop 1 is input for Workshops 3 and 4. The inter-

facing with the Workshop 3 chairman provided detailed direction which

"culminated" with discovery of very recent work done for the Defense

Nuclear Agency that was in a draft report.

Tentative 1983 Program

The tentative program levels are shown by the last column of the above

table of eight FY82 items. In addition, a new start is suggested, that is,

a "one city study" application of the new body of knowledge, at a funding

level of $60K. Thus the total is $720K of which half is directed toward

good experiments at DIRECT COURSE (1 KT nuclear equivalent surface burst or

2 KTairburst). A reopened Ft. Cronkite facility is also a prime candidate

for some of these large and full-scale experiments due to its much lower

cost per test. Longer pulse durations than available at Ft. Cronkite, and

much higher overpressure if needed, could be obtained at this scale by using

the supersonic/hypersonic blowdown units at many aerospace R&D facilities.

*
Dr. Fendell prefers to call this an aerothermochemical model.
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Recommended Work Unit 1.1—Shocktube Experiments on Blast/Fire Interactions

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to obtain the necessary practical

insight, develop adequate conceptualization, and test the hypotheses to

derive applications-oriented, physically-based classification of blast

effects on fires, with generation of a generally applicable data base on

blast/fire interactions with and without full (thermal + blast) weapons

effect simulation.

Background

The shocktube facility was specifically designed for this obiective.

The initial experimental stage (1979, 1980) used well-defined, self-sustained,

target fires with assured and controlled ignition to determine and evaluate

the physical variables that govern extinction of self-sustained burning in

representative fuels and fuel arrangements. Exploratory tests on the

degree (basic threshold levels) and kind (mechanistic description of blow-

out or fire retention) of fire resistance were conducted. In 1980, the

scope included investigation of: (1) effects of flow-perturbing barriers

on blowout resistance of class-B fuels and (2) the resistance to blowout

of class-A fuel arrays (wooden cribs) characterized by flow perturbation

from fuel and fuel-char heat retention. The provision for full (including

thermal) effects simulation by the incorporation, in 1981, of a thermal

radiation source accessory (designed by SAI) in the shocktube facility,

will broaden the scope of experiments starting in 1981. Henceforth, fibres

tested for blowout resistance (or blast augmentation in general) will be

in burning and thermal conditions characteristic of thermal pulse ignitions

by the simulated pulse of nuclear weapons.

In past Asilomar conference reports, these program elements have been
variously labeled as tasks, task summaries, task descriptions, scopelets,
program elements, and work units. To avoid further confusion we have con-
verged on recommended work units for this report.
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With incorporation, in FY 81, of the thermal radiation source acces-

sory to the shocktube (CARRS, designed by SAI), the shocktube experiments

will be expanded to include full simulation (thermal + blast) tests. The

tests will fall into three broad categories:

(1) Utilizing the thermal pulse accessory, coupled thermal
ignition and blast extinction data will be generated for
fuels and fuel arrangements sensitive to both thermal
ignition and blast parameters. These will primarily be
specific class-A fuels or well-defined class-A fuel mix-
tures. Blast/fire behavior of fuel beds used in MILL
RACE field test will be tested in category 3.

(2) Systematic investigation of blast extinction of practical
fuels and representative fuel arrangements will continue,
to gain broad but quantitative information on fire resis-
tance to blast and the role of blast rmd fire/fuel para-
meters in affecting this resistance.

(3) Shocktube simulation tests (with/without thermal pulse
accessory) will be conducted to predict or explain field
test results—such as MILL RACE—and will in turn be
validated by a good correlation between shocktube simu-
lation and the "real-life" field tests.

The shocktube testing will be planned and tests designed with full cog-

nizance of the supporting analytical efforts and of the complementary

but more basic research conducted under DMA sponsorship. The DNA work,

while of quite different scope, objectives, approach, and utility, will

substantially support the applications-oriented testing required to ful-

fill the needs of FEMA's program.

Priority

This Work Unit was assigned the highest priority of the research

elements identified by Workshop 1 for Fiscal Years 1982 and 1983.

Funding

The following summarizes the recommended funding levels (in thousands

of dollars):

FY 1982 FY 1983

Optimum 300 300

Moderate 180 180

Austere 150 150
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Recommended Work Unit 1.2—Theoretical Study of Blast/Fire Interactions

Background and Rationale

The development of effective countermeasure concepts requires a

quantitative knowledge of the fires initiated by the fire ball and of the

consequences of blast impingement on these fires. This knowledge can best

be gained through simulation and field experiments. However, the number

of simulation and field tests that can be conceived and conducted is

limited by cost constraints as well as parametric limitations. Also,

the subtleties embedded in any experimental observation cannot be drawn

without a conceptual framework provided by a theory. The data from

experiments must be interpreted and generalized by theoretical analysis.

In addition, only through theoretical analysis can the sensitivity to the

multitude of spurious variables involved in an actual attack be accounted

for.

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to develop theoretical models

that would:

(1) Lead to relevantly designed blast/fire simulation and field
tests.

(2) Be useful in interpretation and generalization of the limited
test data.

(3) Predict the blast/fire interaction characteristics to build

a data base.

Scope

The scope of this work unit includes the following tasks:

(1) First Principle Predictive Model:

Task 1 is described in detail as Work Unit 1.7.
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• Apply the theory on the extinction of fire due to blast
effects, including pressure rise, radiant pulse, winds,
and temperature-rise due to air compression.

• Compare theoretical predictions with SRI shocktube data.

• From these comparisons, draw quantitative relationships
useful in the development of blast/fire vulnerability
criteria upon which the design of countermeasures can be
based.

(2) Correlative Model

« Develop similarity rules to correlate the SRI shocktube

data.

• From these correlations, enunciate the interaction mechanisms
to generalize the implications of the experimental obser-
vations.

• From these generalizations, obtain quantitative empirical
relationships useful in developing vulnerability criteria
upon which countermeasure designs can be based.

Comments

Both the predictive and correlative models must be able to account

for the behavior of liquid fuels that vaporize physically and for solid

fuels that sublime or char. The models must be able to yield the behavior

of fires on different geometries of the undisturbed fuel beds.

The consequence of blast impingement on a radiantly initiated,

growing fire may be either extinguishment, with or without reignition, or

redistribution of the fire over a larger area. The reignition process

appears to be very dependent on the availability of recirculation zones

behind barriers such as window sills or behind individual fuel elements

such as in a wood crib or a debris pile.

Furthermore, the effect of blast and its attendant winds on gas

phase flames of the fire appear to be different from their effect on

glowing surfaces. As the blast impinges on a nascent fire, the gas phase

flames may be extinguished, whereas the glowing might be enhanced. There-

fore, structural disruption is expected to lead to redistribution of the

glowing embers of fuel elements over a larger radius "donut" and thus
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spot new fires by locally piloted ignitions. At this stage, the fire

distribution pattern begins to be closely coupled with the evolution of

secondary fires. The onset of macrofire spread is thus influenced by

the redistribution of initial fires by the blast.

Priority

The comments above lead to the conclusion that these tasks are top

priority.

Recommended Funding

The following funding (in thousands of dollars) is recommended for

1982 and 1983:

Predictive models

Correlative models

Optimum

80

30

FY 1982

Moderate

60

30

Austere

40 )

10 (

FY 1983

120

In addition to whatever is now committed.
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Recommended Work Unit 1.3 and 1.4—Large and Full-Scale Experiments

Background

In the areas of radiant thermal ignition and thermal/blast experi-

ments, a great deal needs to be learned from large- aiid/or full-size

tests. Such experiments are of paramount importance and a vital portion

of a complete coordinated program because:

(1) They are the logical progression from the small-scale tests
in the past.

(2) Several aspects of the thermal and thermal/blast phenomenology
do not readily scale down or cannot be credibly scaled.

(3) They provide vital proof by applying theory and small-scale
empirical results to the real world.

(4) They demonstrate, in a concrete manner, radiant thermal and
thermal/blast vulnerabilities to: the rest of the blast/fire
community, the sponsors, the users (e.g., civil defense (CD)
planners), and those that must ultimately carry out defensive
and mitigating efforts (e.g., the fire fighters and the general
public).

Objective

These experiments are intended to:

(1) Provide a benchmark for the theory (check and/or update).

(2) Allow credible extrapolation of the small-scale model experi-
ments.

(3) Provide credibility to the entire program.

(4) Bridge the technology gap to the users.

The bottom-line is to eliminate the need for these experiments.

That is, if they can verify the theory and validate the much cheaper

small-scale experiments, they will not have to be continued, and the

users of our efforts will have faith in our work and quit clamoring for

demonstrations.

Scope

This R&D area can be divided into two tasks for both FY 82 and FY 83
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funding. These are (1) thermal only tests and (2) combined thermal/

blast tests. The former will be emphasized in FY 82, and the latter in

FY 83 as a series of experiments in the DIRECT COURSE HE event at White

Sands Missile Range in September of 1983.

Task 1: Large and Full-Scale Room Ignition Tests

An experimental program should be conducted to provide basic,

vitally needed data on fire flashover for a typical residential room.

Workshop 1 believes that this data is needed because:

(1) The CD macrofire initiation models' - , rithms and
planning guidance may be understated with respect to
the rate and violence of room flash-over during a
nuclear thermal exposure.

(2) At least one nuclear air burst event (UPSHOT-KNOTHOLE)
demonstrated a very rapid flash-over of a room; this
needs to be double-checked using a state-of-the-art
simulator, such as the Thermal Radiation Source (TRS)
at Kirtland Air Force Base or the Solar Power Test
Facility at Sandia Labs, Albuquerque.

(3) The theory and small-scale experiments must have some
full-scale data to serve as benchmarks.

Task 2: Thermal/Blast Tests of Large and Full-Scale Structures
in the DIRECT COURSE Event

An experimental program should be conducted using the unique

thermal/blast environment provided by the DNA-funded DIRECT COURSE event,

scheduled for September 1983. These experiments will involve large and/or

full-scale thermal flash ignition/airblast tests. Examples are (1) an

array of large debris piles to determine empirical data on fire extinc-

tion/enhancempnt:, blast redistribution, and fire brand production and

(2) thermal, blast, and secondary fire damage to a mock residential area,

with a series of buildings.

The plan for Task 2 is for the experimentors in Workshop 1 to

be funded in FY 82 to meet at least once and to formulate a test program

for inclusion on the DIRECT COURSE test bed. In FY 83, the most cost-

effective experiments will be carried out in conjunction with the DIRECT

COURSE event.
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Comments

Workshop 1 believes that its charter for initial, postblast, and

subsequent detonation reignition should be a multifaceted program of

(1) theoretical predictive techniques, (2) experimental tests (shocktube

and free field) to advance the state-of-the-art, and (3) applications that

blend theory and experiments into a product for the user community. Con-

sequently, only highest priority work unit topics are recommended by this

report, and they should be performed in concert. That is, the program is

an integrated one designed from the systems engineering point of view.

Prioi it_v

Following the rationale present above, these program elements are

all considered top priority and require prompt attention. Task 1 was

assigned the higher priority for FY82; assignment of priorities for

FY83 should await the first year's results.

Recommended Funding

The following funding (in thousands of dollars) is recommended for

1982 and 1983:

FY 82 FU 83

Task No. and Scope Optimum Moderate Austere Moderate

1. Thermal only tests 700 180 100 I

2. Thermal/blast tests 100 20 10 (
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Recommended Work Unit 1.5—Fire Vulnerability-Number System Formatting

Background

It is desirable for efforts in Workshop 1 to have several types of

applications of various levels of complexity. In the past, the fire

initiation and blast/fire interactions research was primarily intended to

provide necessary data and conceptual input for fire prediction and fire

damage assessment models. While those activities continue and should be

supported on a continuous basis to reach the levels of sophistication and

physical validity required for national planning, early transfer of prac-

tical information useful for fire vulnerability assessment cf the local

environment should be prepared.

This work unit represents a pilot program in developing the method-

ology (format) and nature of the fire vulnerability criteria that can be

employed at the local level. Users of this methodology are intended to

be local fire service personnel experienced in peace-time, general fire

vulnerability assessment. This assessment is part of routine but exten-

sive prefire planning by the responsible fire department and also building

certification and fire insurance personnel. These, fire specialists have

the background, experience, and knowledge of fire hazard terminology to

be readily trained in recognizing the susceptibility of the environment

to thermal assault from nuclear weapons.

Fire fighters typically evaluate the hazard of (1) a given fuel load

on a given premise and (2) structural features in the context of a local-

ized fire source (on or near the premises examined) with localized fire

spread. They need to be educated in the special nature and intensity of

the radiant energy transport from nuclear weapons and informed of the

thermal ignition thresholds of various common materials.

The concept of a vulnerability number is commonly employed in

weapons targeting; however, it is somewhat analogous to the concept of

protection factor with which civil defense planners are likely to be

more familiar. Basically, a building or., complex is given a numerical
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rating that signifies how vulnerable it is to a given effect of a nuclear

explosion or environment. The collapse overpressure would be an example

(but not necessarily a good one operationally). Similarly, the fire

vulnerability of a building/complex/resource could be judged and assigned

a relative number. Just what form this might take is not altogether clear.

Hence, the need for some thoughtful research and inspiration.

Objective

The long-term objective is to develop a system for field assessment

of vulnerability of buildings, their contents, and immediate environment

for fires initiated by nuclear thermal bursts. The assessment method will

be developed for use by fire service personnel or persons with a similar

background. The short-term objective is to develop candidate methodology(s),

employing as much of the standard fire service terminology as possible.

Technical data needed to establish the operational criteria for assigning

fire vulnerability to nuclear thermal bvirsts (ignition threshold data) will

be reviewed and clarified. Missing data will be identified. Therefore,

this effort will also motivate the completion and updating of our practical

knowledge of thermal ignition probabilities.

The scope of this work unit comprises the following tasks:

(1) Assess f.re service terminology and prefire planning
methodology for adaptation to the thermal nuclear pulse
ignition problems.

(2) With nuclear thermal ignition concepts and data, develop
a straw man assessment methodology with criteria that would
quantitatively determine fire vulernability (a fire vul-
nerability number).

(3) By using t'le fire service terminology, as much as possible,
develop the format for general assessment of nuclear fire
vulnerability.

(4) Critically review the physical basis of the criteria for
potential fire starts, addressing completeness, confidence
in, and practical applicability of the data. Past sensi-
tivity analyses may be used to assess the importance of
improving accuracy of available data. Estimate potential
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fire load—or portion of the urban environment — for which
ignition thresholds data are unavailable. That is, assess
the extent of our ignorance of basic fire-start vulnerability
of current urban environment.

Comments

Since the development of a workable fire-vulnerability assessment

system involves considerable interaction among many sectors In the fire

safety and civil defense communities, considerable lead time will be

required. Therefore, the proposed start-up efforts should commence as

soon as possible. In addition, the full technical data base to describe

the ignitability of the many man-made materials now in use may be incomplete;

hence, the technical aspects may have to be updated before initial employ-

ment of the system. At least one iteration between the assessment frame-

work and supplemental testing of ignition thresholds is anticipated.

Priority

This element was assigned the fifth priority for FY 82.

Funding

This should be carried out at a level ot effort no less than '-j man

year per year for at least two years.
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Recommended Work Unit 1.6—Baseline Post-Blast Fire-Distribution Model

Background

The FEMA Blast/Fire Interactions program (.initiated by DCPA in 1978)

was conceived and exists within the broad and multifaceted field of inves-

tigation and prediction of effects of nuclear weapons. Specifir-ally, the

program was formulated to answer some specific questions arising in past
1 2 3

fire-damage assessment models. ***' These questions were considered to

be the main obstacles to necessary further development of those or similar

models.

Unfortunately, a time lapse exists between (1) early vigorous research

efforts in fire-start/distribution models and thermal pulse ignition of

materials—a necessary building block of both the models and the blast/fire

problem—and (2) present efforts to rectify and phenomenologically complete

tne past modeling of fire effects of nuclear weapons. As the Blast/Fire

Interactions program moves from the exploratory to the systematic research

stage, many present researchers are increasingly plagued by unfamiliarity

with the ground work that has been laid in the past.

In trying to answer the questions of what fires are extinguished or

augmented by blast (or facilitated by blast damage of the man-made environ-

ment), questions arise as to how many fires are expected, what we know

and do not know about them, and how accurately we need to know the response

of fires to blast. Many of these questions are answerable, but to varying

degrees of confidence, based on the past state of the art of thermal pulse

ignition. Many questions may not be answerable because the man-made world

has changed in the last 30 years, and the thermal ignition data base may

no longer be adequate. The use of plastics, changes in life styles and

life environments, increasing population density—all these may have

altered the fire-start and spread vulnerability to nuclear bursts. Hence,

it has become pertinent to ask "If blast/fire interactions are the answer,

what's the question?" An authoritative, unified review of past fire

distribution prediction modeling and its basic input data (thermal ignition
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thresholds) is needed to provide a baseline and frame of reference for

both present data generation for combined thermal and blast effects and

new fire-distribution modeling efforts. Full documentation indicating

outdated data and those rendered inadequate by the changes in man's en-

vironment should be included beside detailed, annotated exposition of

the basic fire-start algorithms used for modeling.

Objective

The general objective is to bring past (pre-1978) fire initiation

and fire damage prediction literature, in concise but fully informative

and usable form, with reassessment and update, to the scientific community

working or interested in the Blast/Fire Interactions program. The two

specific objectives arc to: (1) provide, as a guide for fire distribution

and blast-extinction modeling, the available thermal-pulse-ignition data

base, together with assessment of its generality, and relevance, and (2)

provide, in a useful and complete form, a record and description of base-

line fire distribution model components, including the necessary physical

algorithms and their most successful expression.

A less specific—yet nonetheless important—objective is to rethink

the original modeling concepts, questioning the relevance of existing

models and substituting or adding other conceptual models of the fire-

start process (or irocesses) in blast-affected targets (e.g., secondary

firestarts, primary initiation in debris) as needed.

A point of departure would be the Dikewood Summarv of the Five-City

Study Models. • Recent developments by SRI/SAI ' and other efforts funded

by DNA should be included. More recent insight provided by ongoing experi-

mental programs and the MILL RACE event should be included. The main body

of the report would constitute a state-of-the-art review of fire distri-

bution models and ignition data. There would be an appendix for the

thermal-ignition data base and one for the annotated baseline post-blast

fire model.
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Comment

The success of this study depends heavily on the nuclear weapons

effects (NWE) experience of the principal investigator, but it will also

be very desirable to have a team-member who represents the community of

fire research professionals of recent academic training that typically

lacks NWE exposure. The ability of such a junior professional to recognize

the younger community's needs would materially increase the chances of

successful accomplishment of this program's objectives.

Priority

This is a relatively low priority at this time because of the still

deficient state of art that underlies it; however, by 1983 it will be more

feasible, and some preliminary effort in FY 82 seems appropriate.

Funding

The following support (in thousands of dollars) is recommended:

Optimal Moderate Austere

FY 82 180 60 30

FY 83 180 60 60

References

(1) S. Martin, R. Ramstad, and C. Colvin, "Development and Appli-
cation of an Interim Fire-Behavior Model," Final Report, I'ork
Unit 2538C, URS 674-3, URS Systems Corp., Burlingame, CA
(April 1968).

(2) A. N. Takata and ,F. Salzberg, "Development and Application of a
Complete Fire-Spread Model: Vol. 1 (Development Phase)," Final
Report, Work Unit 2538B, NRDL-TRC-68-36, IIT Research Institute
Chicago, IL (June 1968).

(3) J. W. Crowley et al., "FIREFLY, A Computer Model to Assess the
Extent of Nuclear Fire Damage in Urbanized Areas," Final Report
Work Unit 1614B, Systems Sciences, Inc., Bethesda, MD (May 19.68),
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Four Models of the Nuclear-Caused Ignitions and Early Fires in
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Recommended Work Unit 1.7—Modeling of Fire/Blast Interaction for a
Charring Solid Exposed to Low Thermonuclear-
Generated Overpressures

Background

The severity of the incendiary effects of thermonuclear weapons to

sites exposed to low overpressure (2-5 psi) depends on whether the arrival

of blasted gas can extinguish a significant fraction of the fires generated

by the radiative precursor. Whereas it is now known experimentally and

theoretically that burning solids that gasify by a sublimation-type mecha-

nism can be readily extinguished upon blast arrival, it is also now known

experimentally and theoretically that extinguishment is a more problematic

event for solids that, upon heating, emit a combustible fuel vapor via a

char-forming pyrolyzation. Because many construction materials used in an

urban setting involve natural and synthetic polymers that generate a porous

heat-retentive carbonaceous layer upon degradative heating, there is a

need to clarify criteria for forced-convective extinction of diffusion

flames sustained by char-forming bodies.

Objective

The goal is to advance, to a state of practical utility, preliminary

modeling results that distinguish between cases in which radiative and

convective transfer (even in the face of exothermic, heterogeneous char

oxidation) cools a char layer for the extent that gas-phase oxidation is

precluded even upon termination of the positive (overpressure) phase, and

cases in which auto-reignition occurs despite temporary flame blow-off.

The effort will comprise the following tasks (the first will be

initiated soonest and given the preponderance of available support):

(1) Complete the formulation, solution, and interpretation of
results from existing models of forced-convective blow-off-
and possible auto-reignition—of the diffusion flame sup-
ported by the frontal portion of the bluff, char-forming,
pyrolyzing body. Emphasis will be placed on practical
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parametric investigation for engineering insight and for
comparison with available experimental data. Convective,
diffusive, and radiative transport, with finite-rate exo-
thermic (heterogeneous and homogeneous) chemical reaction
and endothermic pyrolysis, is to be incorporated with
an accounting of a positive phase of finite duration and of
variable dynamic pressure.

(2) Undertake,and advance as far toward completion as possible,
an extension of Task 1 work to smaller thermonuclear weapons,
in which the time separation at the low-overpressure sxtes,
between arrival of the early radiation and of the blast front,
is shortened. In such lower-megatonnage cases, the present
approximation of a quasi-steady solution to evolve the initial
thermal storage of the char layer may no longer be adequate
and thus may have to be relaxed. Transient description of
the nascent charring would remove the conservative engineering
that may well overpredict the fire danger, since an incompletely
established char layer is more readily overwhelmed by a high-
speed relative flow.

(3) Undertake, and advance as far toward completion as possible,
an extension of Task 1 work to wake stabilization of flame
blown off the frontal portion of a bluff body. The hot, slowly
recirculating eddy of vitiated air in the near wake of a bluff
body may permit burning to persist under circumstances in
which forced-convective extinction of unpremixed burning
(owing to large strain rate) near the nose occurs. The degree
to which the results of Task 1 are overly optimistic would
be revealed by Task 3, just as the degree to which the results
of Task 1 are overly pessimistic would be revealed by Task 2.

Comments

It is important for mutual enhancement that there be interaction

between experimental and theoretical efforts on the fire/blast inter-

action phenomenon. In particular, the shock tunnel experimentation spon-

sored by FEMA at Camp Parks, CA furnishes relevant data for testing and

improving the modeling proposed under this task; in turn, the conjectures

evolving from the modeling may suggest parametric assignments for some

experimental tests.

Also, preliminary results reported in TRW Defense and Space Systems

Group report 37503-6001-UTOO) completed in May 1981, entitled, "Forced-

Convective Extinction of a Diffusion Flame Sustained by a Charring Body,"
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and authored by G. Carrier, F. Fendell, P. Feldman, and S. Fink) form a

basis from wh :h the above tasks can be more effectively undertaken.

Priority

To project the fire environment in which civil defense workers must

be prepared to operate effectively and to which shelters and critical

facilities must be "hardened," one must know (1) the proliferation of

ignition sites, (2) the distribution and nature of the post-blast, debris-

strewn urban setting, and (3) the effect of the meteorological/topographical

environment on thermal and species fields. This effort is aimed at the

first input; furthermore, if there is adequate forewarning to obviate

gas and power lines as fires sources, primary fires may exceed secondary

fires in defining the initiating sites for flame spread.

Also, while laboratory and field tests are indispensable, the multi-

parameter nature of the highly ramified problem of fire/blast interaction

precludes exhaustive experimentation. A predictive cool becomes essential

for design and predictive purposes.,

Recommended Funding:

The following funding (in thousands of dollars) is recommended fo :

1982 and 1983:

Minimal Funding Partial Funding Full Funding

FY 1982 40 60 80

FY 1983 40 60 80

The funding for FY 1983 is concerned with making the technical results

(.1) accessible to less highly specialized users and (2) suitable input

for mass-fire-spread studies concerned with the longer term fire threat.
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WORKSHOP 2: BUILDING RESPONSE AND DEBRIS DISTRIBUTION

Workshop 2 was interested in the response of structures to air-

blast loadings only as a basis upon which to build a prediction technique

for blast-wave interaction with structures and their contents, because

the interaction can radically change fire initiation/growth/spread con-

ditions.

Critical technical deficiencies, such as missing data and untested

situations, were identified again (as they were in the three previous con-

ferences) and updated; there was some discussion of experiments that required

exposure in large-scale HE tests.

Key items of concern to this workshop and in need of further work are:

1. Major Research Tasks

Single Building Studies

Multibuilding Studies

Building Contents Debris

Building and Industrial Records Preservation

Multiburst Effects/Response

Upgrading of Existing Structures (Key-Worker Shelters)

Casualty Estimation in a Blast/Fire Environment

Field Testing (HE)

2. Complementary Research Tasks

• Building Survey for Debris Studies

• Debris

- Translation, Interaction, Mixing

- Correlation Test/Analysis

- Wall Fragmentation Model

- Catalog of Sizes, Weights, and Materials

• Air Blast

- Interacting Flows

- Multiroom Flows

- Oblique Incidence
- City Complexes

Members of Workshop 2 were: W. J. Taylor (Chairman), H. L. Murphy (Vice-
Chairman/kecarder), ?e Butler, Ro Frank, B. L. Oabrielsen, K. Kaplan,
A. Longinow, J. R. Renpel, and C. K. Wiehle.
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• Structural Response

- Frame Response/Collapse

- Wall Response to Blast

- Vail Response to Debris
- Floor Collapse Criteria
- Roof Response/Collapse
- Upgrading Structural Elements

• Biomedical Data / Casualty Estimating Criteria
- Impact
- Radiation (Nuclear)
- Flame Exposure
- Heat Exposure
- Toxic Gases

• Engineering Method for INF. (Initial Nuclear Radiation)

• Scale Model Use

- Structural Response

- Debris

- Fire

3. Recommended Research Program tin order of priority)

Analyze City Complex (Crude Cut) •

BuildingsSurrey for Debris Studies

Debris Formation, Translation, and Interaction

Frane Response for Debris Studies and Shelter Analysis *

Casualty Estimation in a Blast/Fire Environment

Modifications of Blast Wave Characteristics in Urban Areas

ley Worker Shelter Studies j* .
Effects of Multiple Bursts on People Survivebility

Each of the above Major Research Tasks is discussed below and the

Recommended Work Units are listed in order of recommended priority and

each is intended to stand alone. Figure VI-2, developed for the 1978

conference and used again in 1979 and 1980 conference reports, is used

ones more.

Except for the updating provided herein, the Workshop 2 reports of

the three previous conferences (1978-1980) are little changed.

..Planned for partial funding in FY81
^Except for Kay Worker Shelter Studies
In past Asiloinar conferences reports, these program elements have been variously
labeled as tasks, task summaries, task descriptions, scopelets, program elements,
and workouts. To avoid further confusion we have converged on recommended work
units for this report.
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because little research toward the goals/tasks previously set has been

accomplished.

Single Building Studies

The structural response of single buildings subjected to airblast

loads from nuclear weapons needs to be known if the buildings are to be

used as shelters. Types of buildings that are potential shelters in
*

both the host area (less than 2 psi ) and where key-worker shelters might

be located (30 to 50 psi range) need to be studied.

Many state-of-the-art analyses have been developed that can new be

used to predict the dynamic response and collapse pressure of various

building elements. Many of the analyses have been verified with experi-

mental data. (One exception is that the response of basement walls to

large dynamic pressures through soil has not been tested beyond minor

cracking, certainly not to collapse, or even approaching collapse.

Recommended tests are discussed further under "Upgrading of Existing

Structures.") These programs have been used with blast-loading tech-

niques to predict the collapse of elements in a variety of National

Shelter Survey (NSS) buildings.

Besides the strength of the individual building elements, the

response of the entire building frame and how it collapses is of interest,

especially how the collapse of the building frame might influence the

safety of the shelter in the basement and what problems the debris might

cause. Computer programs are available to analyze the elastic and in-

elastic response of multistory building frames, but they do not include

collapse mechanisms. Programs need to be developed that could predict collapse

and the problems caused by frame collapse. There has been some work on roughly

predicting the amount of debris resulting from collapsing building

*
FEMA policy is to locate host areas where they are expected to lie out-
side this range; however, a policy exception is sometimes necessary,
thus extending research/application interest to the "less than 3 psi
range" (e.g., special situations where availability of vehicle routes
and host communities, plus mountainous terrain, so dictate, such as host
areas for the greater Los Angeles basin).
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elements, but, because of the unknowns in the loadings on each wall of a

building of complex geometry, the problem can only be bounded and not

solved explicitly. Some computer analyses have also been developed to

predict the translation and final disposition of debris produced by col-

lapsing building walls. These programs require input in the form of the

wall velocity at collapse and the size of fragments. Some tests have been

planned in MILL RACE to experimentally verify predictions of these programs.

Many closure concepts have been developed in previous studies, but

only a few closures have been tested. The fact that key-worker shelters

could conceivably be located in the 30 to 50 psi range is a new criterion.

The design strengths of such closures would have to be in this range, and tests

(static and dynamic) should be conducted to verify their blast resistance.

" Another area to be studied further is the environment inside the

shelter including such matters as leakage of blast that can result in

rapidly or slowly rising pressures, protection from radiation, excessive

heat conducted to the basement, and introduction of fire into the base-

ment.

Multibuilding Studies^

Some marginal progress in the extension of single-structure blast-

loading information into a city complex has been made but not yet realis-

tically accomplished. Previous studies used models of structures of

uniform size.

New work is needed to investigate nonuniform-sized structures (shadow-

ing) , blast-wave propagation down streets (channeling), and other blast

and radiation effects that could influence structural loading, debris

interaction and distribution, and fire ignition and spread within a city.

Proven tools are not available, but some estimates can be made.

Test reports on small to vehicle-size closures should be reviewed early
in any research effort, e.g., those from PL'JMBBOB, TEAPOT and even earlier
nuclear tests, as well as recent BRL shock-tube tests (wood and sheet steel),
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Because of concern for urban key-worker shelters that could provide

protection in the 30 to 50 psi range, multibuilding studies are needed

for these higher overpressures, to address the problems of building frame

collapse and its effect on shelters; debris formation, transport, and

impact; the structural adequacy of basement walls and closures; and other

structural problems that may surface. These studies should include

experiments using urban models, which have structures of non-uniform

size s'ich as those found in actual cities.

Building Contents Debris

The distribution of building contents caused by an entering blast

wave can be predicted for certain tested situations and estimated for

certain idealized situations. If the only opening to a room is in the

wall that is struck head-on by the blast wave, the subsequent flow

(including entrainment of light debris within the room) can be approxi-

mated by existing methods. These methods include mathematical analysis

(HULL and/or simple roomfilling), verified by reference to results of

past experiments (URS tunnel, BRL model basement, and DICE THROW German

residential structures 1 and 2). This information may also serve Co

describe the flow adequately for purposes of predicting extinguishment

of primary fires and creation of secondary fires in certain relatively

idealized situations.

However, when the openings are in different walls, or the flows are

through connecting rooms, the analyses are appreciably more complex, and

new analytical methods will be needed to handle the situations involving

intersecting flows. There are at present no methods of describing the

breakup of building contents. Thus, presently available methods are

probably not good enough to adequately define debris distributions.

Similarly, we have tools (mathematical models) to predict the collapse

and breakup of a wall (struck head-on, side-on, or rear-on), analyze the

conversion of structural elements into debris and predict the debris

translation/deposition. But these tools have never been verified in a

realistic way. One weakness is a lack of understanding of how fragmen-

tation occurs in a sufficient variety of wall types and overpressure

levels. Also, experimental verification of the sequence of building wall
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failures, as well as the debris translation model, is required, Struc-

tural debris, when it occurs, is likely to be superimposed on room-contents

debris.

Building and Industrial Records Preservation

Of critical importance to postattack recovery are engineering and

industrial building plans and documents. Currently, some industries

have protected and duplicated sets o£ critical documents. It is not

believed that government agencies, including cities and states, have

either protected their building records or have duplicate records in

hardened locations. A careful evaluation is needed to determine which

government and industrial records are of critical importance to post-

attack recovery and policy should be established on the steps to be

taken to protect these records in case of attack.

Multiburst Effects/Response

In performing casuaHy/vuintrability studies in the civil defense area,
it is customary to assume that the hazards are produced by the explosion of a
single, 1 Mt-size weapon. All of the casualty estimates existing today are
based on this assumption.

There are situations in which a personnel shelter may be subjected to
the effects of multiple bursts. This can occur when the target area containing
the shelter is subjected to more than one attack. This can also occur when
the given shelter is located aaong several potential target areas. In this
case, when each of the targets is attacked at different times^ the
shelter will experience a number of blast loadings and radiation doses equal
to the total number of attacks.

The fire environment in such a situation can be substantially different
than that produced by a single-weapon attack. For example, fires produced
by the first attack may be put out by the second or succeeding attacks.
Initial fires may also be strengthened if additional fuel is transported by
the succeeding explosions.

It is recommended that a study be initiated to determine the importance
of multibursts on subsequent fires and people survivability.
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Upgrading of Existing Structures (Key-Worker Shelters)

In the process of upgrading existing structures for either key-worker

shelters in the 30 to 50 psi range or for host area shelters in the over-

pressure range of less than 3 psi, the basic structural response of

shelter!can be significantly improved. Whereas the structural response

may be predicted accurately for the non-upgreJ^d structure in many cases,

this cannot be done for the upgraded structure. To upgrade to the 30

to 50 psi range, it is necessary to select a floor system that is initially

strong. For this reason, reinforced concrete (R/C) slabs are chosen for

upgrading, vhich complicates the problem since upgraded R/C slabs are

the most difficult for accurate response predictions. This results

because the reinforcing steel is not located where it can be effectively

utilized by the upgrading, i.e., post supports have been placed at the

midspan of a beam causing a negative moment in a location where there is

only positive-moment steel. Presently, a manual is being prepared recom-

mending upgrading systems for a variety of floor systems. Some of the

methods in the manual have been verified through test. The remainder

should be verified to develop reliable techniques for design and analysis

of upgraded floors. To provide data for people survivability, the tests

should be carried to collapse.
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Two other signific?nt structural problems with upgraded key-worker

shelters are the response of the basement walls to the blast-induced soil

loadings and the effect that the aboveground structure has on the basement

shelter. There are no data available on the loading and response (beyond

minor cracking) of basement walls at the 30 to 50 psi range. The house

basement walls in early nuclear tests (.1953 and 1955) did not fail, but

they were located at low overpressure levels. The problem is complicated

since it involves dynamic loading, soil/structure interaction and support

at the wall top by a floor slab that may also be near failure.

Previous work on basement shelters has assumed that the aboveground

structure collapses without affecting the shelter. In reality, there

may be large columns that are continuous into the basement. The failure

of these columns may also fail the basement roof slab, destroying the

shelter. Both of these problems need to be investigated analytically

and through tests.

With shelters in the 30 to 50 range, many problems become more

intense, such as the debris that may block shelter exits, closures that

need to be designed for and tested at the high overpressure level, venti-

lation systems, and fire outside the shelter. These areas, some of which

have been mentioned elsewhere in this report, need to be looked at in

detail at the 30 to 50 psi range.

Host area shelters may need structural strengthening in order to

support the soil cover necessary for radiation protection and carry the

less-than-3-psi blast loads expected in some host areas. The structural

response of these shelters will also be altered, requiring in some

instances verification tests of the upgrading.
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Casualty Estimation in a Blast/Fire Environment

One of the roles of civil defense in the area of structures is to provide
protection for people against nuclear weapon effects: initial nuclear
and fallout radiation, thermal iulse, overpressure and dynamic pressure, debris
effects,and fires.

The effectiveness of a shelter in providing protection is measured by
means of a casualty/survivability function. This function ( see Fig. VI-3)
relates the combined probability of people survival within the shelter to the
relevant range of overpressures at the location of the shelter for a given
weapon yield.

The combined probability of people survival P(S) is computed (within
the current state of the art) as the product of the individual effects
probabilities of survival. Thus

p(s) - P(sir)P(sfr)P(stp)P(sop)P(sdp)P(sde)P(sf)

where the parameters on the right hand side are probaDilities of people
survival against the effects of initial nuclear radiation, fallout radiation,
thermal pulse, overpressure, dynamic pressure, debris effects^and fires,
respectively. These probabilities are estimated based on available data.

In addition to describing the effectiveness of personnel shelters,
casualty/survivability functions also have other uses, e.g.,

• They can be used for comparing the relative effectiveness
of different shelters and, therefore, selecting the most
effective shelters for a given need.

• They can be used for comparing different shelter systems
and selecting the most effective shelter mix.

• They are usefui in damage-limiting studies.

Although a great deal of work has been done in developing casualty functions
for differeit shelters against the effects of blast, virtually nothing has been
done in considering the effects of fires and blast on people survivability.

It is recommended that studies be initiated to determine the probability
of people survival in a blast-fire environment.
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Field Testing (HE)

The DNA program for large-scale HE tests was discussed. The MZLL RACE

test, 600 tons of HE, scheduled for execution in September 19S1, includes

a number of relevant experiments. The test planned for FT83, DIRECT COURSE,

will also be 600 tons, but in FT85 the MINOR SCALES test will include a serious

effort to enhance the effective yield by either using more explosive or using

blast directing techniques.

Detailed planning for DIRECT COURSE experiments will not be done until

test results from MILL RACE have been analyzed. It appears certain, however,

that experiments bearing on the following topics will be included in future

field tests(in order of recommended priority):

Wood Joist Floor Collapse

Debris Distribution from Idealized Buildings

Responding Standard Floor Types

Responding Basement Walls

Furniture Breakup and Movement

Effect of Building Frame Failure on Basement Shelters

Debris Impact Effect on Walls and Floors

Debris Protectors for Equipment

Table V-l summarizes the proposed research program and the recommended
work units follow, covering several of the suggested field tests (with
some combining of those shown).
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Table V-l

RESEARCH PROGRAM

FY
Priority

1 Analyze City Complex K$

2 Buildings Survey for Debris Study

3 Debris Formation, Translation,
and Interaction

4 Frame Response for Debris Studies
and Shelter Analysis

5. Casuflty Estimation (Personnel
Survival) 120 120

6. Modifications of Blast Wave A

Characteristics in Urban Areas 160 160

7. Key Worker Shelter Studies ] 00 320

8. Effects of Multiple Bursts on People

Survivability 120

Includes H.E. Tests

82

150

100

80

120

83

100

100

340*

*
235

84

100
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Recommended Work Unit 2.1—Analyze City Complex

BACKGROUND: Computer prograiware available for predicting both the blast

damage to buildings and the translation and deposition of building debris.

Although these methods are presently considered as research tools, they can

be used to generate building debris data for selected typical buildings.

From these analyses, debris overlays can be developed for each building type,

for a series of ground ranges (overpressure levels). The overlays can then

be used to describe the debris distribution and profiles for selected urban

areas, to provide the input information for fire studies of a blast-damaged urban

environment.

Although the initial effort is to provide preliminary debris data for use

in blast/fire interaction studies, the method is readily adaptable to computer

generation of debris contours and profiles for any urban area of interest.

OBJECTIVE: To develop debris contours and profiles for a "typical targeted

urban area" to provide initial data from which blast/fire interaction studies

can be performed.

SCOPE: • Develop a description of the structural characteristics of a set of

5 to 10 typical buildings.

• Perform collapse analyses and debris translation and deposition

calculations for each selected building.
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Develop debris contour and profile overlays for each structure,for a

range of overpressures of interest to blast/fire interaction studies.

Describe an urban area and^using the overlays, provide a description

of debris distribution for a selected weapon yield and location.

COMMENT: Possible contractors - CPR, J.E. Beck & Assoc., H. L. Murphy Assoc.,

IITRI, and SSI,

PRIORITY; This element was assigned the first priority for FY82.

FUNDING: FY82 - $150,000

FY83 - $100,000
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Secommended Work Unit 2.2—Buildings Survey for Debris Studies

BACKGROUND: At present there are two methods available to civil defense to:

predict blast damage to buildings, or locate best available shelter. One

method requires detailed structural characterisitcs as input to large computer

programs. The second method uses a flow-chart-type format, whereby a trained

person can survey a building and fill in a form that results in a relative rating

of the building as shelter. A subsequent effort provided an interim "simplified

building damage prediction method ," which was more realistic than the original

flow chart method but did not require the detailed structural characteristics

needed for a computer analysis. A modification of the simplified building

damage prediction method could result in a method for predicting building blast

damage that could be used by non-engineering personnel who were trained to

identify various building characteristics.

OBJECTIVE: Develop a simplified survey method to obtain data for use in predicting

building damage and debris from nuclear blast.

SCOPE: • Data Development:

- Obtain all available data from building collapse analyses.

- Perform additional analyses of buildings where detailed structural

characteristics are available.
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- Develop typical building designs, where existing buildings data are not

available, and perform collapse analyses over a range of realistic

parameters.

• Develop simplified graphs for building damage predictions.

• Develop *uildingssurvey technique and simplified form(s) for conduct

of a large scale survey.

• Recommend type and scope of training required for non-engineering

personnel to conduct survey of existing urban buildings.

COMMENTS: Possible contractors: CPR, J. E. Beck & Assoc, and IITRI

PRIORITY ; This element was assigned the second priority for FY82.

FUNDING: FY82 - $100,000

FY83 - $100,000

FY84 - $100,000
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Recommended Work Unit 2.3—Debris Formation, Translation, and Interaction

Background and Rationale

The influence of blast debris on fire initation and spread remains a

source of uncertainty, which must be removed if fire effects are to be

properly assessed for civil defense purposes. There are two aspects of

this problem: (1) the effect of the debris, given its distribution as a

function of time; and, (2) the estimation of the debris distribution, given

the structure from which it originates and the character of the air blast.

This work unit addresses the second aspect, as an essential preliminary to

the first.

Previous work has been significant: (!) crude estimates based on the

quantity of frangible structural and furniture material, known to be present

in buildings struck by blast waves believed to be strong enough to cause

at least wall collapse; (2) before and after photographic observation of

near full-size realistic masonry and wood buildings at Operation Prairie

Flat; (3) motion picture observation of too-r-small, unrealistic model

buildings (of materials not in construction use) at various HE tests; and,

(4) motion picture observations of near full-size masonry and wood partitions,

closing off one end of a tunnel and subjected to blast traveling down the

tunnel.

Furthermore, Operation MILL RACE proposed for September 1981 is expected

to include a number of structures that may provide information concerning

structural debris distributions, including three designed explicity for the

purpose. These last are simple, heavily instrumented, cubicle buildings of

near full-size. Observation will be focused on the collapse sequence of

the outside walls and the disposition of the wall fragments.

What is needed now is a further advance toward realism in complexity of

the structure(s) tested, in order to assess the effects of interior walls,

intersecting flows^ and debris interactions on the intermediate and final

debris patterns.
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Objective

To develop engineering procedures for predicting, in terms of both

time and space histories, the structural debris distributions within

realistic buildings with interior partitions and multiple openings.

Analyze debris data from above-ground MILL RACE structures.

Task 2

Develop a simplified theory for estimating structural effects of

major debris impact on wails, floors and other structural elements.

Task_3

Develop a simplified theory for estimating debris distributions,

using realistic floor plans, rather than those for a simple box.

Commencs

Task 1

In the fall of 1981 at Operation MILL RACE, a number of buildings will

be exposed to air blast, which are expected to provide information on

debris distributions within and around simple aboveground structures.

The MILL RACE structural debris experiments are intended primarily

to repeat the PRAIRIE FLAT building collapse experiments, with adequate

observation and for two different types of structures; that is, they

will provide confirmation or refutation of a simple theory of outside

vail collapse and the resulting debris distribution. The blast tunnel

experiments serve present purposes mainly as guidance in understanding

non-structural interior wall collapse* and to an extent limited by the

tunnel configuration, debris formation. The work contemplated here wiil

develop further realism and pertinency to the actual problem faced by

civil defense fire analysts. However, before research proce -ds to

more complex buildings, available data from MILL RACE and the L'RS shock

tunnel should be examined in detail.
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Task_2

It is anticipated that Task 1 will: begin with a literature search

Co collect relevant information; advance through a stage of estimating

the magnitude of the effects in the stiictly structural context; and,

if interactions of the kind described appear important, terminate with

the development of a floxural and shear behavior theory for walls and

floors subjected to impact of major debris fragments.

It is anticipated ih.it this task will be ,i synthesis of previous

wnrr., including substantial, debris translation work at SKI ,md Lovelace,

room filling knowledge derived I roin experiments at BKI., and theoretical

work at BRL, IITKI, and SRI.

Pvjk> r_i_t y

The proposed work should begin as soon as possible alter all data

have been reported from MILL RACE. It should have a priority of execution

immediately after that of the project ''Analyze City Complex (Crude

Cut).'1

Funding

FY82 S80K
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Recommended Work Unit 2.4—Frame Response for Debris Studies and Shelter

Analysis

Background and Rationale

While significant analysis for civil defense purposes of wall panel behavior

under air blast loads great enough to fail them has been done, relatively

little attention has been paid to the prediction and description of the

response of building frames loaded by air blast beyond the elastic limit.

For peak free field overpressures less than 10 psi, such an emphasis is

reasonable since in that regime it appears likely that most important

buildings will suffer major panel failure, before the supporting framework

can be affected by the air blast. Also, blast drag pressures on the bare

frame will not be comparable to the high diffraction pressure loads carried

by the panels. However at 30 to 50 psi free field overpressure, drag

pressure becomes comparable to side-on pressures. In that regime panels will

transfer a high impulse to the frame before failing, at which time the

dynamic pressure is still high and capable of delivering a high drag loading

to the exposed frame, depending on the frame type and its drag coefficients.

In urban areas of the U.S., frame buildings constitute an important segnent

of the structural population. Any characterization of the post-attack debris

within a city may be grossly inaccurate if frame beuavior has been ignored.

Frame members themselves can become important debr;s elements, and their

impact on other structures can be an important hazard to structural integrity.

One of the most significant structures that might be affected by frame

response to air blast is basement shelter in the same or adjoining building.

Basements in the same building may be damaged by deflections in a frame

extending into the basement; such basements, as well as those in neighboring

buildings, n, y be damaged by the impact of a falling structural framework(s).

Objective

Estimate the effects of frame response to air blast upon urban debris and the

integrity of basement shelter.
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Task 1

By means of a literature search and theoretical analysis, determine a typical

pattern(s) of frame response for U.S. urban buildings to megaton-range air

blast. For this purpose buildings should be characterized by incipient collapse

pressure of exterior panels, nature of frame, and size of building.

Task_j>

Examine preselected urban basement shelters in frame buildings for effects

of frame faiLure.

Task 3

Examine theoretically the effects of collapsing frame impact on basement

cover slabs.

Comment

The aim of Task 1 is to develop a tool useful in the estimation of urban

debris arising from nuclear attack on the U.S. Individual examination of

each building frame is prohibitively expensive in computer time (in con-

trast to the relative cheapness of individual wall panel analysis). Indi-

vidual calculations may be necessary, but they must be greatly simplified

from those in tho usual frame analysis. Tasks 2 and 3 are both directed

to the influence frame failure may have on the mission of a nearby basement

shelter. In Task 2 the question of large deflections, in the frame con-

taining the shelter itself, is addressed, and, in Task 3, only tlu effect of

physical impact on the cover slab is considered.

Priority

A high priority is recommended.

Funding

FY 82 $120K
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Recommended Work Unit 2.5—Casualty Estimation In a Blast/Fire Environment

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE: For the purpose of comparing the effectiveness of

different shelters and alternative shelter systems, it is important that each

shelter be described by means of a casualty/survivability function.

A point on a casualty/survivability function is a combined probability of

people survival against a set of casualty mechanisms.

Over the past several years FEMA has supported work m the formulation

of the methodology and the development of casualty functions for people in shelters

when subjected to the prompt effects of megaton-range nuclear weapons. The

extension of this methodology to people in shelters,when the hazard environment

includes fire effects (heat, smoke, etc.) in addition to blast effects has been

very liirited. One study (Work Unit 2564D) was partially devoted to this task.

It is currently being completed.

The problem is very complex. A one-year study is not adequate to extend

the methodology, produce the needed data, and produce a sufficient number of

casualty functions. A follow-on project is recommended.

OBJECTIVE: To extend the existing casualty estimating methodology to the blast/

fire problem, and to develop casualty functions for a representative set of

personnel shelters and blast/fire environments.
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SCOPE: The recommended study would consist of the following tasks.

1) Select several city complexes containing a representative mix of

buildings with and without basements.

2) Simulate direct effects and corresponding fire environments in each

selected area when subjected to a *~Mt near-surf ace burst at the relevant

range, i.e., 0 to 10 psi. Fire hazards to be determined in this task will

include:temperature-time historiesjand^noxious gas concentrations produced by

debris fires in basement spaces.

3) Develop casualty/survivability functions for

• people in upper stories and basements,

• people in basements only,

• people in the open,

by considering practical modes of evasive action, fire mitigation,and fire

fighting performed by the shelter occupants.

4) Develop conclusions on the hazards in a blast/fire environment and

on the effectiveness of the various modes of evasive action, fire mitigation,

and fire fighting in saving lives.

COMMENTS: The recommended study should be performed by the same individuals

who are involved in Work Unit 2564D.

PRIORITY: Casualty estimation methodology is considered to be a high priority

item.

FUNDING: FY82 - one-man year

FY83 - one-man year
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Recommended Work Unit 2.6 -Modifications of Blast Way
irt Urban Areas*

BACKGROUND 5 RATIONALE: The presence of structures in urban areas severely

disturbs blase waves passing through the area. The phenomenon can have important

consequences for a number of blast and fire problems, as described below.

Structural Response. Current response models and analyses generally utilize

a sharp-fronted blast wave as a forcing function. In many urban areas,nearby

structures in essence degrade the blast wave front to one that has a relatively

slow rise, a loweied peak pressure, and a greatly reduced impulse. All of

these can modify structural response significantly.

Debris Translation. Substantial changes in dynamic blast pressure (due to

multiple reflections) can essentially eliminate directed flow, severely

influencing debris translation.

Blast/Fire Interaction. Large changes of flow within rooms and around

individual structures can alter the capability of blast-induced winds to blow

out fires.

OBJECTIVE: To develop a capability for predicting the effects of urban

environments on blast waves passing through them, in order to improve predictions

of structural response, debris translation and blast fire interactions.

SCOPE: Specific tasks for this program include the following:

• Review, analyze, and interpret information currently available on the

subject, with the purposes of:

*Thia element of the Recommended Research Program is one component of the
recommended research task of "Multibuilding Studies." See"Major Research
Tasks" and"Recommended Research Program" lists at the beginning of the
Workshop 2 section of thia report.
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!) identifying gaps in this knowledge to aid in the design of

future analy\ cal and experimental programs}

2) providing analysts working on urban problems with the best

currently available techniques for predicting the effects of urban areas on

blast.

• Perform a sensitivity analysis to determine the relative importances

on blast of differences in urban arc 1 characteristics.

• Develop and adapt appropriate computer codes and computer models of the

interaction phenomena. (Initially, two-dimensional codes and situations would

be employed; these would be refined and extended as time and funds allowj

• Conduct shock tube and high-explosive field experiments in various types

of complexes using both idealized and real model elements.

COMMENTS: Information currently available on these "shielding" phenomena is

fragmentary. It includes: shock wave studies of individual blocks and multiple

blocks (of various geometries); small-scale high explosive tests using city

complex models (with regular and uniform obstacles); and, from tests with 1000-pound

high-explosive charges, some recent information on single model houses and a

limited complex of nine model houses. Overpressure measurements were made, but

dynamic pressure measurements were not. Dynamic pressure "shielding" results

were obtained by BRL from 2-D geometry, shocktube tests. These are suggestive

but incomplete.

There has been no attempt to approach the problem theoretically (it is a

difficult problem even with regular obstacles).
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PRIORITY:

1) Highly built-up urban complexes - high priority.

2) Normal residential areas and areas in urban complexes with

significant space between structures or blocks - low priority.

FUNDING:

FY 1982

1) Review of current information $ 60K

2) Design (tentative) experiemental program 40K

3) Develop guidelines for determining effect, based 30K

on current knowledge

4) Shock tube tests (prototypes for 1983) 30K

1982 TOTAL S160K

FY 1983

1) Continue shock tube tests $ 40K

2) "DIRECT COURSE" Field Test 80K

3) Begin sensitivity analysis 20K

4) Begin computer analysis 20K

1983 TOTAL 5160K
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Recommended Work. Unit 2.7—Effects of Multiple Bursts on People
Survivab ili t y

Background and Rationale

In performing casualty/vulnerability studies 1n the civil defense area.
It Is customary to assume that the hazards are produced by the explosion of a
single, l Mt-siz« weapon. All of the casualty estimates existing today are
based on this assumption.

There are situations in which a personnel shelter may be subjected to
the effects of multiple bursts. This can occur when the target area containing
the shelter 1s subjected to more than one attack. This can also occur when
the given shelter is located among several potential target areas. In this
case, when each of the targets is attacked at different times, the
shelter will experience a number of blast loadings and radiation doses equal
to the total number of attacks.

The fire environment in such a situation can be substantially different
than th*t produced by a single-weapon attack. For example, fires produced
by the first attack may be put out by the second or succeeding attacks.
Initial fires may also be strengthened if additional fuel is transported by
the succeeding explosions.

Scopa— (Taska)

1. Select several representative city tracts and describe them
in terms of building types, makeup of buildings, location of
buildings, separation distances.

2. Deve^p debris distributions for multiple weapon attacks
allowing sufficient time between attacks such that blast wave
interactions can be neglected. Study differences in debris
distributions among the various attacks.

3. Simulate primary and secondary fires for each distinct attack
condition and debris distribution. Study differences in the
intensity and spread of fires among the various debris
distributions. Quantify casualty mechanisms produced by the
fires.

4. Develop casualty functions for people intheopen, upper stories,
and basements for each debris distribution and take into
account different fire mitigation procedures.
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Source

This study is best conducted at IIT Research Institute because both

casualty estimation and fire spread methodologies are available at this

organization.

PRIORITY

Workshop 2 ranked this work unit seventh in their overall listing.

RECOMMENDED FUNDING

FY82 - $120,000
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Recommended Work Unit 2.8—Debris Distribution from Idealized Buildings

Background

Scientific observation of structural debris arising from buildings struck

by air blast has been considerable: PRAIRIE FLAT, MISERS BLUFF, and

(coming in the fall of 1981) MILL RACE. These experiments have used simple

buildings. In order to advance understanding of blast/fire interaction,

more complex configurations are necessary, and, in fact, at this time

the basis for examining more complicated buildings has been laid. The

test proposed here will be a companion effort to the research outlined

in the Scopelet "Debris Formation, Translation, and Interaction."

Objective

To design and field a structural debris test in which: wall (or other)

debris will be allowed to strike an uncollapsed wall; debris fragments

will be caused to collide with each other; and, interior partitions are

present to modify interior flows and debris patterns.

Task 1

Design a near full—scale experiment employing realistic buildings, to

test theories of debris impact on walls and floors.

Task 2

Design a near full-scale experiment, employing realistic buildings, to test

theories of debris distribution in complex floor plans (using intersecting

flows, impact of debris on debris, and multiple openings).

Task 3

Conduct the experiments designed in Tasks 1 and 2 at a future DNA HE field

test.
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Comments

These debris experiments should probably consist of two or more buildings

to make evident the influence of peak overpressure; however, it is possible

a single building could serve the purposes of both Tasks 1 and 2. The kind

of building will be chosen to ensure the existence of structural debris of

an industrially important nature, but still ensure the integrity of the

building long enough to allow necessary observations, admittedly imposing

severe demands on the designer.

The experiment designed in Task 2 should provide high-speed fragments

striking: interior or exterior walls (such as might be provided by early

breakup of a front wall into large fragments later striking the side or rear

walls); realistic non-structural interior walls, which might also supply

impacting debris fragments; and, if possible, interacting debris. More

than one building may be required.

Priority

This work should follow the research outlined in the Work Unit "Debris

Formation, Translation, and Interaction" and have a high priority.

Funding

FY82

FY83

$80K (Tasks 1 and 2)

$360K (Task 3)

Bldg contractor

Instrumentation

Analysis/Supervision

DNA Support

6 OK

120K

80K

260K

100K

36 OK
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Recommended Work Unit 2.9—Effects of Building Frame Failure on Basement
Shelters

BACKGROUND: Current state-of-the-art analyses of ths response of basement

shelters assume tnat debris from the aboveground structure is blown free of the

basement. The effect of the structural frame response and collapse will have

a significant influence on the safety of basement shelters and even occupant

survivabillty. Analytical work to investigate this problem has been proposed

in a previous scopelet. This scopelet proposes an experiment to be fielded

in a DNA HE test (Sept 83), which will provide data to evaluate analytical results.

OBJECTIVE: Provide experimental data for evaluating the influence of the aboveground

building frame response and collapse on basement shelter response/resistance.

SCOPE: • Select a prototype building based on the results of the analytical

studies and other applicable FEMA research projects.

• Design, fabricate, and field test a building in a DNA-sponsored HE test.

• Perform all required test coordination.

• Provide pretest predictions of test building response, and perform

post-test evaluation and analysis of data.
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CONMENTS: This experiment will supplement analytical research being proposed.

The analysis effort should precede this experimental test) work.

The estimated cost was arrived at as follows:

Design/Analysis/Coordination (h NY) 60K

Instrumentation (-V20 channels) 60K

Model Fabrication (gross estimate) 4OK

160K

FUNDING: FY82 - S 0

FY83 - S130K

FY84 - $ 30K
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Recommended Work Unit 2.10—Debris Protectors for Equipment

1) BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

Many items of industrial equipment are inherently "blast hard ' fthat is,

they are resistant to the destructive effects of blast) to relatively high

levels of peak incident bla;t overpressure (up to about 10 psi). This class

of equipment generally comprises massive machines, such as large mills and

lathes. If items in the class were subjected only to blast wave with peak

incident pressures up to 10 psi, they could frequently be put back into

service wit little (or even no) repair.

In the normal industrial environment, however, not only blast, but debris

created and driven by blast (from surrounding structures, for example) mi:st be

considered. An exposed spindle on a drill, for example, might easily withstand

peak incident blast overpressures well in excess of 10 psi. It could, however,

be heavily damaged in a region where blast overpressure is only 3 psi by debris

from the building in which it is housed. (Many normal industrial structures

will fail - at least to the degree that debris is generated - when suhjected to

a 3 psi o-.erpressure blast wave).

An obvious solution to this dilemma is to protect the equipment by installing

coverings or other devices that will intercept the debris (and that are as blast-

hard as the equipment itself). Such devices are more likely to be used if they

are easily storable, and capable of being erected (and dismantled) quickly.
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2) OBJECTIVE

The objective of the program would be to test various means of protecting

industrial equipment from the type of blast-created debris that would be created

in a standard industrial facility at peak incident blast overpressures that the

equipment could withstand, where there is no debris. (Note that blast tests of

the equipment itself need not be included in the objective.)

3) SCOPE (TASKS)

• Review current literature for designs already developed. (The USSR, for

example, has developed a group of hoods, shelters, and canopies for protecting

industrial equipment from debris.)

• Develop new designs, especially of quickly erected, quickly removed,

easily stored devices.

• Conduct a test of the designs during the "Direct Course" test program

in 1983.

A) COMMENTS

Debris sensitivity represents a weak lirk in any attempt to protect

equipment in place (which may be feasible in areas subject to blast over-

pressures of 10 psi or less). In the example cited earlier in this work unit,

(equipment capahle of withstanding 10 psi overpressure, but damaged by debris

at 3 psi) the damage distance for the equipment would be increased by a factor

of over two, and the area of damage by a factor of about five.
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5) PRIORITY

MEDIUM; Some debris protection techniques have already been developed.

Promulgation of any other techniques should be delayed until after the "Direct

Course" field test program.

6) FUNDING

FY82

FY83

Review

Develop

of current designs

new design

TOTAL

$40K

30K

S70K

Design and conduct field 590K
tests at "Direct Course"
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WORKSHOP 3: FIRE GROWTH, SPREAD, AND THREAT

Workshop 3 is responsible for combining the sustained ignition

field description from Workshop 1 and the debris field description from

Workshop 2 into a prediction of the ensuing fire development and its

threat to critical facilities and key workers. In turn, this threat

can be used by Workshop 4 to develop and evaluate the various counter-

measures and mitigation efforts.

Historically, a fire threat program has been developed at each

Asilomar Conference, and each year the fiscal support has failed to

reach this level of the overall blast/fire project; consequently, the

tasks that change each year reflect modifications injected by the

changing workshop personnel rather than work that has been completed.

Table V-2 summarizes the overall effort of Workshop 3. In 1978,

there was a definite concern for a cooperative effort with Workshop 2

to determine the extent of detail needed in the debris field description.

In 1979, this concern slipped away along with thoughts about an experi-

mental program. Attention focused on two approaches to the nuclear

threat question, (1) fire spread modeling and (2) critical facility

vulnerability analysis. Most of the attention focused on the various

fire models in 1979 and 1930, and by 1981 the vulnerability ;ask was

reduced to a brief suivey. In 1979, the question of CO production and

mobility received serious attention, and a similar concern is strongly

expressed in the 1931 shelter model.

Task 2564E, reported in 1979 and 1980, did not appear in the tasks

developed by Workshop 3, but the emphasis- on the aerodynamics of large

fires is an important consideration, particularly in consideration of the

uncertainty about how American industrial areas will burn, i.e., like

the Hiroshima fire or Hamburg-type fire. This aerodynamic question

appears as Task 3 for 1981. Although the FEMA fire spread and threat

program has remained quiescent, active programs are under way in other

government agencies, and numerous opportunities for cross-fertilization

exist. Appendices D, E, and F describe related work at the Forest

Service, National Bureau of Standards, and the Defense Nuclear Agency.

Members of Workshop 3 were: R. Levine (Chairman), F. Fendell, R. Small,
J. Chang, C. Chandler, C. Scawthorn, D. Larson, G. Berlin, J. Ball, and
L. Schmidt.
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Table V-2

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE THREAT PROGRAM

Fire Dynamics in Blast
Perturbed Fuel Array

1978

Modeling of Fire Spread
and Threat

1979

Fire Growth and Threat
to Critical Facilities

1980

Fire Growth, Spread and Threat

1981

CO

Task 1 Determine the detail required
to describe the debris field
in the doughnut area

Task 2 Minimum structure-degree of

damage matrix

Task 3 develop and F'tpand analytical
methods and models to deter-
mine fire behavior In inter-
mediate and severely damaged
structures.

Task 4 Develop experiments to

answer specific question

essential to models

Task 5 Conduct large scale experi-
ments for inspiration and
guidance

Task 6 Case studies of the industrial
fire problem

Task 1: Utilization of Five City
Study Results
Task i: Modular general fire
growth and spread model
Task 5: Specific target model

Task 2: Fire hazard analysis of
resources

Task 3: CO production and mobility

Task 1: Mass fire environment Task 2: Top-down design of
(general mass fire model)
Task 2: Fire spread model
Task it: Target specific model

Task 3: Vulnerability of
critical facilities and key
workers

(2564E) Scale modeling of large

fires

(2564E) Physics of large

area fires

fire spread model
(time dependent)
Task 1: Top-down design of
shelter-scale fluid dynamic
computer model

Task 4: Vulnerability of
shelters. Heat transfer
below and duration of burning
rubble (survey)

Tjsk 3: Formation of
macroscale smoke plume and
mesoscale wind model

Task 5; Survey of bullding-
to-bullding fire spread



Table ;/-3 summarizes the programmatic thinking of the 1981

Workshop 3. Research areas are listed under three headings: Vulnerabil-

ity of Shelters, Mass Fire Environment, and Fire Spread Model. Work

unit summaries were prepared for the five most urgent research areas.

Because work units 3.1 and 3.2 must be conducted simultaneously, they

have been combined in the final FY1982 ard FY1983 tabulations in

Section VI.
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Task

Table V-3

FIRE VULNERABILITY, ENVIRONMENT, AND SPREAD
RESEARCH PROGRAM SUMMARY

Priority
Recommended Funding ($)

Low

No tasks

No tasks

I Vulnerability of Shelters
(thermal and air supply)

A) Fully destroyed zone
1) Heat transfer below and

duration of burning rubble

B) Partially destroyed zone
(included under II and III

C) Undestroyed zone

II Mass Fire Environment

A) Fully destroyed ione

B) Partially destroyed zone

1) "Top-down" design of computer
model of small scale fluid dy-
namics in layer near surface

2) Extension of applicable
subprograms

3) Testing of "top-down"
model, validation and
improvement

£*) New phenomenology and thermo-
dynamics for subprograms

5) Formation of macroscale smoke
plume and mesoscale winds (shield k

subsequent weapon thermal effects) Medium

III Fire Spread Model

1982 30K JOK 20K

High

High

High

Medium

1982

1983

1983 and
yearly

1984
1985 on

24 OK

360K

240K

100K
300K

I80K

200K

180K

100K
250K

120K

100K

120K

50K
100K

A)

B)

Fully destroyed zone

1) Radiation spread model (depends
on existence of debris fire
ignition model)

Partially destroyed zone

1) "Top-down" design of model of
fire spread (this unit and
IIB(l) must be coordinated.
Includes several mechanisms of
fire spread)

Extension of applicable
subprograms

Low

1982

1982

120K

120K

120K

120K

120K

60K

2)

3)

4)

Testing, validation and improve-
ment of "top-down" model

Experimental work related to
IIIB(2) (coordinate with DNA)

High

High

High

1982

1983

1983 &
yearly

240K

360K

240K

180K

240K

180K

120K

120K

120K

Medium 1984 on 500K 400K 300K

C) Undestroyed area

1) Fire spread building-to-
building (survey) Low 1982 120K 120K 60K

Some members of workshop 3 rate this work unit "high."
Editor's footnote: We object to the description of target zones as fully or partially destroyed.
The distinction called for here Is a change due to blast damage that qualitatively differs insofar
as fire behavior is concerned. The relevant distinction is more a question of whether buildings are
still standing >r have been reduced to a debris field.
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Recommended Work Unit 3.1—Top-Down Design of Shelter Scale"Fluid Dynamic
Computer Model (partially destroyed zone)

Background and Rationale

Within the concept of crisis relocation planning, shelters must

be. provided for key personnel, and critical facilities should be pro-

tected. These shelters must protect against the subsequent fire environ-

ment which includes toxic gases and thermal threat, as well as blast

and radiation.

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to design a computer model that

can predict the localized fire threat to a shelter or critical facility.

Scope

The scope of this work unit comprises the following tasks:

(1) Design a computer model for small-scale fluid dynamics in
a layer near the surface.

(2) Test and validate the model and extend applicable subprograms.

(3) Identify and supply new phenomonology and thermodynamics for
subprograms.

Comments

Information on (1) whether the air supply near the ground is vitiated

will be provided by this "Mass Fire Environment" task. Mathematical

modeling is required for the partially destroyed zone both on the shelter

scale and on the atmospheric scale.

Required input to these models and also the Flame Spread model

includes the fuel bed loading of combustible material, its continuity

(contact of one fuel zone with another), whether structures are collapsed,

and the amount of small-size combustible debris. We must also know the

size of the burning sites (minimum, 1 building burning), the space be-

tween them, and when the sites, already ignited, become big fires.
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This work unit encompasses the top-down engineering design of a

multimodule computer model of the partially destroyed area on the shelter

scale. It must be formulated to calculate plumes of combustion products

rising buoyantly from individual fires, and entrainment of these products

into streams of fresh air flowing between fires parallel to the ground.

It will be dependent on the geometry of this zone and the extent of flame

spread at a particular time. The model will need a series of subprograms

describing, for instance, air entrainment into the fire plumes and entrain-

ment of combustion products into the air streams. In some cases, related

work is progressing in other fire agencies, and FEMA can benefit from

this work. Some of this related work is described in Appendices D, E,

and F. However, we anticipate that additional research may be necessary

and provision for this research is made in Task 2.

After the engineering design of the model has been completed, and

a first generation of modules coded, it will be necessary to test,

validate, and improve the model (Task 2). This is envisioned as an

iterative process, with comparisons between the model and available

data including data on fires after earthquakes, World War II data,

and other relevant past or future fires. New phenomenology may be needed.

Task 3 has been provided for FEMA to generate new phenomenology, thermo-

dynamics, or physics of processes to improve the subprogram modules.

Priority

Work Unit 3.1 is assigned the highest priority: however, it

should be conducted simultaneously with Unit 3.2.

Funding

As indicated in Table V-2, funding for this work unit is as follows

(in thousands of dollars):
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FY 1982 FY 1983

Optimal Moderate Austere Optimal Moderate Austere

Task 1 240 180 120

Task 2 600 380 220

FY 1984
Optimal Moderate Austere

Task 3 100 100 50
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Recommended Work Unit 3.2—Top-Down Design of Fire Spread Model
(time dependent)

Background and Rationale

Conditions in the partially destroyed zone will change with time,

depending on fire spread, and this gives rise to a third category of

work units. This part of the program is also based on a computer model,

which will require inputs from the Mass Fire Environment models, and

also feed data back to those models; thus, the program must be managed

with close coordination between the two efforts.

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to design a computer model that

can combine the ignition field description and the structural debris

field into a prediction of fire growth and spread.

Scope

The scope of this work unit comprises the following tp.sks:

(1) Design a fire snread model for the partially destroyed
zone.

(2) Design a radiation spread model for the fully destroyed
zone.

(3) Test, validate, and improve the model and extend applicable
subprograms.

(4) Identify and supply experimental effort related to subprograms.

Comments

The fully destroyed zone requires only a relatively simple radiation-

spread model, perhaps patterned after one already used by the U. S. Forest

Service. Task 2 will provide such a model. The partially destroyed

zone is much more complicated, and the tasks of generating and validating

the time-dependent fire spread model are comparable to the Mass Fire

Environment tasks. Task 1 will provide a top-down engineering design of

a modular computer model of fire spread. The model must consider

several fire spread mechanisms, acting one at a time, sequentially, or

simultaneously. These mechanisms include flying brands (which in
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turn depend on local winds from the Fire Environment model), flame

convection, thermal radiation from fires and hot gas flames, and thermal

radiations from later weapons. In Task 3, FEMA can benefit from the

related work being done under other fire programs and provide new in-

formation. No cost is involved, of course, where the information is

directly applicable, but new or additional work, adapted to urban fire

spread conditions, may be required.

After the model modules have been coded, the model must be tested,

improved, and validated (Task 4). This is seen as a long-range itera-

tive process, improving the model where new subprogram information becomes

available, and testing it against available data. In turn, the model

development will delineate necessary new technological information and

experimental data. Task 4 provides for obtaining these data. This ex-

perimental work should be coordinated with DNA.

Priority

Work Unit 3.2 is assigned second priority; however, it should be

conducted simultaneously with Work Unit 3.1.

Fund ing

Funding for this work unit is as follows (in thousands of dollars):

FY 1982 FY 1983

Optimal Moderate Austere Optimal Moderate Austere

Task 1 240 180 120

Task 2 120 120 60

Task 3 600 420 240

FY 1984
Optimal Moderate Austere

Task 4 500 400 300
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Recommended Work Unit 3.3—Formation of Macroscale Smoke Plume and
Mesoscale Wind Model

Background and Rationale

This work unit is an extension of the work reported under 256AE

to multiple burst situations.

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to determine the winds generated

by a mass fire and the effect of the smoke plume on the thermal threat

from multiple weapon bursts.

The scope of this work unit consists of developing a computer model

to predict the formation of a macroscale smoke plume and mesoscale winds.

Comnents

Under the Mass Fire Environment category, we include Work Unit 3.3—

the formation of a mesoscale smoke plume and wind model to provide

information on the potential of that smoke to shield the area from sub-

sequent nuclear weapon thermal effects and to provide wind information

for the local models.

Priority

Work Unit 3.3 was assigned the third priority by Workshop 3.

Funding

Funding for this work unit is as follows (in thousands of dollars):

FY 1982
Optimal Moderate Austere

120 120 120
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Recommended Work Unit 3.4—Vulnerability of Shelters, Heat Transfer Below,
and Duration of Burning Rubble (survey)

Background and Rationale

Ultimately, the small-scale fluid dynamics model should predict

the concentrations of toxic products and the thermal flux impinging

on key personnel shelters. Information about the vulnerability of

shelters to these products and thermal threats is essential. Past

shelter studies such as those conducted by IITRI should be reviewed in

light of the modeling requirements.

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to determine whether sufficient

information is available to evaluate the response of shelters to the

thermal and toxic gas threat from a mass fire environment.

The scope of this work unit is to survey past work on debris fires

and heat transfer into shelters under or surrounded by fires.

Comments

This workshop is concerned with criteria for shelters of key

personnel and facilities. Where personnel are concerned, breathable air

must be provided. In the fully destroyed area, smoldering and flaming

fires will generate: large amounts of carbon monoxide, and we see no

possibility of using outside air. Therefore, in this zone the oxygen

in the shelter must be self-contained. The shelter must also provide

adequate thermal protection, depending on heat transfer from the burning

rubble and the duration of burnings.

In the partly destroyed zone, there is the possibility of providing

breathable air. Noting that about one part in a hundred of combustion

products will make the air too toxic for habitability, and also too warm,

the shelter must have a means of warning when the ventilation air is

toxic (order of 100 ppm CO) and shutting it off. Thermal protection
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must also be provided, depending on the thermal flux and duration.

This may be different than in the fully destroyed zone.

Priority

Work Unit 3.4 has been assigned fourth priority by Workshop 3.

Funding

Funding for this work unit is as follows (in thousands of dollars)

FY 1982
Optimal Moderate Austere

30 30 30
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Recommended Work Unit 3.5—Fire Spread Building-to-Building in Undestroved
Area (survey).

Background and Rationale

A fire spread model such as that to be developed under Work Unit 3.2

requires experimental data to validate the computations. Past work on

fire spread by radiation, convective heat flow, and firebrands should

be collected in a form suitable for use in Lhe fire spread model.

Objective

The objective of this work unit is to determine the relationships

and algorithms that govern building-to-building fire spread in various

fire and wind environments.

Scope

The scope of (.his work unit is to survey the building-to-building

fire spread information for inputs to and validation of the fire spread

model.

Discussion

In the undestroyed area, we provide a work unit (3.5) to survey

work already done on building-to-building fire spread. This information

is needed for fire spread from fires in the partially destroyed area

to the undestroyed area.

Priority

Work Unit 3.5 was assigned fifth prioriL* by Workshop 3.

Funding

Funding for this work unit is as follows (in thousands of dollars):

FY 1982
Optimal Moderate Austere

120 120 60
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WORKSHOP 4: MITIGATION AND COUNTERMEASURES*

Introduction

This section summarizes the accomplishments of the workshop concerned
with,

"the protection of critical industries and key workers from the
effects of blast/fire through mitigation and counter-measure
activities."

The objective of this particular Workshop (1981) was to develop a
research program to produce the information required to implement a
national mitigation and countermeasures program.

The first step in the workshop process was to define the "users" of
mitigation and countermeasure products. It was determined that, in
general, mitigation and countermeasure activities will be primarily
accomplished at state and local levels. For example, plant managers and
municipal firefighters will be accomplishing many of the activities
developed to protect critical industries and key workers. Therefore, the
"users" of the results of this program were defiend as,

"private industry and state and local government officials."

The term, "local," was intended to include cities, counties, and
regions. Examples of specific users (included within this definition) are:

elected and professional government administrative
officials

emergency management planners

officials of specific emergency service organizations

officials of industrial organizations

owners/operators/managers of industrial facilities.

The second step in the workshop process was to identify the major
functions of a blast/fire critical industry keyworker protection program.
These functions must be understood to, in turn, identify the required
products of the blast/fire interaction research effort. Identified program
functions are listed in Table V-4.

Members of Workshop 4 were: H. Ryland (Chairman), C. Wilton, W. Tonguet,
R. Purington, and J. Clayton.
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Table V-4

BASIC FUNCTIONS OF A KEY WORKER/CRITICAL
INDUSTRY PROTECTION PROGRAM

A. Establish performance objectives (essential services) for crisis,
post-attack, and recovery periods

B. List critical government services

C. Determine industry identification

- operational
- dormant
- location

- vulnerability

D. Define hostile environment

Usable form - high precision not necessary

E. Develop specific policies and procedures

Crisis, post-attack

F. Determine types of resources required

G. Set priorities for use of public resources in
protecting critical facilities

H. Consider mitigation-countermeasure requirements
in community/industry planning design installation
and operation

I. Determine key worker and dependent protection requirements

- shelter
- radiation

J. Acquire facilities, equipment, and supplies

K. Retrofit existing facilities

L. Conduct training

M. Develop notification/warning/general communications

N. Formally adopt plans (assign responsibilities)

0. Conduct public education program

- decision makers
- participants
- general public.
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Research activities required to produce information needed for the
planning and implementation of state and local protection programs were
established in three categories:

1. Research associated with mitigation and counter-
measure activities

2. Basic research on blast/fire interaction (i.e.,
activities of the other three workshops) which
is needed to support mitigation and counter-
measure efforts

3. Research which is needed to support mitigation
and countermeasure efforts, but which is outside
the scope of the blast/fire interaction research
program

Recommended work unit, descriptions for research in Category 1 are
presented. Category 2 and 3 requirements are listed in Tables V-5 and
V-6, respectively.
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Table V-5

BASIC BLAST/FIRE INTERACTION RESEARCH REQUIRED TO SUPPORT
THE MITIGATION/COUNTERMEASURE PROGRAM

1. Improved definition of the expected attack
environment

- Blast

- Fire

- Debris

2. Improved understanding of blast/fire effects on
facilities and equipment and benefits of alternative
mitigation/countermeasure actions.
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Table V-6

RESEARCH OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THE BLAST/FIRE INTERACTION PROGRAM
WHICH IS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT MITIGATION AND COUNTERMEASURES

1. Design of a notification/warning/general communications
system which provides the specific capabilities needed
for a critical industry/key worker blast/fire protection
program

2. Design of a public education program which will promote
the acceptance and implementation of protection programs
by industrial and state and local government officials

3. Design of a training program for industry and state/local
government planners of protection programs.
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Recommended Work Unit 4.1—Update Attack Environment Handbook

Background

Most of the functions associated with the development and

inplanentation of a critical industry- key worker protection program require

knowledge of the expected attack environment in the connunity. The attack

environment handbook currently in use is considered to be probably out of date

frcm both a technical and policy standpoint. Yet, it is felt that information

existed which can be used to produce an updated (though not final) version of

this handbook.

Objective

Prepare an updated attack environment handbook designed especially for

use at the state and local government levels and by private industry.

Scope

1. Review current handbook

2. Identify currently available technical and policy information

appropriate for handbook revision.

3. Update handbook at the levels appropriate for the defined users.
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4. Package the handbook so as to attract, prorate and enhance its use
at the state and local levels (i.e., integrated into risk area planning
guidance).

Garments

This handbook (even in a preliminary form) is required for the
implementation of any of the blast/fire program activities at the user levels.
It is realized that more and better information will be available in the
future, which is needed, however the updating of this handbook should not be
delayed until all research is completed. Also, it cannot be overemphasized
that, the handbook must be prepared in the proper form and format for the
intended user.

Priority- This Work Unit was given the highest Workshop 4 priority for FY 1982.

Funding- $120,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.2—Computer Simulation of Regional Damage (Feasibility Study)

Background

On an urban region basis, general damage results are required to
enable local government, emergency planners and other decision makers to
properly allocate key worker shelters, recovery materials, etc. These general
damage results need not be very precise due to the uncertainty of attack
scenarios. The output must be in a form usable to a wide group of users, so
that maps are suggested.

Objective

Develop and write a computer code using existing and recently
developed damage (thermal, blast, debris, fire, radiation) estimation
algorithms and incorporating these damage effects with building inventory
data, generate regional damage maps.

1. Collate existing and recently developed damage algorithms (blast,
firespread, etc.) including effects of times.

2. Decide on relevant building types, determine building performance
(vulnerability) functions.

3. Determine easily usable building inventory data sources and formats
(census, etc.).

4. Develop computer code combining damage algorithm, building
performance functions and building inventory data.

5. Interacting with typical users, define map and/or other I/O
formats.
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Garments

Such a map generating tool is essential in planning and preparedness
activities, but is presently lacking in the blast/fire- nuclear weapons
effects field. Besides providing useful information it tends to motivate
localities by graphically presenting data which has the inpact of inmediacy.
This type of capability is presently developing in the earthquake engineering
field, so that this activity can save by using sane of the capability in that
field, as well as benefiting FEMt's overall objective of comprehensive
emergency management.

Priority- This was assigned second priority for FY 1982; no priority was
assigned for 1983.

Funding- FY-82 $80,000
FY 83 $60,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.3—Develop Process for Establishing Program Performance
Objectives-Government and Industry

Background

Any type of program planning mist be based upon what it is you want to

achieve, that is, your goals and objectives. This premise applies to the

planning of a program, at the state and local levels, to protect critical

industries and key workers fran blast and fire. Currently, state and local

planners (and decision makers) do not have the planning tools needed to lead

them through the process of establishing specific performance objectives for

their particular protection programs. In addition, planners need to

understand the objectives of higher levels of government to be able to

consider the necessary local actions required to support such objectives.

Objective

Develop process(es) for state and local government and industry

personnel to use to establish the blast/fire protection performance objectives

appropriate for each particular jurisdiction.
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1. Identify protection program components which are driven by

objectives.

2. Establish relationships between the components and the range of

corresponding performance objectives.

3. Ide fy objectives of higher levels of government and industry.

4. Identify typical (or example) critical government services that may

be related to objectives.

5. Develop the process for government and industry personnel to

explicitly establish specific program objectives.

Ccnments

Examples of possible objectives include: which types of services to

try to maintain; what level of protection is desired for a given facility,

given that total protection is not feasible.
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This was assigned the third priority for FY 1982.

$60,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.4—Industrial Protection Program

Background

A program has been conducted by Scientific Service, Inc. for the
Federal Emergency Management Agency which has resulted in a Prototype
Industrial Hardening Plan. This plan, whirh is designed to be used by
plant owners in protecting their particular plant, is far from complete
and will need considerable modification before it ran be used as an
integral part of risk area planning.

Objective

To continue development of an Industrial Protection Plan v;ith
emphasis on: hardening alternative processes (to reduce the number of
key workers); development of slide shows and training materials; and
field testing.

1. Analysis and Testing

A. Vulnerability/Hardening Study - Study of generalized
equipment for both vulnerability and hardening alter-
natives. This will be a continuation of work included
in AD118011.*

B. Alternative Processes/Methods - Study of alternative
process, austere methods, etc., to produce essential
materials - fuels, metals, foods, etc.

2. Implementation

A. Slide Show - Show designed for associations and groups
such as South County Industrial Emergency Council (San
Mateo and Santa Clara, CA) Includes both natural and
nuclear consideration.

B. Develop Industry Profile Package

3. Documentation and Evaluation

A. Evaluation - A continuing series of field trials of
manuals and hardening procedures in industry.

B. Manual Update

Priority High-1982

Funding $175,000

*
Industrial Protection Manual, Scientific Service, Inc. AD118011, June 1981.
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Recommended Work Unit 4.5—Conduct a Pilot Critical Industry Key Worker
Protection Planning Prognn

Background

The development of the blast/fire protection research program was
based upon best available estimates of: what functions are involved; what
information is needed; and the current availability of that information.
However, it may be that, in reality, other functions are involved, additional
information is needed, or current information is satisfactory and certain
planned research activities are not needed. An attempt to develop an actual
blast/fire protection program in a pilot ccnnunity could be extremely valuable
in verifying that specific research is needed or that the identified
deficiencies are not as critical as currently thought.

Objective

Identify blast/fire protection program needs which are not currently
met, or are currently met on an adequate basis, for use in program planning.

Scope

1. Establish scope of pilot program.

2. Establish requirements of pilot caimunity.

3. Select pilot community and obtain agreement.
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4. Conduct progran planning in cooperation with local personnel.

5. Evaluate planning results and identify needs.

6. Define research application needs or revisions.

Garments.

Frequently, the best way to determine whet you know and dont know

about a given subject is to try to use it.

Priorty- High-1982

Funding- $180,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.6—Development of Procedures for "Passive" and
"Retrofit" Facility Protection

Background

It is felt that there are numerous actions which can be taken in
advance of attack to mitigate the effects of blast and fire on critical
facilities. These actions could be taken prior to construction, in the form
of land use, location, design, installation, or operational alternatives which
are selected to preclude and miminize damage. Actions could also be taken to
"retrofit11 existing facilities to improve inherent protection. Actions within
these areas could be as a result of land use planning, zoning, code adoption
(voluntary) possibly encouraged by incentives. However, state and local
governments do not currently have the information with which to conduct an
"inherent protection" program.

Objective

Develop a recaimended critical facility inherent protection program
for use by state and local units of government to preclude or minimize
blast/fire damage.

1. Identify candidate alternatives (consider inherent protection
techniques used for other types of disasters).

2. Examine zoning laws and codes to identify current requirements.

3. Determine potential benefits of each alternative

4. Establish costs (all types) associated with each alternative.

5. Perform cost/benefit tradeoffs.
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6. Develop a recommended inherent protection program (typical) with
corresponding procedures for stat's and local planners to use in designing and
inplementing their own programs.

Cannents

This program might well be combined with inherent protection efforts
for other types of disasters- to promote implementation.

Priority

This work unit must be consdidered as long range (ie. 83-85) because
additional basic research is probably required to support alternatives, it
was assigned.a level of 6 priority by Workshop 4.

Funding- $240,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.7—Response Operational Procedures
for Other Emergency Services

Background

Workshop 4 of the 1980 Asilamr conference recommended a task entitled
"Optimal Use of Emergency Forces". Within this task, the term "emergency
forces" was defined to include fire protection, law enforcement, emergency
medical and debris removal services. Activities are currently in progress to
acconplish the fire protection component of this task. Plans must now be made
to acconplish the research needed to develop operational procedures for the
remaining emergency services.

Objective

Develop response procedures for use by law enforcement, emergency
medical, and debris removal services operating within a blast/fire protection
program.

1. Define overall mission of each type of service.

2. Identify functions associated with each mission.

3. Identify requirements and constraints associated with acccnplishing
each function.
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4. Establish alternative operational procedures for each function

5. Analyze alternative procedures.

6. Package results of above tasks as a procedures development process

for use at the local level.

Garments

It is important to ensure that the results of this research effort are

prepared especially for use by local emergency management and emergency

service planners.

Priority- 1983 (level 7)

Funding- $120,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.8—Crisis Relocation/Industrial
Preparedness Pilot Study

Background

A number of broadbrush programs have been conducted on the resources,
equipment, etc., required to implement crisis relocation planning in risk
areas. Very little, however, has been done to determine the accuracy of this
data and the resulting guidance. Recent trials using host area guidance have
pointed up sane serious discrepancies and it is anticipated that risk area
guidance which is just now being distributed may have equal problems. For
example, there are some concerns that planned resource usage may far exceed
that available.

Objective

The primary objective is to test the validity of currently available
risk aret planning and industrial preparedness guidance by attempting to
develop a fough cut risk area plan in one or more selected comnunities. This
plan would include: the state and local government actions, the activities of
the emergency forces, determination of critical and non-critical facilities;
the resources, both in labor and materials, required to implement the plan;
and the effort and level of expertise required to develop the plan. The
result would be a critical review of the available guidance and data base
currently available for risk area planning, and would establish not only the
needs for future research but also the level of accuracy needed in that
research.
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Scope

1. Select a suitable risk area or areas. If possible, selection should
be made near or adjacent to a host area that either has a completed (HP
Shelter development plan or a plan in the process of being developed.

This would allow for consideration of the use of resources between the two
areas as well as to investigate the interaction between the planning of risk
and host areas.

2. Develop a risk area plan or plans taking into account conmunity
involvement, use of resources, labor, materials, critical and non-critical
facilities, emergency activities, etc.

3. Assess the results including: how adequate the guidance and data
bases were to accomplish the planning process; whether the resources were
adequate to perform the tasks specified; how much effort was required to
perform the planning process and what level of expertise and training was
required. Also determine, what areas require further research and to what
level of accuracy and make recommendations for changes in current guidance.

Ccmnents

The end result of this work would be a greater understanding of the
planning process for risk areas and the interaction between risk and host area
planning. Hard data would be obtained on the time and training necessary to
accomplish the planning process as well as the ability of local oficials to
assist in the planning process. Another major benefit of the program would be
a critical look at all the planning guidance and data being used as to its
accuracy and suitability and also it would point up the need for future
research.

Priority- 1982 (level 8)

Fundine- $180,000
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Recommended Work Unit 4.9—Upgrading Shelter Options

Background

Currently FEMA has two shelter upgrading manuals available to risk and
host area planners. The host area manual is in its second revision and contains
adequate information for upgrading floors, but needs substantial work on upgrading
techniques for walls, roofs and entranceways. The key worker manual is in
prototype form and needs considerable expansion in all areas before it is suitable
for use in the field.

Objective

To continue the develoment of the Host Area and Key Worker Shelter
Upgrading Manuals. A five year program is envisioned to complete these manuals
(only the scope for the first year is presented here ).

1. Analysis and Testing
A. Investigate additional timber, structures; i.e., glulam, prefab wood
trusses, heavy timber for inclusion in manuals. Refine prediction
theory for prestressed concrete. Develop punching shear data for slabs
on grade.

2. Implementation
A. Survey Procedures - Review current survey procedures and modify
to reduce large number of non-suitable structures from being included
in survey. Design and field test new survey forms.

3. Manuals
A. Host Area - Develop training package for host area surveyors.
Revise manual based on results of survey now in progress and add
upgrading charts for fallout only. Revise and update manual as result
of analysis aod testing; add punching shear criteria.

B. Key Worker Shelter - Expand 40 psi shelter handbook to include
survey forms, worksheets. Expand existing structure types and
expedient types. Incorporate MILL RACE test results. Develop
training package for surveyors. Revise and update as result of tests
and analysis. Add section on punching shear.

Priority - High, but not a unique requirement of the B/F program.

Funding - $200,000.
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VI PROGRAM SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The summary of the 1980 Blast/Fire Conference emphasized a need to

sharpen our focus with respect to priorities because the fiscal con-

straints preclude a pursuit of all the recommended program elements.

Consequently, the 1981 conference emphasized the needs of

the state and local agencies that are ultimately responsible for civil

defense, and incorporated plans to provide these agencies with the best

available blast/fire interaction information. Work units were dis-

cussed in terms of their near-term and long-range impacts.

In past years, the priorities were assigned within workshops but not

between workshops. This year the format was changed, all ongoing and

recommended work units were listed in one priority ordered table dis-

cussed in the final session. The following criteria were used in assign-

ing priorities between workshops:

• Priorities within a workshop were left unchanged except when
several workshops proposed very closely related tasks,
which were combined and assigned a priority that was roughly
the average assigned by the contributing groups.

• Where work in progress and new proposals had been assigned
equally high group priorities by different workshops, the
highest final priority was given to the ongoing work.

• Work with a definite near term contribution to the user agency was
given priority over basic studies where a potentially modest
payoff appeared some distance in the future.

• Fundamental questions with a potential for greatly changing
our understanding of the blast/fire environment were given
preference over most of the efforts promising immediate
contributions to the user agency.

• Work units that appeared timely with respect to current
knowledge and technology were favored over tasks that appeared
to be premature.

• Field tests such as DIRECT COURSE were favored because of the
limited opportunities for such tests and;the associated
rigid time schedule; however, the low-expectation yield on
investment in the field versus that in the laboratory tempered
a wholehearted dedication to the field tests.
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• Tasks that exceed the charter of the blast/fire program are so

noted and recommended for FEMA to initiate under broader coverage.

(Tasks that appeared to be more in line with DNA than FEMA program

requirements were either not included or given a low priority.)

• When tasks were so equally matched that logic could not prevail,

the order was settled with an unbiased coin.

The program elements recommended for FY 1982 and FY 1983 are summarized

in Tables VI-1 and VI-2, respectively. Tasks are listed in descending

order of priority. The initial digit of the decimal task number indicates

the working group. The digit following the decimal shows numerically the

relative ranking assigned by each of the workshops. Three budget levels—

optimal, moderate, and austere—are listed for each task, where the following

definitions apply:

• Optimal—Given an adequate overall level of program funding,
the task could be accelerated to this level without its rate
of progress getting out of balance with other program elements
and with a return still proportionate to the investment.

• Moderate—Lacking an adequate overall level of program funding,
this is the minimum funding that should be expended to keep the
rate of progress from falling seriously below program goals.

• Austere—Below this level, it is probably not worthwhile doing
anything on this task element of the program.

Although the totals in each column exceed the fiscal constraints sug-

gested by Capt. Peterson, the three levels may be identified with the

2.4, 1.8, and 1.2 million dollar budgetary targets. It should be clear

that any actual budgetary limit can be achieved either by eliminating

lower priority items or by selecting some suitable blend of funding figures

from the three budget columns.

In line with the 1981 conference's scrutiny of program goals and the

discussions of where we could expect to be by when, a chart of the cur-

rently envisioned program plan was prepared by the editors of this pro-

ceedings document subsequent to the activities of the conference. (See

Except the numeral 5, which designates the overall program planning
function.
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Table VI-1

RECOMMENDED FY82 BLAST/FIRE PROGRAM

Program Element Contineent
Optimal

80

330

120

440

360

150

80

Budeetarv
Moderate

60

210

120

110

90

150

70

Recommendations ($K)
Austere

50

160

120

110

90

120

70

No. Title

5.1 Asilomar Conference, Program Planning

1.1,1.2 Shocktube Experiments, Data Correlations

4.1 Attack Environment Manual, Update ch.3

1.3 TRS Test of Flashover Anomaly

1.4 Intermediate-Scale Test of Blowout

2.1 City Debris Study, Refined Analysis

2.3 Debris Translation, Post-MILL RACE Anal.

3.1 Top-Down Design of Fire Spread & Threat
Logic 480 360 240

4.2 Computer Simulation of Regional

Threat/Damage

2.2,1.5,4.6 Fire Vulnerability Planning Guidance^

3.2 Mass Fire Environment

1.7 Aerothermomechanical Theory of B/F Intns.

4.4 Industry Survey
1.6 Initial (Post Blast) Fire Model,

Baseline Review

2.5 Fire Casualty Estimate Methodology

4.5 Pilot CM Program

1.8 Soviet B/F Literature Review

2.6 B/F Relevant Properties Non-FF Blastwaves

3.3 Heat Transfer Through Rubble (Review)

4.3 Performance Objectives

180

300

120

80

120

180

120

120

50

30

140

280

120

60

120

60

120

120

30

160

20

30

120

120

40

90

30

120

90

30

20

+E.G., Ft Cronkite, Kirtland AFB, BRL's 8 ft shocktuhe
May be premature in FY82 (even in FY83)
Combines recommendations of three workshops
"Scope appears broader than B/F program should support alone
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Table VI-2

TENTATIVE FY83 EL/jT/FIRE PROGRAM

Contingent Budgetary
Program Elements Recommendation? ($K)

Optimal

85

330

60

1000

E) 360

720

Moderate

65

210

40

240

340

440

Austere

55

160

40

120

340

220

No_. Title

5.1 Asilomar Conference, Program Planning

1.1,1.2 Shocktube Experiments, Data Correlations

4.2 Industrial CM's, Passive and Retrofit

1.3 Thermal/Fire/Blast V e r i f n* (DIRECT COURSE)

2.1 Debris Formation, Translation, Interaction
Mechanics, Verification Tests (DIRECT COURSE) 360

3.1 Top-Down Model of Fire Spread and Threat,
Sub-Program Development

3.2 Macro-Scale Fire Dynamics (Redefinition of 120 120 120

Mass Fire Criteria)

5.2 Fire Vulnerability Planning Guidance* 300

2.2 Frame Structure Response Tests* (DIRECT COURSE) 360

1.4 Initial (Post Blast) Fire Model, 180
Sub-Program Development

1.5 One City Study, Initial (Fost Blast) 240 150 100
Fire Distribution*

2.3 Fire Casualty Estimating Methodology 120 120 120

]uipment Protection T«
(Field or Shocktube)

>n-Free-Field Bl£
(DIRECT COURSE)

2.5 Key Worker Shelter Tests* (DIRECT COURSE) 360 320 120

4.3 EMS Response Procedures 60 60 60

280

235

60

120

235

60

4.1 Equipment Protection Tests 140 120 100

2.4 Non-Free-Field Blast Wave Measurements* 240 160 120

Direction and emphasis will depend on outcome of FY82 experiments (1.3,1.4)
^Continues development begun in FY82 (2.2, 1.5, 4.6)
Scope may be broader than B/F Program should support alone
*Maybe premature in FY83
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Figure VI-1.) This chart attempts to show scheduling continuity, nodes

of intraprogram (interdisciplinary) interaction, input-output scheduling

requirements, and the convergency of information flow toward the interim

and long-range objectives (program outputs). This schedule aims at accom-

plishment of the 1978 program goals before the end of the decade with

substantial interim outputs, beginning in 1984 and continuing throughout

the program duration. The schedule is partly driven by the occasions

of the HE test opportunities. Although unexpected shifts in funding

could materially alter the course, the ongoing program sets the initial

conditions, and the conference-recommended programs for i'T 82 and 8 3

along with the announced field test schedule limit the possibilities

for major, cost-efficient increases in program scope or rate of accomplish-

ment into the FY 84, 85 time frame. Note, however, that this program

plan was developed for FEMA planning alone, independently of the actions

of other agencies. It does not attempt to include the possible accelera-

ting effects or t.':e concurrent DNA program. It is, therefore, strongly

recommended that the two agencies compare common requirements, and coopera-

tively develop a program plan that can be mutually beneficial.
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Appendix A

RISK ANALYSIS IN PUBLIC POLICY

This Article Discusses the Anatomy and Ingredients
of Risk Analysis as it May be Used in Public Policy

by

JOHN H. WIGGINS
PRESIDENT

J.H. Wiggins Company
1650 South Pacific Coast Highway
Redondo Beach, California 90277



SUMMARY

Risk assessment 1n policy analysis has blossomed in the last ten years
as a method for analyzing risks and benefits and consequently the
decisions pertaining to potentially dangerous technologies. Nuclear
power, liquid natural 9as facilities and large dams, are some areas that
have been assessed by various investigators and have apparently, at
least in the public eye, backfired. The recent Three Mile Island
nuclear power station accident and the Teton dam failure are examples of
situations that have brought technologists to a severe test of their
credibility in the risk assessment arena. This paper outlines the
ingredients for analyses which, if included, will mitigate criticism of
future studies.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Concept of Risk and State of the Decision Process

Risk analysis is now being discussed more and more In the public policy
arena. Decision makers want to know the "acceptable risk" Involved with
a technology. The Three Mile Island accident and recent air crashes
have forced technologists to start seriously facing risk assessment as a
necessary part of their job. But establishing an explicit level of risk
which 1s "acceptable" is only one small part of a many faceted problem.

Let us begin our investigation of the parts of this problem by first
identifying the involved parties as well as the motivations, recognized
or de facto, that thrust these parties into the risk-taking and,
therefore, decision-making process. These are outlined in Table 1
below.

The citizen, naturally, wants the technology to which he is exposed to

M safe enough so that he is not injured or killed. On the other hand,
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Table 1. Motivations of Decision Makers Involved in Risk

INVOLVED PARTIES

CITIZEN
LEGISLATOR
CODE-BUILDER AND POLICY ENFORCER
DESIGNER, ENGINEER AND CONSTRUCTOR
MATERIALS SUPPLIER
OWNER
LENDER

INSURER

LOSS EVALUATOR

MOTIVATION
(RECOGNIZED OR DE FACTO)

PERSONAL SAFETY
COMPROMISE AND REELECTION
PUBLIC SAFETY
DESIGN SAFETY
PROFIT SAFETY

PROFIT OR MISSION OPTIMIZATION
LOAN SAFETY
DAMAGE MINIMIZATION

DAMAGE ESTIMATION
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the legislator, being buffeted by many Interests from all sides, wants
to organize the various influences in such a way that he can be
reelected. The reelection motivation is a valid one, for 1f he has not
fulfilled his constituents' ambitions and the ambitions of those who
influence the constituents, he cannot be reelected. The public
administrator Is responsible for the "health, safety and welfare" of the
community which he represents, whereas the designer, engineer and
constructor want failure free technology. If this fails, lawsuits may
ensue with possible loss of reputation as well as monies and time - time
which could otherwise be used in a profit-generating activity.

In trying to balance the risk between all parties two key ideas present

themselves:

• risk knowledge

• equitable risk

Risk, for 1t to be acceptable or not, has to be known within some level
of uncertainty. This risk can be computed whether by the inductive or
the deductive approach. The balance between cost of risk reduction and
expected loss establishes degrees of equitability, wherein ultimately
the value of human life is either explicitly or implicitly treated. I
believe that through the careful description of risk computation, a
number of benefits can accrue:

• cost minimization

• loss reduction

• the establishment of equitable insurance policies and rates
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• the determination of whether certain operations should proceed

or not.

Costs should be minimized because the important time element and cost of

capital should be reduced. Likewise, losses can be reduced because the

technology would not come about in an uncontrolled manner.

Insurance 1s an important consideration 1n any project since, with very

large owners, large capital outlays 1n the remote instance of failure

would be detrimental to any commercial or private owner as well as the

consumer. Three Mile Island and the associated pass-through losses are

an example.

Probably the most important benefit which could result from the

application of what I call the "Balanced Risk" rationale 1s an

establishment as to whether or not nuclear power plants, dams, gas

transmission lines, liquid natural gas facilities, etc., should or

should not be built at certain locations. All of the details should be

developed and considered before costly construction activities begin.

Two key words involved in the Balanced Risk approach are "knowledge" and

"decision." Within the "knowledge," area there are facts and

circumstances that are known, unknown, knowable, and unknowable.

Certain things will always be known. Other facts may be unknown, but

they are knowable. However, the amount of money that is set aside for

determining new knowledge must be decided in advance of any major design

effort. The unknowable will always be present. That is why society is

finally working with the concept of risk and the concept of

uncertainty. It is imperative that the unknowable future, which

accounts for states of nature or states of man that cannot be estimated
at time of study, be accepted as a state of humanbeingness.

The word "decision" has benchmarks associated with it which are termed:
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• acceptable risk

• unacceptable risk

t tolerable risk

• intolerable risk

Webster defines "acceptable" as "...capable or worthy of being accepted;
welcome; pleasing; barely satisfactory or adequate." On the other hand,
the idea of "tolerable" is defined by the phrases "...capable of being
borne or endured [e.g., pain]; moderately good or agreeable." In other
words, society may tolerate certain automobile risks which are higher
than those Inherent in regulation promulgated to reduce those risks to
acceptable levels. Consequently, the concepts of risk acceptance or
toleration must be carefully perceived regarding a new technology on the
one hand, and the revision of an existing technology on the other.

One perspective of risk can be gained by comparing three sets of
individuals and how they approach work, travel and pleasure. Depending
on whether the person 1s a cautious man, a risky man or a housewife, 1t
has been computed [1] that the risky man who works 1n a coal mine, rides
motorcycles and climbs mountains takes more than 10 times the risk of a
cautious man who works at a desk, rides a bus and does little for
pleasure. The risky man is about 6 times more apt to die from accident
than the housewife. Plus, if one considers the different activities
which are a specific option to the Individual, one can make average
decisions about his or her own individual safety.

Another perspective of risk can be learned from studying Figure 1, which

distributes annual losses from two natural hazards as a function of

damage state [2]. If one could consider that the average damage from
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Figure 1 . Distribution of Annual U.S. Building Losses for Two
Natural Hazards Which Cause About the Same Monetary Losses.



each of the hazards shown 1s equal from dollar loss considerations, the

risk may not be accepted as equal because the damage states are

different. On the one hand, a tornado involves considerable total

collapse and severe damage. Consequently the chance for death, per

dollar lost, is greater for tornado than for storm surge. Yet the

nation has addressed flood with greater emphasis than wind. Decision

about safety and the cost of mitigating death from these hazards must be

considered to be a function of the damage state afforded by them. This

introduces the concept of utility which will be discussed later.

Figure 2 presents yet a third perspective on safety [3], It compares

risk with the degree of regulation and benefit from the activity. On

the one hand, the judged benefit from private automobile, commercial

air, intercity bus, urban bus, transit bus, and elevator travel are

judged to have a high benefit; however, the regulation of private auto

travel seems to be too low while that for transit bus is too high.

Private automobile has a death risk of approximately 700 per billion

exposure hours whereas commercial aviation has a lower death risk of 573

per billion exposure hours. Yet the degree of safety regulations is

judged to be "medium" for private automobile and "very high" for

commercial air travel. Similarly, intercity rail and boating are

regulated too severely from the balanced benefit/risk point of view.

Several observations can be made from Figure 2. If the degree of

regulation can be thought of as an order-of-magnitude situation, as

presented, low benefit risks are tolerated by society to be 1000 times

riskier than high benefit risks. This agrees with Starr's first

observation about voluntary and Involuntary risks [4]. Similarly, high

benefit transportation risks seem to receive more attention from

government than risk associated with work. Underground coal mining (580

x 10" 9), construction (220 x 10"9) and desk work (1 x 10"9) receive

"high," "medium" and "low" ratings regarding safety regulation. These

would then compare with the medium benefit rather than the high benefit
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transportation modes. Swimming (3500 x 10~ 9), mountain climbing (2700 x
10"9) and smoking (2600 x 10"9) all have a "low" degrees of regulation
and would plot on the low benefit curve.

Starr [5] also attempted to develop a benefit-risk toleration curve for
involuntary risks. He regarded the average disease level, even for the
very high benefit activities, to be maximum risk toleration level. On
the other hand, natural hazards, which are implicitly considered to be
Acts of God and develop little benefit, should be the lower risk
toleration level. Anything above the S-shaped benefit/risk curve could
be termed "Acts of Man"; anything below the S-shaped curve could be
considered "Acts of God."

With the foregoing as a brief introduction to the concept of Balanced
Risk and the various perspectives in which risk can be addressed, let us
examine three other definitions:

• pol icy-r isk- level

• l i f e loss

• economic loss

I define the pol icy-r isk- level as that which a governmental or a

standards making body considers to be acceptable. In the case of

earthquake, th is degree of acceptance can equal the current de facto

earthquake risk associated with structures designed to the Uniform

Building Code (UBC), or some lower leve l . For example these lower

levels can be either one-tenth the UBC risk leve l , or one-one hundredth

the UBC risk leve l . However, in selecting the pol icy-r isk- level for a

community, the nation, or for a standard of design, one must balance the

costs and losses 1n social and economic terms.
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The value that society puts on a human life can be computed. Adding up
all of the home, work, public and motor vehicle deaths and the
associated dollars lost on accidents, society is currently tolerating
the average value of a life to be about 400,000 1977 dollars ([1]
factored to 1977). On the other hand, the discounted earning power of
the average individual was about $150,000 in 1977 dollars {[6] factored
to 1977 conditions). Looking at the de facto value of death in a
slightly different way, the cost of maintaining a malformed child from
birth to death is about $400,000 ([7] factored to 1977 conditions.)
Currently, economists are attempting to compute the value of a human
life based on the amount of money an individual is willing to spend on
safety devices. Consider the smoke-alarm as a potential preventor of
life loss in home building fires. There are about 70,000,000 homes
wherein about 7,000 people die per year from fire. Considering that the
average smoke alarm costs in the neighborhood of $30 each, the average
perceived value of a human life, if all homes buy an alarm, is about
$300,000. Consequently, no matter how one wants to phrase the value of
human life, we currently tolerate and for the future ire willing to
accept a value between $150,000 and $400,000 as the nominal, de facto
value of an American's life.

What about economic loss from accidents, whether manmade or natural? It
can be computed that from auto, public, work or home accidents (those
activities in which we are engaged 24 hours every day of the year) about
$3.20 per $100 of GNP was spent or lost in 1977 from these accidents
[8]. This is the tolerable loss rate that society is willing to accept
under 1977 conditions. In 1967 the figure was $2.70 per $100 of GNP.
For earthquake it is computed that the economic loss from structures
designed to Uniform Building Code conditions would be about $1.00 lost
per $10,000 exposed on an annualized basis [9]. In terms of insurance
rating practices, this means that the loss rate 1n California is about
$.01 per $100 exposed. Compare this with the Insurance rate on
dwellings of $.15 to $.20 per $100 exposed with a 5% deductible.
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Further, compare natural hazards loss rates with manmade risks: auto,
public, work and home accidents. They cause about $10 billion in losses
[10] compared with $62 billion [8] from manmade risks.

An attempt to balance the loss reduction in persons killed and damage
dollars lost versus the added cost of construction aimed at reducing
those losses can be made by examining earthquake codes [9]. It is
conservatively estimated that the average costs to reduce the risk to
one-tenth current UBC level would be one percent higher than current UBC
values. If this cost is spread throughout the State of California which
in 1970 spent about $9.3 billion on construction, and the de facto value
of human life is increased tenfold, the optimum public safety from
construction should only be increased by a factor of between 2 and 3.
This example shows the non-linear effect of arbitrarily increasing the
value of a human life from a tolerable one to a hypothetical one.

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the foregoing discussion. Three
quantities are plotted thereon: the benefit derived from taking the
risk; the loss expected from taking the risk; and the cost to mitigate
the risk. The losses can be the present de facto loss, identified
through inductive or deductive models to represent reproducible assets
and lost time. However, losses represented by safety, mental and
physical health and the welfare of society are a function of moral and
emotional values. The question revolves around what should be the value
weighting options which increase present de facto losses.

Several observations can be made from Figure 3:

1. The higher the value one places on health, welfare and life
safety, in comparison to today's tolerable values, the lower
becomes the benefit until society can derive JTO_ benefit. Thus,
one can determine when the activity 1n question becomes useless
to society and the technology should not proceed.
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2. Even today we may not be operating at optimum benefits using de

facto tolerable losses as the starting point. There is a

maximum point for benefit...a greater pay-off for taking lower

or higher risks depending on which side of the benefit curve

the risk activity is currently located.

3. An analysis of the type shown in Figure 3 is not static in

time. It is everchanging as new means for reducing costs of

risk taking are discovered. Further, benefits are not static

since reduction or increase of side effects may prove to have

serendipitous benefits. This set of curves is simply a

documented, best-estimate of the situation at the time of the

decision.

2. RISK MANAGEMENT AS IT PERTAINS TO THE TECHNICAL COMMUNITY

"Risk Management" is a term that has been determined by the insurance

industry to represent that function which balances principally the

economic risk within a company or an industrial complex. I use it in

the broader sense to Include social consequences as well; however, I

shall discuss it principally from the insurance point of view.

There are various techniques for reducing or otherwise allocating for

risk (used herein to neat) chance of loss). First, by increasing

knowledge about risk in question, one might mitigate the risk strictly

through this knowledge. For example, if expensive batteries or other

types of equipment are perched on a high shelf in a building it might be

wise to relocate these Items on the floor so that secondary damage from

a fall under earthquake action would not take place. A second technique

for treating risk is through loss prevention. In other words, by

reducing the vulnerability of a structure or item, the loss might be

reduced or prevented. By simply bolting down generators, losses under
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earthquake action might be prevented. Risk transfer 1s a third way of
treating risk. That 1s, by purchasing Insurance one can transfer the
risk to the Insurer In the event of a damaging event at a nominal annual
cost. A fourth technique for treating risk Is through retention. One
can retain a risk either through simply assuming It and betting nothing
will happen; then If something happens, by assuming it will somehow be
compensated for in another way, or through self-Insurance. In the self-
insurance case, one simply sets aside a certain amount of money every
year which would be drawn on by the risk-taker in the event of loss.

In risk management there are various kinds of financial losses which may
be incurred: 1) personal loss, 2) commercial loss, and 3) governmental
loss. These losses might be Incurred 1n the form of H f e loss, property
loss or liability. Another way of examining sources of financial loss
would be with the "balance sheet" approach. Herein, losses might result
from: 1) a reduction In income, 2) an increase 1n expenses, 3) a
reduction in assets, or 4) an increase in liabilities. Risk management
simply aims at treating sources of financial loss through balancing
knowledge, loss prevention, risk transfer, and risk retention.

Up to this point, I have been using the word "risk" but I wonder if all
readers have the same understanding of what the word means. For
example, to some the word "risk" means measurable uncertainty -
something or some phenomenon which varies 1n some random fashion. Yet
another definition of "risk" is the uncertainty regarding the occurrence
of an undesirable event. A third definition describes "risk" as a
combination of hazards measured by probability. The fourth definition,
which I choose to use, involves the uncertainty life loss. In other
words, 1t is necessary that an exposure to a hazard be present for a
loss to occur.

There are several classifications of risk, which depending upon the use,

would require different game rules for accepting or tolerating. The
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first type of risk is called speculative risk, which involves chance for
gain or loss. This Involves the gambler or entrepreneur. The second
type of risk is called pure risk. Pure risk involves the chance of loss
or no loss; most often in risk analysis exercises it Is pure risk which
is of interest. Two other definitions come to use from the insurance
industry. One Involves fundamental risk and the other particular
risk. A fundamental risk is impersonal in origin and consequence. On
the other hand, a particular risk orginates in individual events taking
place and the object in question experiencing the risk.

Since risk 1s defined as the chance of loss, there are four associated
fundamental parameters which interlink to cause the risk. The first
Involves the "hazard." The hazard, of course, is the source of loss.
The earthquake, flood, and the air-polluting smokestack are all
hazards. The second is the "exposure." This Involves the quantity of
loss possible; in the case of earthquake, the nearby city; in the case
of auto accident, the number of people Involved. The third parameter is
the "vulnerability" of the exposure. In the case of earthquake, a block
of granite would behave quite differently than a very weak unreinforced
masonry structure. When the exposure is people, not only the physical
vulnerability but also the moral or socio-economic aspects must be
traced. For example, all of the physical elements which make up a human
being are valued by chemists to be worth less than $20. Yet earlier it
was computed that the average life 1s worth about $400,000. Obviously
socio-economic conditions enter the situation. The fourth parameter
that affects risk is the "location" of the exposure In relation to the
hazard. One may have a very vulnerable structure that is worth a great
deal of money; however, it is simply too far from the event for the risk
to be severe.

Figure 4 presents the technologist's flood risk management process. The
hazard, exposure, and vulnerability can be treated by different
mitigations which do something to the risk rather than transfer or
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assume it. One can reduce the hazard by building dams, levees, or
drainage control. On the other hand, one can modify the exposure and
the location of the exposure through land use and zoning. Finally, the
vulnerability of the exposure can be modified by fioodproofing, other
building code measures, quality control of the structure that is built,
and through warning. Note that the warning simply allows one to modify
the exposure by removing contents and evacuating people.

3. DECISION ANALYSIS

Let us turn now to the process of decision analysis. This involves

making decisions regarding mitigations or risk from a purely technical

viewpoint.

Figure 5 outlines the technical process. It involves several steps:

1. Generation of mitigation alternatives which may reduce the

risk.

2. Development of a risk model involving hazard, exposure,

vulnerability and location of the exposure.

3. Computation of outcomes using the risk model.

4. Incorporating the outcomes into a decision model.

5. Making recommendations based strictly on quantitative risk
outcomes as modified by various decision processes.

6. Depending upon the decision process that appears to be "good"
for the decision maker 1n question, recommending the
alternative for selection.
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In defining the decision model one should 11st the alternatives 1n a

table such as that presented In Figure 5 and 11st the outcomes as a

function of possible future states of nature or states of man.

Figure 5 also specifies three types of futures which could result from

various outcomes: the uncertain future, wherein the probabilities are

not known; the uncertain future in which probabilities are known; and

the certain future (for example, a ball will drop in a vaccum at a

certain rate depending upon gravity).

Risk models assume some type of physical model described by other types

of information. Using data or statistical models three possibilities of

an uncertain future when the probabilities are known can be described:

1. The expectation principle simply computes the expected value

from each outcome, and one selects the best alternative from

the standpoint of minimum loss, minimum cost, or maximum gain.

2. The expectation variance principle includes the amount of

uncertainty involved with each outcome computed. In the case

where two expected values are the same, the outcome with the

high variance is weighted lower. That is, uncertainty plays a

role in weighting the outcome.

3. In the case of the most probable future, if one alternative

dominates all states of nature with a higher or lower

probability, depending on whether benefit or risk 1s being

computed, then the dominant alternative may be selected.

Decision under uncertainty, where no probability is known, is the area

where policy decisions are found. Figure 5 shows an example of three

states of nature and four alternatives with different outcomes 1n the

box. Having only these numbers for decision making there are seven
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techniques which can be used for a single selection.

1. The optimist ... looks at all states of nature for each

alternative and selects that alternative vdiich provides the

highest, highest benefit (or least, least risk). The highest

benefit that can accrue from each alternative from each state

of nature is 15 identified with alternative 1.

2. The pessimist ... does not want to lose very much. He is

willing to sacrifice the largest gain if he eliminates the risk

of a smaller loss. So he examines the highest, lowest benefit

for each alternative and for each state of nature. In the case

cited in Figure 5, this would be alternative 4.

3. The in-betweenist ... examines each alternative by weighting

the highest possible benefit and the lowest possible benefit

from each state of nature and for each alternative in the same

way. He then selects that alternative which provides the

highest in-between result. Again, examining Figure 5 and

weighting each benefit both high and low equally, the in-

betweenist would select alternative 1 for his recommendation.

4. The question of dominance ... involves the desire to eliminate

the alternative which is dominated for all future states of

nature by some other alternative. Since alternative 4

dominates alternative 2 for all future states of nature,

alternative 2 can be eliminated. However, since no other

alternative 1s dominated by any remaining alternative, the

dominance principle leaves three alternatives to be considered

by some other principle.

5. The equi-likeiihood principle ... averages all outcomes for

each alternative and for each state of nature, and selects the
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highest average. In this case, alternative 1 would be
selected.

6. The aspiration level ... requires the decision maker to select
some benefit level below which no alternative is acceptable.
Put another way, he wants a benefit level of x or greater. The
value of x Is strictly a subjective value. If the decision
maker selects the aspiration of 5 as his minimum acceptable
level, alternatives 1, 2 and 4 would be acceptable. However,
if he selected the benefit level to equal 6 as his aspiration
level, only alternative 4 meets the aspiration rule.

7. The principle of least regrets ... selects the alternative that
provides the least possible, maximum regret from each state of
nature. Noting that the maximum regret for alternative 1 is 4,
for alternative 2 is 9, for alternative 3 Is 10, and for
alternative 4 is 8, one would select the least maximum regret
to be alternative 1. The worst selection under this principle
would be alternative 3.

Up to this point, risks and benefits have been weighted equally,
depending upon the type of decision principle one wishes to employ. The
question of utility has arisen, however, which questions whether or not
a loss which costs twice as much is twice as bad. Let's examine the
difference between a single national loss from a disaster which costs
$62 billion and a loss of $62 billion spread hourly throughout the
nation. One single loss of this size would be catastrophic and would
ripple through every economic sector of the United States. However, $62
billion was lost from all accidents 1n 1977 [8]. These accidents did
not appear to Impair the ability of the nation to conduct business-as-
usual. Another way of looking at the utility principle 1s to examine
the gambler who goes to Las Vegas with $1,000 and the gambler who has
only $10 to bet. A $5 bet to the $10-1imit gambler Is much more
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important than a $5 bet to the gambler who has $1,000 to spend.

Has the nation actually Included the utility principle in its de facto

decision making processes? Figure 6 says that it has [8, 11]. In the

case of transportation safety, Congress has decided to invest more

safety research and development money per fatality per year in

commercial aviation than it is willing to invest in motor vehicle

safety. In 1973 the number of deaths per fatal accident for commercial

aviation was about 43. On the other hand only 1.14 persons died per

fatal accident in motor vehicles. Yet the Federal government spends

about $100,000 per death in research and development aimed at improving

safety in commercial aviation compared with about $870 per death per

year for motor vehicles. A regression curve plotted through the

transportation safety data suggests that the nation views safety as

worth the number of deaths per accident to the 3/2 power. This is a

non-linear utility curve. It states that the nation wants to reduce

risk to the least maximum regret.

Using the same procedure for natural hazard research, [12], but plotting

the curve parallel to that for transportation, one finds that the nation

is willing to spend about 20 times more on risk in transportation than

natural hazards. Consequently, when the visibility of a hazard is high

and where there is a possibility of many deaths per fatal accident, the

nation is willing to be nonlinear in its allocation of funding. This

outcome is neither good nor bad. It simply reflects the public's

conscience about the risks from the hazards in question. Nevertheless,

these tolerable utility curves can be used in the decision-making

process as starting points for determining acceptable risk for some

future technology.

Another perspective for considering risk and utility may be derived by

comparing average annual losses computed for hurricane winds at

different time periods. It is estimated that the loss to property from
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hurricane wind will escalate almost four times in the thirty years

between 1970 and the year 2000 [10, 13] due to population movement to

the eastern and southeastern seaboards. A one billion dollar average

annual loss in 1970 may be tolerable. However, if nothing is done

between 1970 and 2000 to mitigate hurricane loss, the question arises as

to whether the almost four billion dollar projected loss in 2000 would

similarly be acceptable. Consequently, one must look at the trends in

time concerning a particular risk.

Another example of trends in transportation safety is presented in

Figure 7 [3]. Depending on the indicator of risk that the decision

naker is concerned about, different safety R&D budget allocations can be

made. In the case of commercial aviation, the number of deaths per

accident is increasing significantly; however, the deaths per person-

hour are decreasing even more significantly. Combining utility curves

for deaths per accident and deaths per person-hour, one could develop an

optimum R&D budget for reducing losses. Yet a different budget could be

developed for any one or combination of indicators the decision maker

considers pertinent.

These three examples of utility demonstrate that the decision process is

not a simple one. It depends on a number of normative scales which are

subjectively chosen by the decision maker. It is the task of the

decision analyst, however, to present the various alternatives using the

concept of utility and the decision concepts in such a way that the

decision maker can rationally justify the alternative or combination of

alternatives selected.

In order to present an idea of the different processes which might

affect the risk decision when considered from different perspectives.

Table 2 ranks decision under uncertainty, with no probability given, for

various people.
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1. The legislator ... represents the public conscience and is

influenced by it ind special interest groups. His main

motivation is to get reelected; however, in order to do this,

he can't make too many waves. He must start as an in-

betweenist.

2. The public administrator ... administers the law in the public

interest. He is charged with the responsiblity of building a

mechanism to do what the law says. Being a bureaucrat, he

wants to make sure that the least maximum regret is not

experienced during his tenure in office.

3. The courts ... Interpret the administration of the law within

the Constitutional framework. They are not gamblers, and they

are not pessimists; however, they definitely consider the

principle of dominance (preponderance of the evidence) a first

order 1n Interpreting the law.

4. The big businessman .., represents the stockholders' interest

for long term growth with an adequate annual dividend to keep

the stock value up. Because he is big he has very little

chance for a rapid growth rate which would drive stock prices

up, and therefore attract capital. He must maintain at least a

5% dividend every year with a good rate of growth on assets.

Therefore, he too is interested in the dominance principle

first, with regard to the first-order of business in decision

making.

5. Ihe small businessman ... is first and foremost involved with

the company's survival. Secondly, he wants to maintain an

adequate annual growth rate that is hopefully about 20%. This

growth rate is usually not achievable for big business, but 1s

very possible for a small business. Therefore, the small
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businessman shares the s ne attitude as the public

administrator, in that he applies the regret principle first.

6. The citizen and citizen-groups ... attempt to maximize an

immediately perceived gaJ ~r a definite aspiration level.

They want "no nuclear power plant here", therefore they wipe

out the nuclear power plant alternative and leave the gas,

coal, or hydroelectric plants as the only alternatives. They

drive the benefits from the nuclear plant alternative so low

that it must be excluded.

You may opine different rank orders of decision making than that

presented in Table 2; however, it shows that different people can see

the same problem from different angles and therefore use different

decision making processes. I have tried to compare the different

perspectives with logic, but the logic presented is my logic and not

necessarily correct logic. However, the rank order of the average of

the six perspectives is virtually the same as the "logic" column.

In the final analysis, the quantitative risk analyst, using risk models

and various decision alternatives, provides recommendations based on

quantitative yet uncertain measures of dollars, lives or utilities. He

cannot automatically include in the outcome the social, political,

legal, administrative, and other secondary and higher order impacts or

aspects of the problem. The final actions will be based on the

Incentive and the liability perceived by the decision maker, and on his

authority for making decisions.

Therefore, I maintain that responsible action by the technical community

Involves a number of tasks and activities.

• Identifying the problem and the uncertainties associated with

the problem. Spelling out all of the alternatives clearly.
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• Developing various methods of analysis and detailing the
problems and limitations with each method.

• Identifying various mitigation alternatives and strategy
measures and their costs that can be used to lower risk.

• Performing a quantitative analysis of the alternatives under
uncertainty.

• Identifying all the impacted elements, the authorities for
action, the economic, political and social and legal
constraints.

• Identifying the non-quantitative considerations and presenting
possible alternative impacts for further evaluation.

• Developing results in a clear, concise and accurate comnu. que

•to the socio-political audience. This audience includes the
impacted persons, the decision makers involved.

These steps require the technical person to move beyond his models and
numbers. He must know something about economics, politics, law, social
systems, behavioral science, as well as secondary and higher order
outcomes. He does not need to model these 1n a dedsional framework;
however, he must be aware of these elements 1n the problem. Since
decision makers, for the most part, will not learn the technical problem
*t hand, it behooves the technical person to learn about the social,
administrative, political, legal and economic aspects of each problem.

Some observations can be made at this point about the technical risk
management processes:
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1. The techniques are seldom practiced outside the university or

research community.

2. However, they allow us to get a total picture within the
knowable world.

3. They permit us to withhold final judgment until all of the

knowable facts are 1n.

4. They require the development of models which are developed by

people who know their business.

5. They tend to make an obscure solution translucent, 1f not

transparent.

6. Most importantly, they show us how to ask the right questions.

7. They allow us to question each premise made within all parts of

the analysis.

4. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

4.1 Metl- -loiogy for Integrating Technical With Non-Technical
Judgment

In the preceeding discussion I alluded to social, administrative and
economic aspects that influence the decision making process. Technology
assessment is an attempt to integrate these "soft" parameters into the
total analysis. Simply stated, technology assessment attempts to
address the secondary and higher-order outcomes when a new technology 1s
introduced or an old technology 1s modified.
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What is a "technology"? It is defined as "...the technical method of

achieving a practical purpose." A "secondary" impact 1s one that is

immediately derived from the primary outcome. For example, if a person

is killed, one direct outcome from the death is bereavement by the loved

one. in a lighter vein secondary and higher order impacts could be

related to the story, "for want of a nail a shoe was lost... for want of

a shoe a horse was lost... for want of a horse a general was lost... for

want of a general the battle was lost.*, for loss of a battle, the war

was lost..."

Technology assessment is not science, engineering, econjmics, political

science or law. Rather, it 1s an art requiring talent, experience, and

free thinking, structured by logic which is implicit within the

technology t-ing assessed. See Joseph Coates writings for a complete

description of its process [14].

Schematically, I have presented an overview of a natural hazard

technology assessment 1n Figure 8. The assessment system is divided

into three basic parts. The realm of quantitative calculations, which

computes primary effects, has been dicussed. The economic and

environmental system is the second area addressed by technology

assessment, and can only be looked at from a semi-quantitative

standpoint. One looks at bounds, estimates, or orders of magnitude of

outcomes. The third area for inclusion 1n the technology assessment

process 1s qualitative in nature. The socio-political system depends

principally upon psychological and emotional considerations; therefore,

one must compare the goodness or badness of an alternative with other

risks which have similar outcomes by using different types of decision

processes (Table 2). These comparisons give the decision maker a

perspective on the outcomes generated by the mitigation measure for

intervention or strategy.

Table 3 was prepared from a recent report by Petac, Atkisson and Gleye
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Table 3. Areas of Impact That Could be Considered When a Mitigation
is Applied for the Purpose of Reducing a Natural Hazard

ECONOMIC

PUBLIC: ADMINISTRATIVE, IMPLEMENTATION COSTS IMPACT ON TAX ROLES, ETC.
PUBLIC UTILITY DESIGN, LOCATION, CAPACITY
IMPACTS ON INDUSTRIAL LOCATION PREFERENCES
IMPACTS ON PUBLIC HOUSING: COSTS, LOCATION, DESIGN

AGGREGATE: EMPLOYMENT
IMPACTS ON CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
IMPACTS ON LABOR UNION (ORGANIZATION, JURISDICATION, ETC.)

PRIVATE: IMPACTS ON MATERIAL SUPPLIERS
COSTS OF HOUSING PURCHASE
COSTS OF HOUSING MAINTENANCE
COSTS OF BORROWING

ENVIRONMENTAL

SHAPE AND SIZE OF CITY
POPULATION DENSITY
LAND USE, OPEN SPACE
ENERGY CONSERVATION
MATERIALS SUPPLY
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES (SOLAR, ETC.)

SOCIAL/POLITICAL

LOCAL/STATE/FEDERAL AUTHORITY, JURISDICTION
INSTITUTATIONAL CHANGE (NEW REGULATORY BODIES?)
EDUCATIONAL (TRAINING OF INSPECTORS, ETC. AND NEW

ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES?)
DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE (DISPROPORTIONATE COST FOR POOR?

AGED? MINORITIES?)
TOTAL HOUSING SUPPLY?
LOW COST HOUSING SUPPLY? USE OF MOBILE HOMES?

SECOND HOMES?
POLITICAL COSTS OF IMPLEMENTATION
FEELINGS OF SECURITY, SAFETY
ETC.
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[2] dealing with natural hazards problems. They set forth various
secondary and higher-order impact areas which can be considered when
implementing a mitigation. Remember that the mitigation or "cure" can
be worse than the risk. Risk reduction is treated separately. Say that
damage from an earthquake could be reduced by strengthening buildings
through modification of the building code. One could trace five
potential higher order outcomes (Figure 9), one of which is to change
the cost of construction. If the cost of construction is changed, this
influences three more outcomes, one of these being the cost of
housing. Cost, in turn, affects the quantity of housing, the demands
for other goods, and so on.

In the end, one must understand that the mitigation as wel"! as the
losses influences all areas of social concern. It is the job of
technology assessment to identify these variables and their impacts and
to address them in as logical, free thinking, and complete a manner as
possible. It will not be perfect. However, technology assessment
attempts to identify the logical consequences of any decision as far
into the future as possible.

5. CASE LAW AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC RISK AND DECISION ANALYSIS

In the foregoing discussion I briefly mentioned the legal ingredient in
the decision/risk "stew." How do the courts treat risk and safety in
their decisions? Since the legal consequences are of first order
importance to the outcomes of risk analysis and technology assessment,
we must examine some of the tenets involved in order to put this
principal piece of the puzzle into its proper place. Do safety
considerations affect the outcome of litigation, or do court decisions
affect safety regulations? This is the big question of today, since the
courts are more and more becoming involved in social arguments. I
maintain that safety considerations and court decisions should not be
related:
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• Safety, in design, seeks an acceptable risk which is a priori

design.

• The courts seek out the loss-bear' which involves a posteriori

fault.

However, we must recognize the trenas in our legal system. They are

such that fault no longer seems to take precedence. The old legal tenet

"...did he do wrong or did he do right..." does not seem to be the

question any more. Rather, the new doctrine in the courtroom is to

spread the loss from those who can't pay to those who can.

Thus, it seems to me that the courts are forcing Congress back into the

position of representing the "public interest" when making laws. They

have done this by developing twelve major considerations that are

delineated in almost every court decision in its findings of facts and

conclusions at law [15]. These findings can help the risk and decision

analyst to scope the problem. If the role players in every major

project assumed that a court action would be brought, against the project

during project conception, it is my gcess that many problems would not

arise. Let us examine the following and imagine the results if risk

analysts religiously referred to these guidelines:

1. The usefulness of the technology. (Benefit?)

2. The availability of a safer replacement technology. (Is there

another alternative which would provide a lower risk?)

3. The likelihood of injury. (Have you computed the risk from

this and other projects in order to present some comparison or

balanced risk rationale?)
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4. The probable seriousness of injuries. (Do tornados cause

higher Incidents of death than floods, for example?)

5. The obviousness of the danger involved. (Do people know that

nuclear radiation 1s dangerous, is the person aware that his

electric razor can be dangerous, etc.?)

6. The public's expectations concerning the technology's

performance. {Does the public expect that an engineered

structure 1s safe as compared to one built by a carpenter?)

7. The possible elimination of risk through care or warnings. (If

one is rigorous and thorough in his engineering determinations,

can one clearly warn the public about possible consequences?)

8. The possibility of eliminating the risk without impairing the

technology. (What new innovative alternatives can be

foreseeably enacted which can eliminate, not reduce, the risk

in question?)

9. The "state-of-the-art" of the industry in question. (Do we now

know how to make the technology safe enough?)

10. The financial cost of making the technology safer. (What is

the cost/ber.efit trade-off for various alternatives?)

11. Consumer willingness to pay for a higher priced but safer

technology. (Will the consumer buy an air bag for $250 1n his

new automobile as opposed to being without the air bag?)

12. The bargaining power of the owner as contrasted with that of

the consumer. (Does the resident living downstream from a uaiii
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have the same influence in affecting the construction of a dam

as the owner?)

6. CONGRESS AND THE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS

As I have indicated, the political process is involved in assessing the

consequences of risk and mitigations for risk reduction. Let me outline

some of the things I have observed from past Congressional actions.

First, one must recognize that Congress does not solve problems!

Rather, it delegates power to administrative bodies who then solve the

problems. Second, Congress originally passed laws which created the

right of 1imited judicial review, and the courts supported this limited

judicial review alternative. However, with the recent citizen movement,

various citizen's groups have challenged Congress in creating the right

of limited judicial review. Because of this buffeting, Congress

required citizen participation in administrative action. In effect,

this allows citizens to sue the government in order to test the "most

reasonable" concept, not whether an administrative decision is

reasonable.

Some advocates say that judicial review is the only answer for solving

today's problems. However, changing the judicial system from o:ie which

resolves problems to one which develops most reasonable concepts was not

the intent of the founding fathers. Yet another suggestion has been to

require more detailed and more involved Congressional standards. I

disag.ee. People are people; and to force Congress into a straight

jacket will only inhibit the process, not make Congressmen better

persons.

I principally disagree wi'h the above postulates because the original

intent of Congress was that it should decide vaguely, because Congress

can't solve problems. Congress says: "Define the problem and solve

it." And this is good, because problems are not defined for Congress.
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They are usually too complex for general solution by a lay community.

Further, bit by bit solutions may lead to general solutions, if Congress

performs its proper oversight review duty. In my estimation, there has

been a shortfall here. The current technological and other problems

that we face partly result from Congress transferring part of its

responsibility into the judicial system, where it does not belong.

7. SOME EXAMPLES OF RISK MANAGEMENT DECISION MAKING

Part 213 of the "Track and Safety Standards" promulgated by the Federal

Railroad Administration was challenged about three years ago by the

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) [16]. They examined the

standards relating to grade crossings and rail failure. In effect, the

NT^S said that the standards were non-objective, unenforceable,

indefinite and non-adaptable. How did the Federal Railroad

Administration address these challenges? They simply deleted all

sections discussing these subjects. No risk analysis was performed. No

alternatives for communicating the results were investigated. No

secondary and higher order consequences were addressed.

Yet another example involves assessment of alternatives regarding the

correction of the earthquake hazards in the California State Capitol

Building [17]. This building was more than 100 years old, constructed

of unreinforced masonry. The original engineering report presented

alternatives in terms of costs and general risks. Yet no decisions by

the Senate, the Assembly or the Governor's Office were made. Therefore

in order to provide a perspective for these bodies to make a decision,

the risks and costs were translated in terms of bills each body had

passed or signed into law that addressed the earthquake problem. The

first bill, Assembly Bill 2300, required the adoption of the Uniform

Building Code by all communities. Then in Senate Bill 519, the state

mandated design levels for hospitals. By translating the design levels

in terms of de facto risk and associating them with legislation which
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each one of these decision bodies had already made law, the decision to
rehabilitate or reconstruct was Immediately made. It Is rather Ironic
to recognize that the only "risk" numbers that were persuasive in rhis
example were "2300" and "519." Neither the cost nor the risk rate was
seriously considered. Only the legislation involving risk already
passed by the politicians was the determinant.

8. PUBLIC INTEREST

In concluding this paper, I would like to briefly touch on the "public
interest" which many believe should be used as a baseline for risk
analysts. If a decision in any way Involves the public at large, some
discussion, if not understanding, of this term Is required. Today, we
recognize six national goals that have been stated over and over
again. They must be integrated through a Balanced Risk rationale to
serve the public interest. These are:

\
• Energy

• Ecology

• Economy

Effectiveness

• Environment

• Safety

) INTEGRATED BY RISK BALANCING

These five E's and an S must be balanced in the technology that is being

produced. Safety cannot be the sole ingredient.

Many scholars in the public administration field have asked the
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question: "Is public interest a guide or a goal?" Or "Is It a flag

raised by special interest groups?" [18]. Very simply stated, the

public interes" is either a "moral imperative" or a "process of

accommodation." If it 1s an imperative, then the moralistic guidelines

behind that imperative should be stated. These are nebulous and

individualistic indeed. If it is a process of accommodation, then it

only involves "muddling through."

Who guards the public Interest? The governments involved as well as

private interests guard it. In other words, government in and of itself

is not the sole DOIiceman for the public; responsible action by interest

groups - both citizen and corporate - is also required. In this case,

the goal is to: (1) define what the public interest is in terms of the

private and government interests; (2) assess the organizational

effectiveness Intended to serve the public interest.

In the case of seismic safety regulations, one must be responsive to the

public desires and not necessarily to developing stronger codes because

someone thinks stronger codes are better. It 1s obvious that some

people are ambivalent in this case. They think nothing of letting old

buildings go unstrengthened under earthquake action. Yet they cry

"earthquake" when a nuclear power plant is planned; or they try to find

a fault under the Liquid National Gas facility. In either case, I

believe it is the task of the professional to do the following with

regard to public interest:

1. First he must inform the groups at risk about his findings.

2. He must then communicate the Information in such a way that a

high degree of comprehension is attained.

3. The professional must be persuasive that he 1s "doing his

best."



4. And in the end, the risk assessment must constructively involve

management In order to be persuasive.

What we are all looking for Is responsible action; but how is this
action to be promoted? Figure 10 indicates three basic ingredients
which are involved: a sense of responsibility and accountability, the
awareness of the public, and presentation of alternative methods for
risk reduction. The degree of responsible action 1s enlarged as these
three ingredients are enlarged by the following pressures [19]:

1. Research findings in the technical community

2. Communication of research findings to the citizenry at large

3. Citizen input from special interest groups

4. The frequency and time since the last hazardous event against
which responsible action is to be taken

5. Decisions of the courts as they influence the sense of

responsibility and accountability

6. Professional and political ethical standards

In the end, responsible action for serving the public interest depends
on technical communication and an integration of the social, technical,
political, economic, legal and administrative frameworks which at the
same time involve and influence the public interest. The concept of
balanced socio-economic risk analysis is yet in its infancy; however, I
believe it 1s the technical community's responsibility to take the lead
in developing a process for achieving responsible action that not only
is right but also persuasive.
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Appendix B

MODELS FOR DAMAGE AND VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

The proceedings of the 1978 Blast/Fire Interactions Conference out-

lined a 5-year program designed to produce a predictive vehicle that

would (1) forecast the threat to and loss of critical facilities and key

workers in the event of a nuclear attack and (2) assess the potential

remedial benefits of countermeasures. This program assumed the D-prime

crisis relocation plan would be initiated; therefore, the emphasis was

on the key people left in place and the facilities required for postattack

recovery. The predictive vehicle envisioned at that time consisted of

three separate models described as follows:

(1) A general urban fire distribution/spread model, appli-
cable mainly to areas of light-to-rooderate structural
damage; intended to give time-phased frequency distri-
butions of burning and burned-out structures for fach dif-
ferent urban use-class (or structural-type) tract as func-
tions of distance from ground zero (or location in an
arbitrary coordinate system).

(2) A "hole-in-the-doughnut" model, applicable to areas of
totally collapsed structures, continuous debris fields,
and innumerable fires,' intended to deal with fire intensity
versus time only, spread of fire being included implicitly
only.

(3) A specific-resource-vulnerability model, applicable to
a single structure, facility, or resource threatened by
fire description, provided by one of the foregoing models.

Models (1) and (2) would describe the blast/fire threat given an

attack scenario, and model (3) would prescribe the weapon-effect loadings

associated with practically important responses of the facility or

shelter of interest without reference to a specific scenario. However,

certain prerequisite information was required before work could commence

on the predictive models, namely: (1) a sufficient understanding of

blast/fire interactions so that the conditions for sustained primary

and secondary ignitions could be prescribed and (2) an understanding of
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blast effects sufficient to describe the debris field generated by the

blast. The milestone chart included in the 1978 report gave first

priority to these two areas of uncertainty and assumed that a 3- to 4-year

effort would meet the needs for the models.

Models (1) and (2) were envisioned as similar to the models generated
A

in the Five-City Studies, that is, computer codes that could start with

a given attack scenario, predict the ignition and debris fields, and

follow the temporal and spatial history of the ensuing fire as it developed

and spread in and through any given urban environment.

Subsequent conferences (.1979, 1980) have essentially reaffirmed this

program, although questions have been raised about both the approach and

our ability to meet the milestones within the existing fiscal constraints-

For example, the May 1980 Conference proceedings discussed the sensitivity

of scenario model predictions to uncertainties in the variables involved

in the model. These variables were divided into three groups: (1)

attack parameters that are inherently uncertain, (2) target parameters

that can be defined with any desired degree of precision but are economi-

cally burdensome to acquire, and (3) target-response parameters where

the basic technical deficiencies in the blast/fire-interactions state

of the art limit our ability to predict fire behavior. This analysis of

sensitivity (since published as the Annual Report of Work Unit 2563F,

"Analysis of Parametric Sensitivity and Large-Scale Experimental Deter-

mination of Ignition Thresholds," dated October 1980) concluded with

the following appraisal:

Inherent uncertainties due mainly to the unpredictability of
an attack scenario dominate the question of sensitivity and,
in fact, compel the choice of a predictive model. Technical
deficiencies (the potentially correctable uncertainties) are
totally outweighed by the effect of plausible scenario vari-
ations. This raises again the question of the relevance of
weapon-effects modeling of whole urban areas as predictive tools
in civil defense pi... ning and preparedness exercises. These
questions of relevance will be discussed at the (1980) conference.

Although the questions were raised during the work unit reviews at that

conference, no substantial discussion followed, and the Blast/Fire

Conducted between 1965 and 1969 by OCD.
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Program approach continues to follow the initial plan.

A counterproposal was advanced in the October 1980 Annual Report of

Work Unit 2563F. It described a procedure for screening a large number

of critical industries and resources, such as might be undertaken in a

national-scale assessment of vulnerability. The concept is illustrated

in the form of a logic flow chart in Figure B-l. It can be seen that

the procedure screens out cases that are of little practical significance

and, thereby, reduces to a relatively small number the cases that require

investment of substantial analytical effort.

The screening steps are largely judgmental and might be performed by

local plant managers or by municipal firefighters as a part of their

routine inspection of premises for fire prevention or prefire planning.

To achieve reliable results, each fireman or plant manager would have to

be trained in the peculiar aspects of nuclear explosions, especially the

interacting effects of blast and fire. Nevertheless, the technology

exists in a form permitting such training to be readily accomplished,

and the prospects for use of cadre of operationally experienced personnel

has inestimable potential for highly cost-effective return.

The following recommendation for a change in approach emphasis is

based on the two assertions that (1) the inherent uncertainties plus the

assumptions incorporated to keep the target variables tractable will limit

the damage prediction for specific facilities to little better than a

dignified guess, and (2) at current funding levels, even these modest

results will not be available for another decade. This recommendation,

to commence the specific-resource vulnerability assessment, presupposes

that most of the input information can be obtained at modest cost by

cooperating with people who are already making and using similar assess-

ments, namely, the fire departments that look at critical facilities in

the preparation of prefire plans. Such cooperation should be enhanced by

the fact that the U.S. Fire Administration and the federal activity

The illustration specifically addresses machine tool vulnerability, but
the concept is readily extended to other resources and occupancies.
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concerned with civil defense are now parr of the same agency, and the

results of the envisioned exercise could be beneficial to both sides of

the house. In the course of their regular inspections, the firemen

would be asked to obtain the size or capacity of the facility and to

evaluate the potential for fire and blast damage (or obtain the data

from which the evaluation could be made). Guidelines for the evaluation

would be provided by FEMA, based on the inpu^. trom the Asilomar Conference.

A modest start of five or six buildings or system complexes and their

cnv' t"ons judged representative of critical facilities would establish the

feasibility of such a program without overburdening the firemen. Besides

being realistic, such a modest -tart has a further advantage. An adequate

official list of critical facilities does not now and may never exist,

so an expandable approach is desirable; i.e., additional facilities can

be evaluated in subsequent years as their status of criticaiity is esta-

blished. Kor sake of discussion, consider the following critical facilities.

• Electrical generating stations and distribution systems

• Water supply and purification plant

• Railroad freight yard and engine-repair facilities

• A telephone system

• Plant for manufacturing machine tools.

If the 1981 conferees judge such a vulnerability approach tr be

worthwhile, the workshops could be directed to supply the following

guidance:

• Workshop 1—How to rate the primary and secondary ignition
hazard to the structure and contents.

• Workshop 2—How to rate susceptibility to blast damage,
for example, which overpressures typical NFPA classes of
buildings can tolerate before (1) opening up and (2)
collapse.

• Workshop 3—How to rate the potential fire threat, for
example, total energy release, and burning time in the
absence of countermeasures that could not survive the blast.

• Workshop 4—How to combine the above ratings into a vul-
nerability rating.
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It should be noted that the vulnerability approach is not new to

civil defense. For example, in 1966, OCD Work Unit 1157C produced the

"Manual of Data Gathering Practice Relative to the Reusability of

Buildings after a Warfire." This manual and the associated report could

serve as a useful starting point.

The 1981 agenda provides for a session designed specifically to

reexamine the goals and approach for the Blast/Fire Program; consequently,

the attendees should come prepared to critically evaluate the general

work, units. Particular attention should oe paid to the development of a

methodology for damage/vulnerability assessment that can be expected to

provide nnar-term, even if tentative, guidance.
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Appendix C

FIRE IN AN AIRBLAST ENVIRONMENT

Scope

The following material is a brief overview of the current state of

understanding of the subject: fire and fire effects in the airblast and

residual airblast-affecttd environment resulting from nuclear explosions.

This was presented to the 1981 conferees to bring their diverse backgrounds

to the same starting point and to preclude the misconceptions and mis-

understandings that have occasionally interrupted discussion in previous

conferences.

Introduction

Fire has played a major role in causing damage and life loss in wars

throughout history, but it took on a new dimension and magnitude in World

War II. Two full years before the atomic bomb was used on Japan, Hamburg

was devastated by fire storm. Subsequently, several other German cities

suffered the catastrophe of fire storms that were caused by conventional

bombs. In the Japanese homeland, 67 cities were heavily damaged by air

attack, some to the point of near-total destruction (almost wholly due to

fire); of these, only two were atom-bomb targets. The nuclear explosions

proved to have substantial incendiary capability, and there is no reason

to suppose that today's nuclear weapons pose less threat of fire than did

the use of conventional saturation bombing 40 years ago; that is, massive

urban fires, including fire storms, are a distinct possibility.

Quoting from the New Yorker magazine of December 11, 1943: "...every city,
but for the hairline distinction between the potential and the actual, is
afire, its landmarks gone and its population homeless. From where we sit,
the flames are clearly visible."
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In fact, however, the threat is quite uncertain in quantitative

(even qualitative) detail, so much so that fire damage is viewed as a

collateral or "bonus" effect in nuclear-weapon targeting. The uncertain-

ties stem in part from the difficult-to-predict behavior of fire once

started, but at least as important is the uncertainty in where, how many,

and by what mechanisms fires start, and in how many of these fire starts

survive the disruptive effects of airblast. In terms of prospects for

national survival in the event of nuclear war, these uncertainties are

critically important. What do we know for sure about the fire effects

of nuclear explosions? Beyond those certainties, what are our current

perceptions?

Information Sources

Basically, everything we know about the subject derives from five

sources as shown in Figure C-l. Four of these are primary sources; tne

fifth--analytical modeling with verification testing—is inductive in form.

Japanese Experience—To date, the extent of experience with nuclear

explosions causing damage to actual urban areas is limited to the two

multikiloton-yield atom bombings at the close of World War II. Our main
2 3

source of information on the lire effects are the publications ' of the

U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, containing information derived by the

Survey's earns in a period of 10 weeks. Two points are noteworthy. First,

the teams were unable to begin their surveys until more than 2 months

had passed following the explosions, a sufficient period for much of the

definitive evidence (from which fire cause might have been confidently

determined) to be forever lose. Second, the fire specialists, though

professional fire protection engineers and other qualified fire protec-

tionists, many of them having just concluded the surveys of German fire

losses, were technically unprepared for the unique experiences of the

atom-bombed cities. In point of fact, the British conclusions about the

relative importance of primary and secondary causes contradicted almost

diametrically the Americans. Eyewitness accounts, when they were avail-

able, often settled the matter of doubt, but in a large portion of cases,
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FIGURE C - l

I N F O R M A T I O N S O U R C E S

1. Japanese Experience

2. Nuclear Tests

3. laboratory Simulation

4. Nonnuclear Field Tests

5. Analytical Modeling with

Verification Testing
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cause could not be determined or a judgmental selection was made from the

several plausible alternatives. Thus, these data need to be regarded with

some skepticism.

Figures C-2 and C-3 summarize the fire-cause data for nonresidential

structures in the two Japanese cities. In Hiroshima, the area of fire

extent was a roughly circular 4.4 square miles, whereas in Nagasaki the

area was smaller (about 1.8 square miles of nearly complete devastation),

irregular in shape, and confined mainly to the built-up areas along the

narrow shores of the bay and the Urakami River basin. Terrain is commonly

mentioned as the main causative factor in the differences in destruction

and life loss between the two cities. It is commonly said that Hiroshima

suffered a fire storm while Nagasaki did not, but any reasonable estimate

of the burning rate and associated power release in the fire at Hiroshima

following thj explosion of the "fat boy" atom bomb was an order of magni-

tude or more below the estimates associated with the fire storms of

Hamburg, Heilbronn, Dresden, and Darmstadt. Figure C-4 summarizes our

state of ignorance and still unresolved confusion regarding the fire

effects of the atom-bomb attacks on Japan.

Postwar Nuclear Tests—For a period of 12 years following the war,

we were presented with numerous atmospheric-test opportunities to resolve

the uncertain issues of fire effects of nuclear explosions (see Figure

C-5) . These .'ssues were, however, not given a high priority relative to

questions of improvement in nuclear weapon design and the vulnerability

of other weapon systems to the nuclear-explosion environment. Most of

the tests were conducted in the relatively barren surroundings of the

desert or oceanic atolls, where little evidence of potential fire effects

For more insight into the effects of target parameters, see George Sisson's
review of Nagasaki damage in DCPA Research Report 21 "Technical Summary,
11th Annual DCPA Fire Research Contractors' Meeting, Asilomar, CA, April
8-12, 1973," edited by J. W. Kerr (August 1973), pp 57-67. In this
review, Sisson questions the importance of the terrain effects and con-
cludes that the USSBS results understate the fire threat.
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FIGURE C-4

J A P A N E S E E X P E R I E N C E

How well do we know what happened?

• What really started the fires?

• Firestorm—Yes or No?

How do we explain the differences?

• Yield, Height of Burst

• Terrain

• Target Configuration

• Weather
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FIGURE C-5

N U C L E A R T E S T S

• Many ( <v» 135) opportunities

• Limited usable data on fire effects

- desert/oceanic conditions

- military context

• Provided thermal yields, time-yield scaling
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could result. Some targets contrived to show fire effects were fielded,

mostly by the U.S. Forest Service in the earliest tests, but later a

limited few by civil defense agencies. The results of the thermal radi-

ation measurements and limited fire tests tended to confirm the often-

stated Japanese eyewitness remark that the radiant heat flash started

many fires directly, but few new insights were gained. Some observations

suggested that fires were blown out by the blast wave, but the conclusions

were ambiguous—those tests did not permit the competing factors to be

sorted out—and blast/fire interacting effects received only cursory

attention. Tho possibility of airblast extinction, raised by these

observations, led to the detailed laboratory investigation at UCLA (see

next subsection).

4
At one of the atmospheric nuclear tests (U/K-8, ENCORE; 27 kt-yield

at 2,425 ft. HOB), there occurred a seeming fire-start anomaly in which

a furnished room exposed through a picture window to the thermal radi-

ation of the fireball may have flashed over abruptly during the thermal

pulse. This remarkable event received little subsequent attention; in

retrospect, from a vantage point that now includes observations of how

easily the flames of a single, incipiently burning fuel item can be blown

out, the question of whether this room response was an anomaly or not has

far-reaching significance. Nearly 30 years later, we still cannot say.

The atmospheric nuclear tests were extremely valuable to fire

analysts in one important respect: they provided the scaling laws for

thermal and airblast, which underlie the extensive laboratory testing

programs of the 1950s and 60s, and they are essential ingredients for

predictive models.

Lab Simulations—In the early 1950s, successful simulations of the

separate effects of nuclear explosions were in use or under development.

Combined effects were less often considered, and few attempts were made

to simulate the combinations (see Figure C-6).

Ignition by thermal radiation was extensively studied. Generalized

correlations resulted, from which yield-scalable thresholds can be derived,
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FIGURE C-6

L A B S I M U L A T I O N S

• Ignition thresholds (scaling)

• Airblast extinction

- small targets

- simple, ideal geometries

- deficient simulants

• Room - fire growth tests

- typically peacetime scenarios
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given a fairly simple description of the target element. Figure C-7

illustrates this for three urban materials representing thick, thin, and

intermediate-thickness cases. Although the thresholds can be estimated

with considerable confidence, the practical application is still clouded

by questions such as: which threshold is the more important when,

more than one exists? Figure C-7 shows that the uncertainty between

transient and sustained ignition thresholds can be at least an order of

magnitude for thick fuels. Analysts usually adopt the conservative

practice of requiring the ignition of kindling- or tinder-weight, room-

content items only, as long as they are judged capable of spawning a fire

that can grow to the stage of room flashover. Using this guidance, sur-

veyors of room contents and configurations in several American cities

that were included in the Five-City Study estimated how close to the

specified burst point the room would have to be to suffer a fire that

would probably flash over. These distances generally corresponded to

situations where thermal fluences were equivalent to the ignition thres-

holds for materials in the thickness range between newspaper and heavy

fabrics. This is a useful conclusion, but one that remains unverified

in a practical-scale simulation of a nuclear incident.

Airblast extinction was systematically studied during the 1950s at

UCLA, using a combined thermal radiation source and shock/blowdown

facility. The work was sponsored by the U.S. Forest Service, and the

targets were mainly of forest fuels, but some urban materials were included.

Results were as illustrated in Figure C-8, to which we have added loci

of airblast durations and arrival times for low airbursts of 1, 20, and

100 kt and 1 Mt yields. The points of intersection of the computed times

of airblast arrival with the lines of corresponding preburn duration in

the UCLA experiments can be interpreted as the blowout threshold. Thus,

we could conclude that peak overpressures of about 2Jg psi and more—in

the airblast wave resulting from the same explosion whose thermal pulse

ignited the target—are capable of causing extinction of the incipient

fire in a pine-needle bed. This result—which is not very sensitive to

yield—is fairly typical of the UCLA results. Goodale has criticized

the adequacy of the UCLA simulation, however.
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About a decade ago, a series of essentially full-scale room-fire

tests of airblast interaction were conducted in the Ft. Cronkite facility.

These tests tended to support the aforementioned conclusion based on the

UCLA results, in that they indicated an extinction threshold of about

2'i> psi (applied to the outside of the wall); but, surprisingly (and in

contrast to the UCLA results), this did not seem to depend on the

particle velocity in the room where the burning items were located.

Very little further progress was made on this puzzle until quite

recently, when the SRI-designed blast/fire shocktube facility (see Figure

C-9) was completed and began serving a systematic investigation of

the many parameters involved. The addition of a thermal source (developed

by SAI) is planned as an accessory to provide a more complete simulation

of the relevant events and a better representation of the incipiency of

ignition than is currently possible.

Beyond the question of fire initiation, considerable experimental

activity has occurred in the past two decades in connection with the

growth of room fires to the flashover stage. Without further comment,

we note that these tests typically involved an initially slow buildup

from a small start, an occurrence that may not be entirely relevant to

the nuclear case. In any event, the tests never attempt to simulate a

blast-affected room.

Nonnurlear Field Tests—Considerable field-test activity has been

conducted over the years since the nuclear test ban treaty became effec-

tive. Some was undertaken to make up for the lack of opportunity for

nuclear testing, while other tests had the specific goal of answering the

remaining questions about fire and its effects. Figure C-10 summarizes

these.

One of the nagging concerns continues to be the question of fire

storms. Logical arguments have been advanced on both sides of the issue

concerning their threat to U.S. cities and their potential impact on

postwar recovery, but in spite of the possible importance to national

security, much still depends on assumptions and opinions.
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FIGURE C - 1 0

N O N - N U C L E A R F I E L D T E S T S

• Building burns

- usually one at a time, undamaged

• Flambeau

- wildland fuels only

- firestorm—yes or no?

• Debris burns

- "parameterize, dad blame it!"

• Large HiX shots

• TRS (alone and with HiX)
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A variety of blast/fire interaction tests have been done, with

spotty accomplishment. A parametric experimental investigation of fire

spread through debris was conducted a few years ago, representing a good
8 9

start on that aspect of the problem. MIXED COMPANY only added confusion

to the questions of blast extinction; MISERS BLUFF failed Lo add anything

new. Los Alamos Technical Associates (LATA's) experiments on ignition

of large and geometrically complex targets by the thermal radiation from

the aluminum/oxygen TRS generally supported the small, dimple-target lab

data and helped to clarify the question of practical applicability of

ambivalent ignition thresholds. Experiments are planned at MILL RACE to

validate SRI/SAI shocktube/thermal source simulation and give further

insight to the ignition/extinction process. Such optimism is supportable,

despite the record of failure and limited success, in view of the level

of financial support for the MILL RACE experiments, especially when one

contrasts it with the sum total for field-test support up to now, which

has been under $40,000.

Analytical Models—The bottom-line importance of blast/fire inter-

action research is measured by the potential for damage and life loss by

fire—over and above that resulting from blast effects alone—and the

extent to which this damage can be prevented, controlled, or mitigated

by planned defensive measures. Inasmuch as nuclear incidents are not an

everyday occurrence, we cannot rely on experience to provide such first-

hand evaluations. Therefore, we must resort to analysis and predictive

models. Such models can provide test hypotheses that lead to a better

understanding of the threat and often aid in the identification of

candidate countermeasures and the recognition of the need for, and

practical constraints on, crisis-period emergency operations. Finally,

such models may uncover important technical deficiencies, as was so amply

demonstrated in the Five-City Study. Some of the current deficiencies

in analytical fire modeling are summarized in Figure C-ll.

The analysis of fire damage in the Five-City Study was substan-

tially constrained to a treatment of the urban area on an as-it-exists

basis, and essentially all considerations of blast interactions with,
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FIGURE C-ll

A N A L Y T I C A L M O D E L S

• Interactions largely ignored (until 1968)

• Based on lab data and WW II (conventional

weapons) experience

• Results sensitive to assumptions made to

cover technical deficiencies

• Results sensitive to scenario factors
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and blast damage influence on, the fire response were perforce ignored.

The only substantial exception was that the secondary-fire-start conclu-

sions of the McAuliffe and Moll study were included as a simple addi-

tion effect to the primary-fire distribution. It was recognized at the

time that this omission would lead to estimates that could be far from

reality, but not until Tom Goodale's results from the experiments at

Ft. Cronkite were available did we realize just how far. Figure C-12

illustrates the potential seriousness of the neglect of blast/fire inter-

actions. Except for the 2-psi extinction threshold, which was derived

from Goodale's results, the "blast-effect rules" used to arrive at this

illustrative comparison are arbitrarily chosen. Nevertheless, it shows

how sensitive the results of such analyses can be to assumptions made to

cover technical deficiencies.

Anuther form of uncertainty, to which analytical results can be quite

sensitive, is the inherent variability of the conditions of attack, over

which the defense planner has no control (that is, the so-called "scenario

variables"). Research cannot eliminate these uncertainties, but counter-

measure concepts, which are also scenario variables, can be identified,

assessed, and developed through research and thereby made available to

the defense planner in developing intervention strategies.

Admitting the serious—and even fundamental—weaknesses of analytical

fire modeling, especially in the context and scale of nuclear attack on

the United States, we nevertheless contend that such models have a place

in national security planning. Technical deficiencies can be (and are

being) corrected. The inherent uncertainties in describing the conditions

of any future attack present a more fundamental problem, but are hardly

fatal. Particularly when one contemplates the analytical efforts that

support targeting, the barrier to reliable damage assessment is readily

surmountable. Even when the time and conditions cannot be freely chosen,

at least an optimal use of the arsenal can be deduced for the conditions

as given. The defense planner, who has no choice at all over the time

and severity of attack, can influence the outcome through preparedness

planning that has been cost-benefit optimized through analytical

modeling. Even the fire services influence can be modeled. The concept
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of contingency planning, as advanced by the DCPA Research Directorate in

the "Attack Environment Manual" and elsewhere provides a framework for

planning under the uncertainties of attack and the dynamically changing

environment of the transattack period. It defines several basic operating

situations (BOS) that may be identified with significantly distinct threats

requiring different levels of emergency response or acting to impede

emergency actions. ,ln the spirit of the BOS concept, we outlined (some

years back) a logic flow for dynamically assessing fire threats and conse-
12

quences. The situation analysis is shown in Figure C-13. It combines

all weapon effects, including fallout, and determines the initial BOS

with a distinction drawn between area fires, conflagrations, and fire

storms. Each of these has a submodel; Figure C-14 illustrates the area

fire submodel only.

Incrementally over time, the situation is reevaluated in the appro-

priate submodel, and the damage and casualties are inventoried, with

periodic testing of whether to remain in the same submodel or go to

another submodel that is appropriate to a changed fire situation, until

no further change occurs in the inventories and the fire is out. Scenario

variations could readily be studied, with such a model programmed for a

large computer, to evaluate the effectiveness of various mitigation

strategies. But clearly, the state of the art in blast/fire effects has

not progressed to the point where we would have much confidence in the

answers.

Summary

The potential magnitude of the fire threat that one infers from the

experiences of World War II and subsequent observations of the effects of

large-yield nuclear explosions is very great indeed, but our confidence

in such conclusions remains, to this day, quite low because:

• We do not sufficiently understand the basic physics of the
interactions between blast and fire to know how to extra-
polate from kiloton to megaton yields, from Japan in 1945
to the United States of today and the future.

• We do not have a generally accepted set of criteria for
development of unusually destructive mass fires as experi-
enced in World War II.
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• We have limited experience with fire behavior in collapsed
buildings and debris (and our models do not treat it).

• We have no experience at all with multiple bursts.

The research needed to fill the technical voids is, at least in

part, identified, and an acceptable level of confidence in damage estimates

for emergency planning appears to be both technically and economically

feasible.
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Appendix 1)

FOREST SERVICE PROGRAMS KITH POSSIBLE
APPLICATION TO FEMA BLAST/FIRF. PROBLEMS

(1) Smoke chemistry scientists at the Maj->n, CIL- igia, lire laboratory are
analyzing the che.r.ical constituents of smokf from -v-itural and
prescribed forest fires burned at different inLen-itien. The re-
sults should be relevant to prediction of the quality of air
outside key personnel shelters in areas of nii.iir-.m rubble.

(2) The U.S. Forest Service model of radiative fire spread through
a porous fuel bed may be relevant to fire spread in a rubble
environment. It is not applicable to fire spread in undamaged
or partially damaged urban areas.

(3) Model development of the forest spot-fire process (fJving brands)
should be directly relevant to modeling nr:an fire brand spread,
although additional work will be needed to specify the aero-
dynamic characteristics of urban fire brands.

(4) Studies of coherent flows within and adjacent to the convection
columns of large forest fires should be relevant to FEMA's
interest in understanding the mass fire environment.
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Appendix E

APPLICABLE RESEARCH AT THE CENTER FOR FIRE RESEARCH, NBS

(1) Several programs are under way to improve models and understanding
of the entrainment of air in fire plumes. These include the
low-momentum region near the base of the fire, the effect of
crosswind on plume entrainment (in-house at NBS and California
Institute of Technology), and the extent of chemical reaction
in the plume (Factory Mutual and University of Maryland).

(2) Flame spread over contiguous fuel heds, up walls and across
ceilings, and to some extent wind-aided, is being worked on at
Princeton, Case-Western Reserve, University of California at
Berkeley, TRW, and Factory Mutual. A fair amount of work on
liquid pools (partly relevant) has been done in the past. Correc-
tions for a rubblized fuel bed are not known.

(3) Entrainment between smoke issuing from the upper part of a vent
(doorway) and other airflow below or around it is being studied
in-house at California Institute of Technology and at Harvard
University. The Japanese Building Research Institute is also
working on this problem, and we are in close contact with them.
The results will be applicable to the entrainment of combustion
products (smoke) by airstreams in the "Shelter Scale" Mass Fire
Environment model.
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Appendix F

APPLICABLE WORK SPONSORED BY DNA

(1) RDA (partly DNA- and partly RDA-sponsored program): A preliminary
analysis of a mass urban fire, based on the interaction of a large
number of discrete fires, is completed. A turbulent entrainment
mechanism is applied. Analytical expressions are obtained to
estimate the height of multiple flame merger and the induced wind
velocity fit the perimeter of the mass fires, as a function of the
diameter of the mass fire area, the mean dimension and geometry

of the discrete fires, the spacing between fires, and the intensity
of burning.

(2) PSR: Fire research currently being performed includes the design
and development of methodology for predicting fire damage to an
urban area, fire vulnerability of specific targets, time-dependent
hydrothermal calculations, and short review studies that analyze
the state of the art.

(3) SAI: A documentation of large-scale fire parameters is completed.

(4) TRW: Made an initial evaluation of large-scale atmospheric
effects looking at both natural disturbances and fire-generated
effects.

(5) MRC: Evaluated existing forest fire empirical work for possible
application to the spreading of urban fires.

(6) SRI: Initiated blast/fire interaction experimental program de-
velopment.
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Appendix G

ASSESSING THE CONSEQUENCES OF A NUCLEAR ATTACK: THE SAB MODEL

(A talk given at the April 1981 Asilomar Conference)

By: J. K. S. Clayton

Introduction

1. I stand before you knowing that I am a stranger to almost all of you and

feeling something of a fraud, for what I have to say will contain little if

anything that is both new to you and useful. Ve have made no substantial

advantages in the techniques of modelling. That territory is well mapped

and it must be even more familiar to you than it is to us. Moreover, I am

very conscious that you have a well established research programme and

facilities which are completely lacking in the civil departments in TIE.

On the military side we have a blast tunnel within which we can develop

pressures up to about 45 psi, but it has not been used within our home

defence research programme for many years. We have no facilities for

detonations of large quantities of HE to simulate nuclear weapon effects.

2. So I am here to learn on behalf of the Home Office: and, in that

context, it must be useful for me to begin by describing our present

position so that we might identify areas of agreement and discuss areas

of disagreement or omissions. I think it is likely to emerge that our

models and model results have some features in common and that may be

re-assuring, for us if not for you.

(c\ BRITISH CROWN COPYRIGHT
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The responsibilities of SAB

i

3. I should explain that the Scientific Advisory Branch is the only group

assessing systematically the effects of air attack on TJZ territory and

especially the effects on the civil population and economy. We are the only

group operating damage and casualty assessment models of this kind. Our

object is to support the policy division of Home Office, and through them

ministers and policy groups in government as a whole, by evaluating policy

options in such fields as the taking of protective measures before attack

and restorative and economic measures afterwards. I must admit that the

demands for the service have been small over the last twelve years or so;

but the present administration is disposed to re-examine its attitudes.

Consequently, after about a decade within which we have received virtually

no encouragement and have done very little, we are engaged now in a review

of our models and a refurbishing to make them as accurate as possible and

to improve iheir flexibility and viability.

Use of the SAB models

4. Our damage and casualty models are intended to be used to assess the

effects of attack in broad terms. Some of the approximations make them

unsuitable for predicting the consequences of small attacks, especially

single weapon attacks, or attacks on only a few targets, although they can

be used with caution. I can distinguish two broad categories of use:-

(i) To evaluate policy options, as I have indicated: for

example, to calculate the effects on national casualty rates

of providing better shelters or of relocating sections of the
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population. Scientific assessment is not the only factor that

influences political decisions, but it is relevant and we have

a responsibility to see that our results are correct enough not

to be misleading.

(ii) To support research and training projects as, for example,

in studies of the post attack economy, the development of

action games (war games) and the preparation of exercises and study

papers. Assessments in the first category tend to cover a wide

range of attack conditions and defence postures. Applications

in the second tend to be more specific.

5. We would like to provide a rapid response so that policy makers see us

to have the capability of providing directly a service that makes a

contribution useful to them. That calls for a degree of flexibility in

operating the models and a liveliness that we have not achieved quite to

our satisfaction, but we are improving.

The models

6. Ve have a basic model, which I shall refer to for convenience as

MODEL A. It has developed over many years and is realised, in its present

form, on the ICL 1301 computer. That is the main Home Office computer,

which was provided mainly for administrative purposes so it is by no means

ideal. It is slow by modern standards and we have to share it as a iciiior

user; but it is secure and there are no direct chargesr To overcome some

at least of the disadvantages, although at a cost of introducing some new

ones, we have introduced a slightly modified version, which I shall call
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MODEL B, which is realised on a micro-computer we have in the Branch. We

sacrifice capacity for improved versatility and the advantages of having

the computer under our direct control. In this talk I shall concentrate

on the similarities rather than the differences between the two models

but I have with me printed descriptions (reproduced as Appendices 1 and 2

respectively) and a paper summarizing the most important differences

(Appendix 3)« •

7. The concept is conventional:-

(i) Blast damage is related to peak overpressure, as a

continuous function in Model A and, rather less accurately,

as a step function in Model B. We depend mainly on last war data

from Hiroshima and Nagasaki; but with some reservations and some

suspicion that we might be underestimating blast casualties.

(ii) In Model A we ignore thermal effects since, using the

criteria we have, the number of casualties attributable to

burning is small. Model B is structured so that we can include

the effects. We use your criteria, as we know them, to

calculate casualties due to burns and the incidence of building

fires in three fire zones; and we can alter the criteria as we

get better information.

(iii) Neither model takes account of interactions between

thermal and blast damage.

(iv) Similarly Model A neglects initial radiation effects on the
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assumption that people close enough to ground zero to be casualties

will die from other effects anyway. But we know that the assumption

might invalidate, for exanple, assessments of shelter effectiveness,

so Model B does allow the effect, using your relationship between

received dose and distance and the UK criterion for radiation damage.

(v) Both models incorporate elliptical fallout patterns based on

your practice but again using UK criteria for radiation damage,

which are less severe than yours.

(vi) In both models it is assumed that people receiving two or

more serious injuries, from blast or radiation for example, will

diej but there is no other allowance for combined injuries.

8. We have just taken delivery of a new mini-computer with a

specification well matched to Branch requirements, including this sort of

modelling. We shall be able to exploit the increased speed and capacity to
€ *

retain or increase the flexibility of Model B without suffering the limitations

of the micro-computer.

$. I have referred to criteria for radiation damage. There are quite

important differences here between US and UK practices, which are noted in

Appendix 4 and which will be discussed at greater length next week at

Reston, and with greater authority on the UK side.

10. In order to run the model we have to provide the usual inputsr-

(i) Attack pattern: the location, height above ground, yield and, in
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the case of Model B, the fission fraction for each bomb. At this
i

point we must try to fathom the enemy's intentions and the degree of

uncertainty is large.

(ii) Population pattern; our starting point is the most recent

national census, but that gives a rather old peacetime nighttime

distribution which the user can modify to allow for any redistribution

he might choose to suppose.

(iii) Wind direction and speed: so long as we use the simple

elliptical model of the fallout zone we can not postulate anything

more elaborate, and probably that does not matter much so long as

we are concerned only with broad effects across the nation. There

are procedural devices which allow us to overcome the limitations

to some extent.

(iv) Protective factors: Model A specifies a spectrum of protective

factors based on estimates of the protection afforded by the existing

UK building stock and assuming that the warning time has been

sufficient for people to take cover. The use can modify the spectrum '

to suit changed assumptions. In Model B the user has to specify his

own distribution of protective factors. It is possible to apply

different factors to different sectors of the population but there is

no facility to vary protective factors within any one kilometre

square.

11. The arithmetic of the models is simple but, because of the large amounts

of input data of the numbers of repetitions of the basic calculations, the
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whole assessment is a rather slow process, fsay roughly 9 hours for Model A

on the ICL 1301 and roughly 6 hours for Model B on the microprocessor to

calculate the effects of a single attack. Inevitably we have had to fight

shy of any stochastic approach and likewise of the sort of paramatric

study which is so useful in pointing the way to good broad solutions. The

new mini-computer should help us there. We have been debating whether a

more analytic approach would provide a quicker albeit perhaps cruder

alternative. So far the supporters of number crunching techniques lead the

field but I would be interested to hear your opinions. Of course too there

are short cuts we can use to derive or deduce further results from

calculated results; and to avoid the tedious process of examining each

square of a kilometre grid in turn.

12. So much for the models and for their in some respects somewhat shakey

foundations"" Ve axe very conscious that we should discuss them with you

and learn from you, and I am here to initiate such exchanges. I have with

me yet one more paper (Appendix 4) setting out the subjects for discussion

as we see them. So now, before I close, I shall say a few words about some

model outputs of potential importance, just to emphasize the significance

to us.

Some model results and their significance

13. I have explained that we have had to make do for many years with numbers

of results quite inadequate to provide any firm basis for policy formulation:

and that new ministers are showing more interest, fortuitously at a time when

we are becoming more capable of satisfying them. Some of our recent results

are interesting in this context, especially because they show the sensitivity
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of assessments to the input data and built-in assumptions.

14. This first figure (fig 1) shows the effects on predicted casually

figures of moving from the "historical" UK estimates of radiation effects

to new and more optimistic figures recommended to us recently by the Medical

Research Council: and also of moving towards what we believe are your more

pessimistic estimates of the lethal effects of blast and fire damage. Now

the UK government's "stay put" policy was never convincingly supported by

our casualty assessments and these figures indicate that it might be even

harder to justify.

15. But even that conclusion is subject to the assumptions we make about

an enemy's targetting policy, as the next figure (fig 2) shows. A great

deal depends on how much he decides to attack our cities. In our densely

populated c"5untry inevitably a policy of dispersing people into the rural

areas places them closer to some targets of major military importance;

and we expect to move into the field of calculating risk rather than

casualties and examining the implications for policy making of risk zoning.

16. Another application that might interest you is .to defend the home

defence organization against at least some of the criticisms made. Various

distinguished ex-military gentlemen and academics have stated publicly

recently that a scall number of bombs - size unspecified but number

ranging from 3 to 10 - would destroy utterly the whole of the UK. Fig 3

gives the lie to that, always provided of course that our model is right.

I wonder whether you have anything similar.
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Conclusion

17- So that brings me back to my purpose: to explore with you what

confidence we can put in our models and how they might be improved or

rather, to be more realistic, to initiate such discussions, for I am not

the principal possessor of such expertise as we have^ I am here with

that aim in mind: and, if I can scarcely claim to have sung well for ay

supper, at least this little advertising jingle will have served to

introduce me.
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Appendix 1

Casualty Model - 1301 Computer Version

1. The user postulates an attack by stipulating

(a) the nuaber of boabs,

(b) the Ground Zero (GZ) of each boab in terms of
National Grid longitude and latitude to the nearest
whole kilometer,

(c) the yield of each individual bomb chosen fro* the
following range:

100
200
300
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1
2
3
5

10
20

kt
I I

I I

!•
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t i
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i t

n
t i

(d) whether a particular boob is Air Burst (AB) or Ground Burst
(GB), according to the target characteristics involved and,
if A3, which of the following ground level overpressures is
to have its radius naxinised:

2
1(
6

10
20

psi
i i

n
II

II

2. The present fallout radiation dose J"odel assumes, for simplicity, a constant
wind speed and direction for the UK, which are specified by the user.

3> 13ie population of the UK is assumed to have had some warning of impending air -
attack and, in accordance with current government policy, to be sheltering in'
their own homes. Unless otherwise stipulated by the user the following
protective factor (PF) spectrum against fallout radiation is used, and assumed
to apply uniformly over the whole of the UK:

PF % of population

3
9
20
23
70
150

The Computer Programmers

**. Program 1 incorporates a blast model which uses the postulated attack as it»

input and outputs on magnetic tape the blast overpressure experienced at the

/centre
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centre of each 1 km square of the National Grid containing any land area (or
the maximum overpressure experienced if a square is affected by more than one
bonb). A printout of overpressures in selected areas is made available if desired.
Blast overpressure accuracy is thought to be within 2O& or better.

5- Program 2 incorporates a fallout dose model which uses the postulated attack
as its input and outputs the total fallout radiation dose that would be experienced
in the open at the centres of 2 km squares by 7 days post-attack. For non-ground
bursts a dose rate reduction factor operates according to the individual heights
of bursts. No dose is calculated if the dose rate at one hour after burst (DK1)
is less than 10 rph.

"She program takes account of fallout arrival (FOA), fallout maximum (FOM) and
fallout completion (FOC) lines at each location, assuming a linear dose rate build-up
and decay according to the t-1.2 law. Calculation is based upon idealised
(elliptical) contours whose parameters depend upon the chosen wind speed. Output is
as for blast in para **-.

The use of idealised fallout contours is the appropriate method for estimating
gross casualties due to fallout. The accuracy is low for any particular bomb and
no reliance should be placed upon the precise area affected by one bomb in
isolation. However when considering 100-200 bombs spread about the UK a reasonable
estimate of total effect is obtained.

6. Program 3 incorporates a casualty model, the inputs to which are the magnetic
tape outputs of programs 1 and 2 together with a magnetic tape giving the OK
population distribution on a 1 km square basis.

Blast casualties (dead or seriously injured) are calculated according to the over-
pressure level experienced. The current levels used are based largely upon WWII
data (SAB Report 1/71 Fig *0 and may be revised as a result of current SAB research.
Fallout radiation casualties are calculated using an MRC expression which is based
upon the operational equivalent dose concept and an HRC- agreed value for the LD50.
An .individual assessed as seriously Injured by both blast and radiation is assumed
to die. These assumptions can be varied if necessary.

The program produces a magnetic tape record of casualties on a 1 km square basis
plus a printout of totalUK casualties by (a) blast alone and (b) blast and fallout
radiation dose. A simple modification to the program would permit-the percentage
of population in the A,B,C,D blast 'rings' to be assessed and printed.

It should be stressed that casualties are assessed, as described, for the effects
of blast overpressure and fallout radiation only. Other nuclear weapon effects
such as initial radiation and the fire hazard, which, for weapons in the megaton
range are small by comparison, are not included in this model.

7. Running cost is based upon computer mill (central processor) time. The mill
time may be taken as approximately \ the elapsed time, with the current charge
being about SM^> per hour. However no charge for the JADRI service is levied
against the SAB research budget.

j /The
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The notional cost of a single complete run with the 179-bomb attack is about
£150; the additional notional cost of each additional run with program 3
assumptions modified would be about £25.

P R BENTLEY
SAB
1 October 1980
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Appendix Z

Casualty Model - Micro Processor Version

The model is incorporated into three programs named "ATTACK", "POLICY", and
"TAKJET1.1

All data related to the attack are under the control of the user. The scientific
data are held on file while the ATTACK program asks the user for the wind speed and
direction, the visibility and the DEC cut-off.

There are two ATTACK programs: ATKRITE also asks for the number of bombs in the
attack and the Oata for each boob - the location of ground zero (N.E.) yield, height
of burst, and fission fraction. These data are written to a file which can be used
in ATKREHD when the user wishes to change the wind speed and direction, the
visibility, and the DHI cut-off.

The hypotheses used for each type of effect (blast, fire, initial gamrsa and fall-out
radiation) are contained in small sub-routines which are relatively easy to alter.

Bata Word in the "Attack" Programs

1. Blast data

The radii of the blast damage rings A,B,C & 0 are calculated using yield, height and
distance to transform the curves related to 11, 6, 1.5 and .75 psi on the ground for
a 1 kiloton bomb.

Associated with each blast damage ring is a matrix which contains the data on the
proportional distribution of the population in buildings by extent of injury (none,
hurt trapped, dead) and by the extent of building damage (none, light, moderate,
irreparable), and also an array which gives the proportional distribution of the
population in the open by extent of injury (none, hurt, trapped, dead).

2. Fire data

The radii for the fire damage zones, 1 & 2.are calculated by interpolating fro*
histograms which give the ranges according to the weapon yield, the height of burst
and the visibility at the time of burst (5 km, 10 km, 50 km).

Associated with each fire damage zone there is a matrix which gives the proportional
distribution of the population in buildings by extent of injury (none, hurt, dead)
and extent of building damage (none, light, irreparable).

The distances which give 3rd degree or 2nd degree burns to 100# of the people in the
open are obtained from a table of distances and depend on weapon yield, height of
burst and visibility.

3. Initial Ramma data

Ranges of initial open air doses of 10000, 30000, 1000, 300 depend on the weapon
yield and height of burst.

There are three values of critical levels of initial radiation which leave 10C# of
the population with the following prognosis (i) unaffected, (ii) affected but will
recover, and (iii) dying. The prognosis between any two critical levels is inter-
polated using a straight line.
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Protective factors against initial radiation depend upon the blast damage
(none, light, moderate, irreparable) and building type (of which there may be up
to 12 different types available for selection and insertion of appropriate input
data on FFs).

k. Fall-out radiation data

Idealised elliptional DR1 contours &re used to calculate the dose in a given
distance and direction from ground zone. Die user can decide on a DEI cut-off,
below which doses are not calculated.

As with initial gamma radiation there are"three critical levels of fall-out
radiation, and also protective factors which depend on the extent of blast damage
and building type.

5. Bomb data

the attack can consist of up to 180 bombs. The cumulative effects on any oa«
square kilometre in the target area are assumed to be:-

(a) blast - the largest blast damage from any bomb

(b) fire - the worst fire damage from any bomb

(c) initial gamma - the cumulative dose from all bombs

(d) fall-out radiation - the cumulative DR1 from all bombs

People hurt (seriously injured) by more than one effect are assumed dead.

these cumulative effects from the aggregate of bombs are not calculated in
program ATTACK but in program TARGET. .

PROGRAM "POLICY"

Ttte program^POlICY allows the user to decide upon a particular set of policy
options.

The user must input the percentages of people living in each building type as
expressed by the protection factor for undamaged buildings, for both initial
gamma and fall-out radiation. (Ihis allows him to investigate alternative shelter
policies. )

The user must input the percentage of those trapped who are rescued, and the
percentage of the rescued who are seriously injured. (This allows him to
investigate alternative emergency rescue/medical services.)

The user must input for each of 5 different values of population density (these
values being under his control) the. percentage ofpeople in the open and the
percentage of people present in relation to the de facto population. (This allows
the user to investigate alternative population distribution» such as might result
from dispersal plans.)
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PROGRAM TARGET

Program "TARGET" asks the user to decide on the following:-

1. Whether to calculate the effects of fire and/or initial
gamma

2. (a). The minimum and maximum lines of latitude (i.e. '
the horizontal grid lines) which bound the target area

(b). An alternative version of TARGET can also ask for
the target area to be confined to a given local authority
area.

The user can therefore obtain results from one area quite
independently of any other which allows different wind speeds
and directions, different visibilities and different policies
to be applied in different areas of the country.

Program TARGET prints out the following:-

1. The bombs which affect the area lying between the minimum
and maximum lines of latitude.

2. (a). For each line of latitude the cumulative numbers
for this and preceding lines of dead due to blast,
initial gamma, fire, trapped, and fall-out; the
total dead; the total hurt (i.e. seriously injured);
and the total population affected.

(b) For A,B,C,0 & E blast damage areas the population
affected, the number dead, the number hurt, the
number of unscathed survivors, and the number of
square kilometres affected. (E signifies negligible
blast damage, but other affects may be significant).

(c) The longitude limits of the area affected by each bomb.
(An alternative version).

(d) The population affected, blast and total casualties
in each square kilometre. (Alternative version).

J M HOGG
SAB
k September 1980
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Summary Comparison of Current Models Appendix 3

1301 (Appendix l) Microprocessor (Appendix 2)

Main Assumptions

SAB population data base (night-time
residential)

SAB ABCD blast damage zones and
casualty production

Discrete protection factors dis-
tribution incorporated

Continuous functions used for blast
damage.

Height of burst determined by blast
level to be optimised.

Dose rate corrected for low burst
heights.

Idealised elliptic fallout contours
uniform fallouts levied over all OK
DRI cut-off from any bomb

No incorporation of thermal effects '

No allowance* for initial gamma

.Dose estimates involves FOA, FOM, FOC
and MRC injury data.

Simultaneous seriously injured from
blast and fallout assumed to die

Main Inputs by gser

Total numbers of bombs

For each bomb, state:

Yield, from a discrete range
Whether GB
If AB, blast level optimised
Grid reference

As 1301

As 1301

User selects own PF distribution

Step functions used for blast damage.

Height of burst selected by user.

Fission fraction selected by user

As 1301
As 1301

DRI cutoff selected.by user

Dierraal effects incorporated

Initial gamma taken into account with
PFs discrete distribution.

As 1301

A a 1 3 0 l ' - '-' ' '•'•"'

As 1301. Upper limit l8C

Yield
Height of burst
Fission fraction

As for 1301
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Fallout wind speed and direction

Outputs

Casualties K,SI, trapped at each 1 km square.

Total UK casualties (Blast only
(Blast plus fallout

Breakdown into LA areas

% of population in A,B,C,D zones

As for 1^

DR1 cut-off value

Visibility: 5ilO, ,50 km

Distribution of people over PFs

5 basic population densities
Population adjustment factor for
each 1 km square.

Number of trapped who are rescued.

As for 1301

Heat casualties and initial
casualties included : otherwise
as for 1301.

As for 1301
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Appendix

A review of UK and USA Casualty Models

Introduction

1. As part of SAB's ongoing study of casualty modelling, a short comparison of

the UK and USA models for each casualty producing mechanism (e.g. blast) is described
below, and, where possible, an indication is given of which seems the more soundly
based ia the light of the available data. Also rough estimates of the changes in
casualties (for the SAB unclassified attack) resulting from using USA models instead
of UK models are presented where possible.

2. It is recommended that SAB urgently consult the casualty experts in FEMA to
ascertain the detailed reasoning behind the USA casualty models, and, with advice
from British experts such as those from Home Office Architects Branch and AWHE Foulness,
assess the USA and UK models with a view to determining the 'best' models and ranges
of uncertainty for UK current circumstances.

Blast

3- Casualties due to blast for people in buildings are highly dependent on the over-
pressure needed to cause collapse. The UK model - collapse of British houses at 11 psi-
is based solely on observations made on blast damage to the few brick buildings in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki" by the British Mission to Japan, and strictly applies to
British housing circa 19*»6. The USA model - collapse of multistorey brick buildings
at about 5 psi - is based on observations made in Japan and at various nuclear tests,
r*n experiments conducted in shock tubes on wall panels and with high explosives in
field tests, and on theoretical analysis of the loading and response of structures.
The USA model seems much more soundly based, and is supported by the sparse data
available on blast damage in Japan and by World War 2 bomb data scaled up properly,
but more data are required on present UK house construction before a reliable
assessment can be made.

l*. The MLOP" for warned people in brick houses is about 11 psi in the UK model
(including trapped) and about 5 psi in the USA model (for weak shelters - thought to

• be comparable to British houses). These overpressure figures are the same as those
for house collapse in the two models. Casualties are caused not only by house
collapse but also by flying objects and by people being accelerated by the 'blast
wind'. The UK model is based on the degree of damage and casualties caused by flying
bombs in World War 2; the USA model is based on experimental and theoretical work
which takes account of the longer duration of the blast wind for megaton bombs (and
its increased effect on objects and people). The USA model seems more acceptable, but
it gives a far higher proportion of injured than the UK model and has no trapped
category though trapped accounts for the majority of the killed in the UK model. These
differences need to be investigated urgently. There are related changes to estimates
of the uninjured population requiring re-housing.

5. Use of the USA model instead of the UK model might put 'killed by blast' up by
about 50% and 'injured by blast1 up by a factor of 5 to 10. Some detailed
calculations are being made by SAB using the casualty models, including estimates
of changes in homeless.

Initial radiation
* • •

6. The latest UK model uses USA dose/distance relationship, but uses the UK LD50
figure rather than the USA LD50 (see 8 ) . The UK model attempts to take some account
of degradation of protection due to blast - no information is available as to whether
(or to what extent) the USA model does the same,so no comparison can be made. With
lower yield weapons, initial radiation is an important casualty producing mechanism

/if the ..

* which 'were found different in important respects from British housing'

** mediam lethal overpressure - that required to cause 5G» deaths due to blast

"** prompt dose in air required cause bOfr deaths due to radiation.
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if the UK blast model is used, and possibly important even if the USA blast model
is used for people sheltered against blast.

Heat

7- The UK model uses the USA heat flux/distance relationship. Casualties can be
caused directly by burns or indirectly through fires. Casualties due to burns are
dependent on posture, and for warned people are assumed to be very small for both
models. The main fire zones in the 2 models are similar. Bast SAB work has
estimated that only about 7% of houses would be burnt out in this zone causing few
casualties; the USA model estimates a greater percentage of houses burnt - up to
5Q# in places - but their houses are more flammable than British houses. However,
SAB work needs to be repeated taking account of recent house construction, and
research on blast/fire interaction being carried in the USA, when completed, night
result in fire becoming a more important casualty producing mechanism. Finally,
MIRVing might well increase the burn and fire hazard.

fallout

8. The UK model uses the USA model for radioactivity distribution on the grouuU.
However the latest SAB calculations use an LD5O of 600r and a recovery of 200r plus
15r per day for prolonged doses of radiation, while the USA calculations use an 1D5O
of ^5Or, with little or no recovery for prolonged doses'. The UK model is a result
of much recent research by the MHC and is thought to be much more soundly based
than the USA model. Though house construction in the USA is higher than that in the
UK, with subsequently lower PK's seem lower than UK PF calculations would indicate -
this requires investigation. The new SAB dose effects model gives about half the
number of fallout casualties that the USA model (and the old SAB model) gives.

Combined Injuries (synergism)

9. There are no generally acceptable ways of calculating the probability of death
due to combined injuries since there is very little quantitative data on whith to
base any model. In SAB calculations it is assumed that if any person receives two
or more severe 'injuries' from any of the casualty producing mechanisms he will
eventually die. This has the °ffect of reducing the LD5O for a blast-injured person,
from 600r to^OOr. In USA calculations the LD5O is reduced from *»5Or to 375r. Thus
there is a large difference between the assumptions which could significantly affect
the eventual deaths - this difference should be investigated.

Conclusions

10. Though in the text above, some models are preferred to others, eg the USA blast
models, the UK fallout model, the following work urgently needs to be done to
maximise our confidence in casualty estimates (for a given attack, environment and
posture):

(i) Survey of the blast fire and radiation protection afforded
by British houses,

(ii) Assessment of USA work on blast, fire an-l PF,

(iii) Estimating of degradation of radiation protection by blast,
(iv) Hesearch into synergistic effects.

DR CABR-HILL
SAB September I98O

* numerically similar to the old SAB model used in past calculations.

T bone marrow dose
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